
Effective public administration and efficient financial man-

agement systems are a necessity for any country seeking to

reduce poverty and ensure welfare services reach the poor.

This report discusses the roles of multilateral and bilateral

donors in this context and the tools they have developed,

stressing the importance of co-ordinated initiatives. The

focus is on development assistance tied to policy reforms,

known as programme support. 

The authors provide donors and recipients with tools

that incorporate principles and methods applicable to 

public finance management in partner countries. They 

describe a range of public finance management functions

– including e.g. payment, budgeting and accounting – and

highlight the need to strengthen the position of partner

countries in talks with lenders and donors. 
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Along with other aid donors, Sida has in recent times taken a stronger pro-
gramme focus in its development assistance work. The intention is for this
to improve ownership and mechanisms for donor co-ordination, as well
as create partnership-like relations with recipient countries.

However, it has become apparent during the process that few donors
have succeeded in developing effective routines and procedures for
analysing and supporting public finance management systems in partner
countries. Donors generally feel uncertain about channelling their money
through recipient countries’ budget systems. Moreover, until now they
have not had access to the tools needed to analyse attendant risks. This
has resulted in rather few joint sector programmes being implemented.

As part of the ongoing development of poverty reduction strategies ()
linked to the  debt relief initiative for the most indebted poor coun-
tries, the World Bank and  have now begun to highlight the programme
support issue. Special tools for analysing financial management systems,
such as s (Country Financial Accountability Assessments), have been
developed. Yet it remains unclear how the different tools are linked and
how their conclusions will be used. Neither is it entirely clear how the
authorities in partner countries will participate in these investigations.

This report presents and analyses the key issues at the heart of pro-
gramme support and public finance management, and discusses the prob-
lems and details connected with this form of support and the methods
used. The opinions expressed in the report are those of the authors.

The report’s aim is to contribute to Sida’s growing interest in public
finance management in partner countries and the need for knowledge in
this area. Sida hopes it will prove useful for other donors as part of a co-
ordinated effort to assist partner countries in developing and improving
their public financial planning and management systems. The report may
also serve to simplify the development of agreed procedures and process-
es aimed at making programme support practicable, reliable, safe and ef-
fective.

Lennart Nordström
Head of Division, Division for Democratic Governance (DESA)

Department for Democracy and Social Development

November, 
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Sida and many other bilateral donors and multilateral organisations are
today moving more clearly towards a policy which involves supporting
poverty alleviation, primarily in Africa, via different forms of programme
support. Allied to this, the  and World Bank have launched the 

Initiative, a framework for debt relief and special support for the most in-
debted countries. The initiative demands broad participation from mul-
tilateral and bilateral lenders and donors. 

A condition for obtaining debt relief is that partner countries develop
and present a poverty reduction strategy, a so-called Poverty Reduction Strat-

egy Paper (). The  process is still being developed and many ques-
tions remain unanswered. Among the issues examined by the report is
how responsibility will be shared between different actors, the details of
which are not yet clear. 

s are a comprehensive framework and include a country’s entire
economy (i.e. both the private and public sectors). Economic growth is
seen as the key to being able to reduce poverty in a sustainable manner.
Yet growth by itself is insufficient and does not automatically guarantee
reduced poverty. Effective public administration systems are necessary so
that increasing financial resources can be turned into concrete welfare
services and measures that promote growth. The increasing importance
of public administration has influenced the World Bank, which recently
has begun addressing issues related to its development and content. 

National public finance management systems are a particularly im-
portant component of this development. A range of diagnostic analysis
tools has been devised for these systems, chiefly by the World Bank. There
is great need to co-ordinate both these instruments and the different par-
ticipants in the process. 

The report makes recommendations about the requirements that must
be met for financial management systems to be effective channels for pro-
gramme support. Programme support includes funds not tied to individ-
ual projects but which are given, or lent, to finance expenditures con-
tained in poverty reduction strategies. These include programmes that
cover specific sectors, known as sector programmes. 

Programme support to underpin poverty reduction strategies through
government budgets can be supplied in a variety of forms:  debt re-
lief (which frees up resources), general budget support, or sector pro-
gramme budget support. For programme support to help alleviate pover-
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ty through the creation of real welfare services, it is crucial that the dif-
ferent systems within public administration function properly and that the
public administration apparatus has access to competent staff. Donors,
moreover, must be prepared to review the conditionality of development
assistance through programme support, for example by considering for
what length of time assistance can be provided.

But good financial management systems alone cannot guarantee the
delivery of welfare services financed by the government budget. Also es-
sential is good governance, manifested in a transparent public decision-
making process and a transparent public administration that can imple-
ment government decisions.

Bilateral donors, not least Sida, can play a major role in this new world
of development assistance. The key to influence lies in an active and out-
ward-looking attitude. Bilateral donors are needed as a third party in the
dialogue between partner countries and the Bretton Woods Institutions.
Bilateral donors also have unsurpassed expertise and experience in insti-
tutional development work and can therefore influence a country’s de-
velopment and, for instance, prevailing World Bank methodology. 

There are good reasons why bilateral donors should collaborate and
create broader platforms for their work. Small individual donors such as
Sida should institutionalise their work with like-minded organisations and
participate jointly with them in, for example, the World Bank’s poverty
missions. 

Changes lead to demands for new structures and competencies in de-
velopment agencies.

The next step is to bolster partner countries’ institutional base, par-
ticularly at regional level.

A more extensive summary of the report and its recommendations can
be found in Chapter .

The appendix describes a number of points and issues of relevance
when evaluating public finance management systems that receive pro-
gramme support. The appendix draws on and relates to the analysis con-
tained in the main report. Despite this, the appendix is self-contained and
can be read and used separately. It can, for example, be used when tak-
ing first-time decisions on programme support or when reviewing exist-
ing support. 

It and the main report can also be used during dialogue between
donors and recipients as both documents discuss demands that may be put
forward by either side.
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In the past two years economic growth has come into focus as a means of
reducing poverty, a trend that has increased the emphasis on performance.
Efforts to attain stable macroeconomic conditions have received priority
in the past, but a clear link to poverty has been conspicuously absent. 

In order to strengthen the development of poverty reduction strategies
and achieve higher economic growth a new comprehensive framework has
been introduced. Closely allied to this, the  and World Bank have
launched a new debt relief initiative for the poorest and most indebted
countries. This initiative includes the provision of debt relief for existing
 and World Bank loans. Donors and lenders are striving to attune their
efforts to demand, i.e. demand from the poor countries themselves, in
order to guarantee partner countries’ “ownership” of poverty reduction
programmes allied to debt relief measures. The success of this approach
thus far is debatable, though. 

The need to build public administration institutions in partner coun-
tries and develop competencies therein has been recognised as part of this
process and become a core focus of development efforts. The status of pub-
lic finance management functions has also attained a prominent position.
This more integrated and comprehensive approach removes previous lim-
its on the work of donors and recipients and their areas of responsibility
in development assistance. New instruments have been created and ex-
isting ones modified to support this new and broader way of working. In
consequence, it has become much clearer that multilateral and bilateral
organisations work in a shared arena. Bilateral donors’ long experience
of institutional capacity-building work suggests they play – and will con-
tinue to play – an important role in this area. 

Data and information contained in the report are based on published
material and discussions conducted in Washington  with staff of the In-
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ternational Monetary Fund and World Bank, and in New York with Unit-
ed Nations officials. We have also talked to staff at , Sida, the
Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Swedish Ministry of Finance.
(See “Personal references”.) Via email we have corresponded with and
posed questions to officials at the European Union, , and bilateral
organisations in the , Netherlands, Denmark and Canada. The inter-
pretation of discussions and information received is, of course, ours alone. 

As stipulated in our Terms of Reference, the report concentrates on
development of poverty-focused assistance to African countries and is con-
sciously written from a donor’s standpoint. When we write “these coun-
tries” or invoke similar terms we are referring to the partner countries of
Sida and other bilateral donors, primarily in Africa. 

Experiences from the World Bank’s introduction of the new Poverty Re-

duction Support Credit () in Uganda and the introduction of the new clas-
sification framework for public accounting systems in Mozambique are
presented as field studies.

The report is principally written for staff at Sida, the Swedish Min-
istry for Foreign Affairs and embassies that work with programme sup-
port in the countries concerned and provide ancillary technical support.
It is also aimed at donor organisations with policy frameworks similar to
those of Sida, and at relevant development partners. Consultants and ex-
ternal organisations that work with these issues may also find the report
useful. Our hope is that the material will promote co-ordination of cur-
rent donor activities and increased understanding of this field. This, we
hope, will assist partner countries to develop and strengthen the financial
planning required for communities to deliver welfare services to their in-
habitants. As a next step, we believe it would be of great value to exam-
ine the institutional conditions present in a partner country to enable that
country to develop its own debate and decision-making forums and de-
termine how donors can best facilitate this process.

14 INTRODUCTION

. The report was originally intended as an update of our previous report, “Sector Programme
Support and Macroeconomic Development: the need for an effective public administration and
financial management and control systems – materials for guidelines”, February . As the
title indicates, the report examined the then new Sector-wide Approach (p) and sector pro-
gramme support. The adoption of p resulted in areas such as public finance management
systems and macroeconomic development in partner countries suddenly being included and
integrated in the same framework. Since our first report, however, poverty-focused development
assistance has been transformed. The report therefore includes a body of new material to reflect
current conditions. All the same, this new material contains many links to the previous report.



Outline of the report

The report has the following structure: the introductory chapters, –,
present the new framework for and background to poverty-focused de-
velopment assistance. An account of the  is provided, as well as an
introduction to the  poverty reduction strategy. Also discussed are the
role of the World Bank and  in this development, risks associated with
the new initiative, and the connection between poverty reduction strate-
gies and the economies of partner countries. Finally, chapters – describe
different forms for supporting poverty alleviation. 

Chapter  gives an account of the different types of programme sup-
port provided to the countries in question and how these give rise to a need
for public administration reforms. 

The need for reforms in public administration is explored in Chapters
 and . Here, special emphasis is laid on the World Bank’s diagnosis in-
struments, weaknesses in the current approaches of donors and lenders,
and the requirements implicit in the analysis of public finance manage-
ment systems. 

Chapter  discusses bilateral donors’ important role as a third party in
discussions about new poverty credits between partner countries and the
Bretton Woods Institutions. 

Chapter  gives an overview of the need for new methodologies and
information flows inside bilateral development agencies stemming from
the emergence of new forms of development assistance. 

An extensive summary of the report is contained in Chapter , along
with recommendations. 

Chapter  highlights the need to support partner countries in their
task of building regional institutions that can function as forums for dia-
logue and debate when formulating and implementing new forms of as-
sistance. 

The appendix discusses issues to consider when evaluating the state of
public finance management systems in relevant countries and opportuni-
ties for using those systems. Such evaluations are applicable when, for in-
stance, new programme support is to be introduced or old support agree-
ments are renegotiated.

Those who work with these issues are invited to read the appendix and
use it as a source of reference. Descriptions are primarily based on expe-
riences from Portuguese-speaking and English-speaking countries in
Africa. These are Sida’s “chief” partner countries. At the same time, we
would like to underline the general practicability of the appendix. The de-
scribed functions, such as planning, budget process, accounting functions,
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payments systems, income policies and audit structures, are universally ap-
plicable – from French-speaking Africa to Sweden.

Unsourced views and opinions are our own, usually based on our own
experience. This is also true for pictures, diagrams and tables not ac-
companied by a source reference.
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1.1 The role of multilateral and bilateral organisations 
in development work

Sida and many other bilateral donors and multilateral organisations are
today moving more clearly towards a policy which involves supporting
poverty alleviation in Africa via different forms of programme support. 

Programme support is a modality aimed not at financing a specific
project, but at supporting the implementation of a wide-ranging poli-
cy/expenditure programme (often for a sector) laid down by a partner
country’s government. The aim is for programme support funds to be
transferred and accounted for through partner countries’ public finance
systems. This makes it easier for them to support and become part of the
country’s budget priorities. It also means that “an effective public admin-
istration and effective financial management systems” (see Sjölander and
Brobäck, ) are not only necessary for sector programme support, but
for all forms of programme support. Besides sector programme support,
the term also includes general budget support and debt relief. This new
and more wide-ranging approach within the field of development assis-
tance is now encouraging organisations to integrate their areas of support
and responsibility with others. The situation requires new forms of co-op-
eration and new roles and ways of working that are adapted to a joint
framework. 

The actions and working practices of the  and World Bank have
tended to assume a central position in development assistance, both in a
historical and modern context. The Bretton Woods Institutions’ (s)

efforts in this area have long been the target of hard and at times contra-

A new framework for poverty-focused
development assistance

CHAPTER 1

. The different forms of programme support are examined in more detail in Chapter .

. The Bretton Woods Institutions () is a joint name for the  and World Bank.



dictory criticism from the governments of developing countries, left-wing
political interests, environmental groups in the industrialised world, Eu-
ropean aid donors and  personnel (including Dollar and Pritchett
() and Stiglitz ()). Not even the most ardent defenders of the 

and World Bank would claim these institutions are the best supporters of
development strategies in all cases. Within the new framework currently
being developed, it is vital that bilateral donors that provide programme
support are active and can contribute their (in some cases significantly
greater) expertise.

The ongoing development of so-called poverty reduction strategies
that have accorded a more prominent role to institutional capacity-build-
ing includes many examples to indicate that bilateral donor involvement
provides valuable input to the process. Discussions in international forums
in which bilateral donors participate often give rise to an alternative or
broader basis for continued efforts than is contained in the work of the
 and World Bank. Bilateral donors can also help increase the leeway
for local influence over the process, thus complementing the s’ analy-
ses and development work. The working groups that collaborate on the
mode and application of Sector-wide Approaches (Ch. ) are a specific exam-
ple of bilateral participation and co-operation. Knowledge gathered here
can help focus attention on fundamental software issues concerning insti-
tution-building in connection with a launch of sector programme support
in a different way compared, for instance, with the way the World Bank
has focused on such issues.

Sida was early in perceiving the need for capacity in public adminis-
tration. Sida developed its first policy for public administration aid in the
s. This policy is now being revised to include aspects of democratic
governance and human rights. Sida and other bilateral donors have a
good incentive to maintain and develop a high level of competency in this
area. Such competency presents opportunities to influence and augment
the work on methods and application being carried out primarily by the
World Bank.

To clarify the new framework for development work, we begin by de-
scribing the background to the emergence of poverty alleviation strategies.
Debt burdens and economic growth are key variables in this context.

1.2. The debt burden in poor and indebted countries

The debt burdens of the poorest and most indebted countries have for
many years played a role in hampering economic growth. One of the rea-
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sons for this is that the money spent on maintaining the national debt
could instead be used for domestic investment or the import of invest-
ment or input goods, all of which are necessary for higher growth. Debt
servicing  also reduces the total resources available for public expenditure.
This often has a major detrimental effect on sectors targeted by poverty-
focused programmes. The debt burden can also lead to increased envi-
ronmental degradation when short-term measures to provide financing for
debt payments are accorded priority over the external environment. Fur-
thermore, a heavy debt burden can lead to political instability. This, in
turn, may have strongly negative consequences, not least on the poor.

The international campaign   was launched to combat the
negative effects of the debt burden in heavily indebted countries  in the
early s. The campaign aimed to secure a one-off debt write-off in
 for debts that the poorest countries could not afford to repay to in-
ternational financial institutions (s), governments and commercial
banks. The ambition was to implement the write-off process in concert
with lenders, borrowers and representatives of civil society. The campaign
aims to create awareness and a sense of shared responsibility among
lenders and borrowers over high indebtedness levels in some poor coun-
tries. The prime aim of the  debt relief is to underpin economic
and social justice and basic human rights in heavily indebted countries.

Multilateral organisations have long been preferential creditors for
debts in the poorest countries. These debts have not been written off, in
contrast with debts to other creditors. The Heavily Indebted Poor Countries

() Initiative was launched in the late s to ease the debt burdens
of the most indebted countries. The initiative is described in more detail
below. Write-offs of multilateral debts are included for the first time in the
 framework. Yet debate still continues about the scale of debt relief
necessary to bring about a long-term and sustainable improvement for the
poorest and most indebted countries. Many critics question the “opti-
mistic” forecasts of the  and World Bank, claiming the debt relief
process is too closely controlled and the amounts involved are inadequate.
Some studies suggest the debts of many  countries will soon become
unsustainable under current agreements (Pettifor , Fjellman ). 

CHAP. 1 • A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR … 19

. The total sum a country spends on its debt by way of interest payments and amortization.

. See www.jubileeuk.org.

. The term international financial institutions (s) includes the  and World Bank along with
other financial institutions such as regional development banks.

. The fact that   stops short of criticising governments that have pursued unsustainable
and inequitable economic policies means that its efforts – in certain contexts – can be counter-
productive. 



1.3. The HIPC Initiative 

In order to reduce the debt burdens of poor indebted countries to a so-
called “sustainable level”, the  and World Bank in  launched the
 Initiative. The  process, which has since been expanded, can
today be divided into two steps: the decision point (the point where debt re-
lief is approved and transitionary debt relief begins) and the completion point

(the point at which remaining debt relief is granted). By the start of 
only two countries – Bolivia and Uganda – had reached the completion
point and a further five (Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guyana, Mali and
Mozambique) had reached the decision point. That so few of the  clas-
sified  countries had got this far resulted in the  Initiative being
expanded (enhanced /), primarily at the behest of the  na-
tions. In an effort to accelerate the process, the threshold values were low-
ered for the definition of “sustainable debt”. By November ,  coun-
tries had reached the decision point and three had reached the comple-
tion point under the expanded debt initiative ( and the World Bank
c).

The  Initiative has helped forge an important link between debt
relief and poverty alleviation. The idea is that domestic resources freed up
by  debt relief will fund programmes started by the target country to
tackle poverty. The country’s strategy for using these resources must be
evident at the decision point. Specific measures should be in place in 

countries that have reached the decision point to facilitate monitoring/
control of the use of the “extra” budget resources made available through
debt relief. Great store has thus been set by measures to improve the way
disbursed public resources are accounted for. But regardless of how much
accounting systems improve, it will remain logically impossible to state
precisely the quantity of budget resources freed up by debt relief. 

A number of donors have been sceptical of supporting the  and
expressed doubts over the ability to track funds as intended (discussions
with  staff in ). Under pressure from bilateral donors, the  and
World Bank conducted a joint study to assess the status of public finance
management systems in  countries, based on pre-existing written ma-
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terial ( and the World Bank a). The results of the study were not
very encouraging. Of the  countries studied, only two were regarded as
capable of accounting for and tracking public expenditures acceptably.
This finding confirms the enormous need for capacity-raising efforts in the
public finance management arena in the countries concerned.

As mentioned previously, the  Initiative is closely allied to pover-
ty alleviation. It is a condition for reaching the completion point that a
 partner country draws up a poverty reduction strategy and publish-
es it in a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (). The purpose of this docu-
ment is to present an account of the country’s policies and strategies for
alleviating poverty. It is a condition for reaching the decision point that
the  partner country has drawn up an interim PRSP – an -. With
regard to the launch of a , a mechanism has been developed that has
led to closer collaboration between the  and the World Bank. s are
discussed in more detail below.

1.4. Poverty reduction strategy as the basis of development
assistance and soft loans – Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP)

At the end of  the World Bank and the  decided jointly that na-
tionally owned poverty strategies should form the basis not only for 

debt relief, but for all World Bank and  soft loans and credits. Existing
loans were transferred to the - – the preparatory process for a 

– to accelerate the transition from the previous and strongly macroeco-
nomic-focused policy documents known as Policy Framework Papers (). 

The overall aim is to arrive at policies that focus clearly on economic
growth and poverty reduction. This approach involves formulating macro-
economic policy on the basis of poverty reduction strategies. It represents
a major change in the ’s stance, which prior to s needed to take
no heed of such considerations and could deal more in isolation with the
macroeconomic area.

Although the partner country has to produce its “own” poverty re-
duction strategy, the  and World Bank are both involved in preparing
a  (too much so, many would say). The documents must describe the
country’s macroeconomic, structural and social policies as well as pro-
grammes that contribute to reaching the stated goals of economic growth
and reduced poverty. Clear targets, performance indicators, sources of fi-
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nancing, and the need for external financing allied to the programmes
must also be detailed. A  must also be preceded by a broad consul-
tation process in which different sectors of civil society provide input. 

The content of a  varies from country till country depending on
individual circumstances. However, four main elements should always be
included: () a description of the participatory process in the country; ()
a poverty diagnosis; () aims, indicators and monitoring systems; and ()
prioritised public measures. A complete  should also include a sum-
mary of prioritised government actions over a three-year period, with ta-
bles presenting the country’s macroeconomic framework and explaining
its public expenditure programmes and allocations to key areas. A matrix
containing principal policy measures, institutional reforms and imple-
mentation dates should also be included. 

The ultimate aim of a  is to help the partner country attain the
International Development Goals () set out below:

International Development Goals (IDG):

1. Reduce the portion of people living in extreme poverty by half between 1990 and 2015. 

2. Enrol all children in primary school by 2015.

3. Make progress towards gender equality and empowering women by eliminating gender 

disparities in primary and secondary education by 2005.

4. Reduce infant and child mortality rates by two-thirds between 1990 and 2015.

5. Reduce infant and child mortality rates by two-thirds between 1990 and 2015.

6. Provide access for all who need reproductive health service by 2015.

7. Implement national strategies for sustainable development by 2005 so as to reverse the 

loss of environmental resources by 2015.

Source: A Better World for All – Setting the goals, www.paris21.org

1.4.1. PRSP process still under development

The  process is still in its infancy. It is developing as partner countries
and all involved development partners draw lessons from their experi-
ences. As yet it is unclear how this new orientation will work and what
the “final” framework will look like. What is clear, however, is the need
for the active participation of organisations that want to be part of the development

process. The  and World Bank have high ambitions and, as expected,
have assumed a leading role in the process. As noted previously, it is im-
portant that bilateral donors that provide programme support become in-
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volved and act as a “counterweight” to the s in this process.
The importance of partner countries having a sense of ownership for

their poverty strategies is often referred to in material published by the
s. Indeed, the officials of these institutions view it as a precondition for
success. It is anticipated that the replacement of the former Policy Frame-

work Papers () with the  will strengthen ownership of the pro-
grammes. The goal is that poverty reduction strategies will be drawn up
via a democratic process, with wide-ranging participation of different play-
ers in the country concerned. 

The World Bank, together with staff from the , has compiled a PRS

Sourcebook to guide countries in formulating their individual poverty strate-
gies. The book is highly comprehensive, covering areas ranging from
poverty-related outcomes to macroeconomic policy. It consists of three
main parts. Part  focuses on critical elements in the development process
of a , part  deals with macro and sectoral issues, while part  discusses
cross-cutting issues like good governance, gender and environment. The
 Sourcebook is updated as the process develops.

We believe more active support for partner countries is needed so they
can participate in the process on a genuinely equal basis. The true own-
ership of the  can be discussed in this context. The roots of democ-
racy in the partner country are also limited, which often precludes a 

from being considered by parliament. The  sometimes acquires the
role of a parallel planning instrument that, in reality, has no influence
over actual budget allocations or spending policy. Moreover, partner coun-
tries do not collaborate when assessing the policies or technical rules and
regulations that best serve their individual development.

The overall aim of a  – to reduce poverty through more effective
strategies – is rooted in six key principles within the framework of the
World Bank’s Comprehensive Development Framework  (). The aim is for a
poverty strategy to be:

• country-driven, involving broad-based participation by civil society and the 

private sector in all operational steps;

• results-oriented, and focused on outcomes that would benefit the poor;
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• comprehensive in recognising the multidimensional nature of poverty but also

• prioritised so that implementation feasible, in both fiscal and institutional terms;

• partnership-oriented, involving co-ordinated participation of development part-

ners (bilateral, multilateral and non-governmental); and

• based on a long-term perspective for poverty reduction.

Source: PRS Sourcebook, World Bank (2000b), www.worldsbank.org/poverty/strategies/overview.htm 

The objective is for these fundamental principles to provide a platform for
adopting a new attitude among all involved parties, including those inside
and outside the country. The comprehensive framework that extends from
poverty-oriented results to macroeconomic policy enables efforts on dif-
ferent levels to be linked together. The aim is that all efforts should com-
bine to contribute to a permanent reduction of poverty and sustainable
economic development. One notion is that s can support this process
by providing a mechanism to increase co-ordination between different
donors’ contributions. 

In our opinion, the complexity of this effort again indicates the need
to support partner countries in building up their own institutional frame-
works that can take part in this work. This also means getting existing pub-
lic institutions to function properly if the  goals are to be realised in
practice.

1.5. Equal need for effective public institutions in the past

The need for effective public institutions and finance management systems
in African countries is nothing new. It has been felt for a long time – by
donors and partner countries alike. Public administration is another area
that has not received priority. During the debt crisis in the s it became
necessary to try and restore the macroeconomic balance in the African
economies that were affected. This resulted in a focus on the macro-
economy. A number of adjustment initiatives and stabilisation pro-
grammes, spearheaded by the  and World Bank, were launched to cor-
rect imbalances. The reforms carried out during this adjustment process
were focused chiefly on economic stabilisation, privatisation of state-owned
companies, and trade and price liberalisation.

These first-generation reforms did not include development of public
institutions, though the measures taken to achieve macroeconomic balance
did impact on domestic institutions. The introduction of economic re-
forms and demands for more restrictive budgets resulted in public sector
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spending cuts and reduced salaries for civil servants. The salary cuts –
which particularly affected well-paid officials – prompted many with high
skills and knowledge to leave the public sector. This resulted in diminished
capacity within the public sector. Capacity was also affected by the colo-
nial policies pursued in many of the countries. 

The situation was also influenced by the provision of development as-
sistance, which was in the form of isolated projects and often reflected
donors’ preferences. This resulted in project employees often earning high-
er salaries than their counterparts in core areas of the public sector. The
fact that donor resources were kept outside government budgets imped-
ed the ability of governments to make rational and strategic choices with
regard to public expenditure. The institutional crisis in the public sector
has hit the inhabitants of  countries in other ways, mainly in Africa.
Among its causes are the inability of governments to increase tax rev-
enues, a lack of good governance, and deficient delivery of public services. 

Governments’ already weak institutional capacity and governance left
donors dependent on their own institutional financial control functions
within different donor-financed projects. This further undermined insti-
tution-building and the accountability of recipient governments to their
own citizens.

Public administration assistance has been provided as part of this form
of development co-operation, though on a small scale. Bilateral donors
such as Sida have operated in the area of institutions for more than ten
years. In spite of this, administrative assistance has until now not received
the international attention it merits. The  and particularly the World
Bank now place great emphasis on reforms and capacity-building within
public institutions. There may be several reasons for this.

One explanation could be that ignoring this area is impossible because
effective public institutions are necessary for long-term development goals
to be reached in a sustainable way and lead to improved conditions for
citizens. A second possible explanation is that macroeconomic improve-
ments in the countries concerned, most of which have undergone stabil-
isation programmes, have the World Bank and  to carve out new areas
of responsibility. The launch of the  Initiative may also have played
a part. All donors are keen to ensure that the support they provide to the
initiative is actually applied for poverty-reducing purposes. Pressure from
other donors within the  framework may also explain why the World
Bank and  have highlighted the need for institutional development. 
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There is now a clear realisation within the development assistance field
that public institutions in -countries must be included as an area for
reform within a strategy for long-term poverty alleviation. This has pushed
lenders and donor organisations to adapt their instruments and alter the
focus of their support. Existing instruments have been modified or re-
placed in order to conform with s. 

The next chapter describes the development by the  and the World
Bank of the various credit instruments with which the two institutions
work.
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2.1. Collaboration between the IMF and the World Bank 

The new  approach has led to closer collaboration between the 

and World Bank. Whenever a government presents an - or ,
these are assessed by a Joint Staff Assessment (). A  is conducted
jointly by  and World Bank officials and provides a framework for the
institutions’ respective boards to assess whether a proposed - or 

constitutes a sound basis for the specific country to receive World
Bank/ loans or  debt relief. The  also determines both the size
of the envisaged support and the format for the programmes supporting
the country’s poverty reduction strategy. By November , some 
countries had prepared an - and five had presented full s. The
majority were from Africa (, World Bank b).

Although co-operation between the s is ever more apparent, their
respective areas of responsibility remain divided along traditional lines.
The  focuses chiefly on planning macroeconomic strategy; the World
Bank has the main responsibility for developing poverty reduction strate-
gies. Responsibilities are shared where areas overlap. Examples include
promoting a beneficial climate for private sector growth, trade liberalisa-
tion, financial sector development, and implementation and transparen-
cy of the state budget. That the two institutions have different responsi-
bilities and remits heightens the need for close co-operation. An impor-
tant consideration is the need to avoid duplication. The , moreover,
needs to know about the World Bank’s planned efforts in a particular
country so it can formulate correct macroeconomic strategies. (The 

The approach of the IMF and World Bank
CHAPTER 2

.  guidelines for -s, see www.imf.org/external/np/prsp//prsp.htm#annexVI 
and for s, www.worldbank.org/prsp. 



also needs to receive corresponding information from other external ac-
tors, particularly bilateral donors.)

When a country reaches the decision point for  debt relief, the rules
actually dictate the implementation of immediate measures, chiefly in the
realm of financial management, so the way the extra funds generated by
the debt relief are used can be followed up. The need for capacity-build-
ing in financial management is great, though this has not been tackled by
the  to any great extent in the past. In practice, the ’s staffing and
financial resources are insufficient to enable it to contribute to the neces-
sary overhaul of public finance management systems in a timeframe its
officials deem adequate or desirable (conversations with  personnel,
). This increases reliance on bilateral donors vis à vis their work with
development of institutions in partner countries and their expertise in this
field.

The development of comprehensive poverty reduction strategies re-
quires new forms of appropriate support. From their relative positions, the
 and World Bank have both produced new, ambitious instruments.
These are described below. 

2.2. The IMF’s instruments and approach 

2.2.1. The Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF)

The  decided in September  to replace its Enhanced Structural Ad-

justment Facility () with a new Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility ().
The  is now the ’s main tool for supporting countries that imple-
ment s. The biggest difference between the  and  is that the
aims and policies of the former are directly linked to partner countries’
poverty reduction strategies as detailed in a . By contrast, the  was
tied to structural adjustment programmes and had a purer macroeco-
nomic focus. According to current  regulations, measures and pro-
grammes undertaken under s with the aim of reducing poverty (e.g.
social and sectoral policies, infrastructure projects and institutional re-
forms) must be costed, put in order of priority and integrated into the
macroeconomic framework. This is highly significant. It means that these
aspects of poverty reduction programmes are put on a par with macro-
economic policy and intended to influence it.

The basic idea is that rapid, sustainable growth should be the core of
all strategies for effecting a lasting reduction of poverty. Poverty reduction
programmes are financed by state budgets, which means it is important
that measures are sustainable so as not to jeopardise macroeconomic sta-
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bility. The fact that s are tied to a country’s  means the state bud-
get should improve the financial situation of the poor and also generate
economic growth. This requires a clear statement in government policy
that state expenditure will be targeted at areas which have a direct or in-
direct impact on the poor. Moreover, ancillary fiscal reforms should be
designed to foster greater economic efficiency and improved distribution
of incomes.

In contrast with the studies and recommendations presented in previ-
ous external and internal  macroeconomic surveys, the studies con-
ducted for s must be deeper and more extensive. The macroecono-
my can no longer be treated in isolation. Under a , the macroecon-
omy is treated on a par with social, structural and institutional issues.
Studies must therefore be adapted to explain how macro and structural
reforms affect social development. s also place a greater emphasis on
creating understanding of the effects of macroeconomic policy on the
poor. What, then, are the links between poverty reduction and finance,
monetary and exchange rate policies? 

Through a , the  strives to concentrate on a selection of struc-
tural conditionalities. The prime focus is on taxation and exchange rate
regimes, fiscal policy and transparency, and good budget, tax and cus-
toms administration. Great importance is attached to improving oppor-
tunities for holding individuals responsible for the administration of pub-
lic money. This conditionality is restricted to the ’s obligations under
s and not (as with s) on the multiple conditionality advanced by
the World Bank. 

That the  is working hard to rationalise and focus its conditionali-
ty is essential for preserving the ownership of partner countries. The aim
should be for conditionality to be formulated in such a way that it gives
partner countries maximum leeway to pursue their own policies within
agreed macroeconomic targets. The new system gives greater flexibility
to finance budget deficits with loans, provided these funds are used for pro-
ductive public expenditure and the country is regarded as having a stable
external debt and macroeconomic conditions.

In this way, the ’s credit instruments are aimed at guaranteeing the
partner country’s ability to exert influence and create its own balance be-
tween different policies. However, this has proved difficult to achieve in
practice. One example is the insistence of the  (and to a lesser extent
of the World Bank) that partner countries liberalise their trade policies.
Increased trade is good for these countries’ development, but lowering
tariffs also has consequences for domestic resource mobilisation. The struc-
ture of the ’s proposed trade-enhancing taxation policy often results in
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the taxes and tariffs that are easiest to collect – and which often are the
dominant source of fiscal income in the countries concerned – being low-
ered or abolished (conversations with  staff, ).

2.3. The World Bank’s instruments and approach

The World Bank has clearly observed the importance of effective public
institutions to a country’s development and its ability to reduce poverty.
As a result, the bank has shifted the focus of its work to good governance,
capacity-building and anti-corruption measures. This change conforms
with the bank’s Comprehensive Development Framework (), mentioned ear-
lier. The inclusion of institution-building is now virtually de rigueur for
World Bank loans or credits, though the lack of a systemic approach and
a failure to handle institution-related issues in an integrated manner has
often led to fragmentation in its efforts. The bank’s evaluations of its own
projects in Public Sector Management () and institution-building draw no
long-term positive conclusions (World Bank a). 

2.3.1. The Poverty Reduction Support Credit (PRSC)

Notwithstanding attempts to adapt existing instruments, the launch of the
 revealed that the World Bank lacks an instrument that systematical-
ly covers all the structural and social areas that need to be addressed in
relevant  countries. In the absence of an instrument akin to the ’s
, the bank developed a Poverty Reduction Support Credit (). A 

includes a series of yearly credits tied to a framework adjusted to meet
needs over time. Each  in the series is based on prioritised measures
that feature benchmarks enabling the assessment of progress in social and
public structural reforms. The World Bank has expended much energy on
the first , which was recently introduced in Uganda. But because the
 is a completely new instrument, the bank continues often to rely on
its traditional lending instruments when supporting  countries in their
implementation of s. 

2.3.2. Traditional World Bank lending instruments

It takes time to execute effective public sector reforms and strengthen pub-
lic institutions in a sustainable way. The World Bank’s traditional lending
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instruments are based on Quick Disbursing Assistance (). These are
tied to policy conditionality, technical assistance (TA) loans and invest-
ment loans, and typically have short maturity terms and irregular repay-
ment conditions. The World Bank has striven to adapt these instruments
to current conditions and to support long-term reforms focused on im-
proved systems. In this, the bank employs a “programming approach”,
which includes a multiyear matrix covering policy and institutional re-
forms, complete with indicators and follow-up measures for each loan.
See “Glossary of abbreviations and concepts” for a more detailed de-
scription of these instruments.

2.4. The PRSC and traditional lending instruments

In contrast with the World Bank’s traditional instruments, the  pro-
vides direct support to the state budget and combines the different goals
of the bank’s traditional lending instruments. A  is initially focused on
the public sector. The support, which can be equated with budget sup-
port, is for use in improving public resource management. Included here
are accounting and budgeting, public procurement, capacity within pub-
lic administration, reform of the public salary system, and implementa-
tion of sector programmes (Sjölander and Aarnes ). Irrespective of
whether a country is to be granted a  or not, the bank’s traditional
lending instruments will continue to be used in parallel with the  as
and when necessary (conversation with World Bank staff, ). An ex-
ample might be when measures over and above the structural reforms al-
lied to a  become necessary in a specific sector. Achieving a satisfac-
tory balance in the institutional arena may, for instance, require an addi-
tional investment loan. 

Alongside institutional efforts and sector strategies, the World Bank’s
role in formulating poverty reduction strategies includes conducting di-
agnostic work to evaluate poverty and monitor developments. Studies and
surveys are carried out in various areas to assess the situation of house-
holds, the private sector and certain companies. The World Bank is de-
voting more attention to corruption surveys and whether services are ac-
tually delivered. A lack of data and statistics in partner countries, togeth-
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er with a need for continuous monitoring, means much remains to be
done in this area.

The introduction of the  provides the World Bank with an in-
strument that is sufficiently broad and flexible to cover its field of re-
sponsibility, i.e. structural and social policies. Integration between macro-
economic, social and structural aspects enables the World Bank to sup-
port the implementation of a  through a  in co-operation with the
 (and its ). Though both institutions make their own lending de-
cisions, the granting of a  effectively is regarded by the World Bank
as evidence of a satisfactory macroeconomic framework. The , mean-
while, regards the granting of a  as an approval of social and struc-
tural programmes (, World Bank b). Such reciprocity underlines
the importance of the roles the two institution play in the  process.
On the other hand, it also spotlights the limitations of the studies each con-
ducts. 

2.5. Risks

2.5.1. Dependency

The  and World Bank have shouldered great responsibilities in reori-
enting their lending. However, there is a risk that in doing so they will
come to monopolise the  process. The Bretton Woods Institutions
(s) naturally have great power. Their operating context is the world’s
poorest countries, which are in desperate need of resources and general-
ly lack other sources of finance than  and World Bank loans. More-
over, bilateral donors often stipulate that a country must be entitled to 

support – and that it should preferably have an agreement with the  –
before they will provide financial assistance. An agreement with the 

is frequently regarded as a guarantee by bilateral donors when providing
financial support. This situation makes it hard to avoid recipient countries
becoming dependent on the s. For this reason, the  and World Bank
have a duty to meet the demands made on them. Their doing so is vital
if s are to produce desired results. But do the institutions possess the
ability to achieve their own ambitions under the Comprehensive Development

Framework (), i.e. promote ownership, partnership and a long-term and
comprehensive framework focused on poverty alleviation? Certainly, part-
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ner countries appear to need support when addressing the dialogue stem-
ming from this question.

2.5.2. Imbalances and areas not addressed 

In spite of the s’ high ambitions, their joint strategy has several weak-
nesses. On one hand, the clear division between their respective areas of
responsibility helps avoid overlap. On the other hand, there is a risk that
certain areas fall between the two institutions and thereby outside their
sphere of responsibility. Moreover,  interventions remain based on a
shorter-term perspective, while those of the World Bank take a longer-term
view. This can lead to imbalances in their respective involvement. Their
different spheres of responsibility within state budgets exemplify this: the
 is in charge of the revenue side while the World Bank focuses on ex-
penditure. Each institution’s operations in its respective budget area ap-
pear to take no account of events on the “other side”, despite a shared
notional ambition to co-operate. This was evident during the develop-
ment of Uganda’s , which was initiated without reference to  work
on tax and revenue issues. Such demarcation makes it all but impossi-
ble to conduct any comprehensive, long-term budget analysis or plan-
ning. 

2.5.3. Demand management and ownership

Breaking with old systems, traditions, ways of working and attitudes is a
precondition for successful implementation of poverty reduction strate-
gies in line with . This applies as much to the s as to other devel-
opment partners.  and World Bank staff refer to how their current ap-
proach is demand-driven – a complete departure from their previous sup-
ply-side approach (conversations with  and World Bank staff, ).
One of the major reasons for this change is the acceptance of the impor-
tance of not jeopardising the partner country’s ownership. 

Sadly, however, there are in fact many instances in which the s

have had difficulty abandoning entrenched work routines and thus guar-
anteeing genuine ownership and partnership for specific countries.
Mozambique, where the World Bank recently conducted a string of stud-
ies to assess the status of financial management systems, is one example.
In this instance, the bank published a number of recommendations for im-
proving these systems. However, the measures were so complex that they
risked jeopardising Mozambique’s ownership. The  has also been crit-
icised, among others by non-governmental organisations (s) for not
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making its  more distinct from the old  (, World Bank d).
The criticism centres on the fact that poverty reduction measures are not
integrated in the macroeconomic framework and that conditionality re-
mains too strict. This suffocates the country’s own policies, and with it its
ownership.

The demand management model pursued by the s appears in prac-
tice to concentrate on addressing the need for technical assistance because
neither the  nor the World Bank can provide technical assistance with-
out a prior request from the recipient government (conversations with 

and World Bank staff, ). This stance creates a paradox in that it is the
s that decide which macroeconomic and institutional measures are to
be made conditional on the granting of loans, while the country has to
ask the s for assistance in implementing such measures. This form of
“demand management” can be justifiably characterised as managed and
imposed from the outside. 

2.5.4. Influence of bilateral donors, NGOs and other stakeholders and 

development partners

The above criticism prompts the following question: will the s accept
governments turning to other established partners, e.g. bilateral donors or
the United Nations Development Programme (), for technical assis-
tance in resolving the weaknesses that the s have helped to identify?
Turning to bilateral donors would be natural for many partner country
governments. Bilateral donors have extensive knowledge and long expe-
rience in institutional capacity-building; approaching them would also be
cheaper. Why borrow money for technical assistance when you can fi-
nance it through high quality development assistance? 

We can see a clear need for future partnership between the s and,
especially, bilateral donors. The question is rather the extent to which the
s will allow bilateral, s and other stakeholders and development
partners to exert influence. Will the s be interested in bilateral donors
primarily as a source of finance? Or will bilateral donors and other or-
ganisations be given the chance to exploit their expertise in poverty re-
duction programmes and the ? The World Bank’s paper “Reforming

Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance” gives no clear indication. The
document stresses the importance of partnership between donors but en-
trusts only a few areas of public sector reform fully to partners like the
, bilateral donors and s. Its reasoning for assigning responsibili-
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ty in these few areas is that the organisations in question possess greater
expertise and experience than the World Bank – in those specific areas. 

Although the  and World Bank have a leading role in poverty re-
duction strategies, they are not necessarily the best parties to implement
all components of such strategies. Other actors have greater capabilities
in certain areas, particularly in implementation. Notwithstanding the rea-
soning advanced in the World Bank paper, our impression from person-
al contacts is that both the  and the World Bank are keen to forge clos-
er partnerships with bilateral donors and s. Part of the rationale for
this is a determination to make the  process as effective as possible.
Officials at both institutions also admit they lack adequate financial and
personnel resources in these areas (conversations with  and World Bank
staff, ). In addition, we can see that the presence of bilateral donors
is important for striking a balance in the dialogue with partner countries
around poverty reduction credits. This topic is discussed in more detail in
Chapter . 

2.5.5. Internal co-ordination at the IMF and World Bank 

A lack of internal co-ordination is evident at the s, especially the World
Bank. One example is the existence of different policies and instrument
for the same area. Also, the World Bank still behaves like a bank in a
number of respects. Such factors give the s’ agenda a technical out-
look that is not always in step with the real world, and in which loans and
repayment of loans take precedence over actual results. Bilateral donors
have another starting point, and a useful one in this context.

Our description of the World Bank and ’s instruments and ways of
working do not by themselves provide a comprehensive picture of the 

framework. To be able to understand how various efforts combine and
contribute to the development of poverty reduction strategies and eco-
nomic growth, it is important to be aware of – and to chart – the whole
economy in which a  is to be implemented. This is discussed in the
following chapter. 
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3.1. Growth as the first conditionality for poverty alleviation

The starting point for s is that rapid, sustainable economic growth
should be the core of every poverty reduction strategy. The expectation
is that this will produce a lasting decline in poverty. Consequently, macro-
economic developments and macroeconomic stability in a partner coun-
try are included as key elements of poverty reduction strategies. Our remit
is confined to how donors can support a partner country’s  through
financial programme support and institutional efforts. For this reason, this
report looks mainly at the state budget and public sector. One should be
aware, however, that the public sector constitutes only part of a country’s
economy; the private sector also plays a prominent role in the stabilisa-
tion process and s. The report will look at both the private and pub-
lic sectors in order to explain how different parts of the entire economy –
and factors within it – can contribute to lasting development, growth and
poverty reduction in the context of s. 

Because the private sector is the primary source of economic growth,
it is natural that this sector should have a central position in poverty re-
duction strategies. As described in the previous chapter (.), private sec-
tor growth comes within the remit of the  and World Bank. Econom-
ic growth itself does not automatically guarantee reduced poverty. Growth
must be supplemented by managed resource distribution if it is to lead to
welfare enhancements that will significantly improve poor people’s lives.
This requires that governments pursue an economic policy that allows the
private sector to develop, while also improving the distribution of assets
and incomes throughout society. This necessitates an effective public sec-
tor and effective public finance management systems.

The importance of growth for the poor also hinges on the structure of

A PRSP covers the entire economy
CHAPTER 3



growth between different sectors. In countries where most poor people in-
habit rural areas, growth in the agricultural sector can help reduce pover-
ty by creating incomes for poor farmers. This can, in turn, stimulate de-
mand for goods and services that can be produced by the poor. But growth
in the agricultural sector can also weaken the economy if its rate is much
faster than growth in other areas like the industrial (manufacturing) sec-
tor. An economy that depends heavily on a single sector is vulnerable,
which has consequences both for growth and for the poor. A more di-
versified economy is necessary for establishing higher living standards over
a longer period of time. 

Poverty itself affects growth too. People living in extreme poverty often
have limited opportunities to contribute to economic development. This
influences economic productivity and efficiency. Thus, a weak economy
striving for long-term, sustainable development cannot “afford” wide-
spread poverty. Efforts to improve educational and health standards
among poor people provide an opportunity to increase the workforce’s
productivity (in the public and private sectors) and thereby intensify
growth. This example indicates the need for collaboration between pri-
vate and public sector initiatives. Another example is public investments
that improve the lives of the poor and also benefit private companies.
These can stimulate private investments and have an effect on growth. 

Other measures are also needed to reduce the vulnerability of the poor,
such as expanding their access to financial markets – i.e. making it possi-
ble for poor people to borrow and manage money. Social safety nets are
also needed so as to guarantee the poor some level of consumption and
access to basic welfare services, even in situations of economic crisis. These
areas are also covered by s. 

In order to achieve a lasting reduction of poverty, the various strate-
gies must be seen in a wider context, in which macroeconomic develop-
ment and structural measures can contribute directly and indirectly to
the welfare of the poor. 

The highly simplified model of a country’s economy, below, aims to
illustrate the relationship between the private and public sectors and their
ability to generate poverty-reducing effects when they work together. It
should be noted that the model, for the sake of simplicity, excludes cer-
tain sections of the economy, for example the informal sector, which is
often very large in developing countries and which also generates growth
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Welfare improvements:

and has poverty-reducing effects. The remaining text in this chapter is
based on this diagram and will discuss a number of its aspects.
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Here we detail some of the fundamentals behind the model:

3.1.1. Starting point: macroeconomic stabilisation

Macroeconomic development has long been a key element of structural
adjustment programmes. During the s and s the focus here has
been on macroeconomic stabilisation. Most countries that have undergone
some form of structural adjustment have achieved a certain level of macro
stability. One of a ’s aims is to underpin a macroeconomic policy tar-



geted at growth on the one hand and at poverty alleviation on the other.
Macroeconomic stability is a crucial component of poverty reduction
strategies. Any attempt to introduce a  that is outcome-focused and
sustainable in the long run will have clear limitations unless attention is
paid to this area. No exact values exist for macroeconomic variables that
might denote whether a country’s macroeconomic situation is stable or un-
stable. Rather, a comprehensive assessment of different key macroeco-
nomic variables is what indicates a country’s macroeconomic status. Key
variables are growth, inflation, financial (budget) deficit, balance of pay-
ments deficit, and size of international reserves. These also apply in a pover-

ty context. 

Inflation is an important variable, and should be low and stable. High
inflation is often detrimental to poor people, who tend to keep their fi-
nancial assets in cash. This makes it difficult for them to protect the real
value of their income. Hence, the value of their assets declines as inflation
rises. Inflation can also cause great instability in relative prices, making
investments riskier. This hampers growth, which is dependent on invest-
ment.

Exchange rate policy is of central importance to the balance of payments.
Most African countries were once characterised by heavily overvalued
currencies. Today, the bulk of them operate more liberalised exchange rate
policies. An overvalued exchange rate results in goods becoming “cheap-
er” for domestic importers, while export goods become “more expensive”
for foreign buyers. Together, this has a negative impact on the trade bal-
ance and can have negative repercussions for the composition of growth.
The poor may also be affected because their consumption consists chiefly
of non-mercantile goods (food, drink and school fees, for example) while
revenues from those areas of the economy that produce tradeables are
often relatively higher than from the production of non-mercantile goods.
An overvalued exchange rate, which negatively affects the export sector,
can therefore reduce poor people’s relative incomes and purchasing power.

The debt situation also has consequences for the poor and for growth.
Having a sustainable debt creates conditions for steady and continued
growth and poverty alleviation because it removes the risk of default. This
means keeping domestic and foreign debt at a level that is sustainable,
without marginalising other government expenditure. Such an approach
guarantees the financing of meaningful social programmes targeted at the
poor. It also creates possibilities for extra investment that may be benefi-
cial for growth. 

International reserves can be viewed as a buffer that can neutralise the neg-
ative impact on an economy of unforeseen events. Temporary shocks that
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hit the economy, such as drought, can have a devastating impact on the
economy and, therefore, on poor people. An economy needs sufficient
foreign reserves to minimise this impact. External shocks can have very
serious consequences for the poor, depending on the extent to which they
affect their relative incomes, employment and private transfers. Such
shocks also increase the likelihood of cuts in government spending on
poverty-related programmes. 

It is clear, then, that macroeconomic conditions have an influence on
growth as well as on the poor. In other words, there are good reasons why
macroeconomic policy is included in a . Another important compo-
nent of the stabilisation process is the creation of an environment that
stimulates the private sector.

3.1.2. Private sector: increase activity and investments

The development of the private sector is of key importance within this
framework, not least from a growth perspective. For the private sector to
contribute to growth the government should pursue policies that create
incentives for private investment. The government can control conditions
for the private sector by providing it with capital and implementing
favourable regulations. Also, multilateral organisations and bilateral
donors can contribute to developing the private sector by providing loans
or development assistance. This involves supporting private investments
and providing enterprises with technical assistance. To stimulate activity
and investments it is vital that the private sector has confidence in the po-
litical process and its business environment. For this reason, macroeco-
nomic stability is often a prerequisite for the development of the private
sector. As well as being an engine of growth, an active private sector also
creates new job opportunities, which provide an income for employees.
In a society that lacks a well-developed social safety net, an income can
mean a lot for the individual, providing security and fuelling private con-
sumption. Alongside an effective taxation policy, private consumption can
underpin the financing of public expenditure within the state budget.

3.1.3. Public sector: allocating expenditure to the poor

The state budget is an important political mechanism for influencing the
prevalence of poverty. In theory, the state budget describes revenues and
expenditure in the public sector. Under a , the state budget is also the
mechanism for financing poverty-focused programmes. Domestic gov-
ernment revenues are generated by different forms of taxes, for example
, income tax, corporate taxes and customs duties. The lion’s share of
domestic government revenues is therefore derived from the private sec-
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tor. The link between the public and private sectors is significant, not least
when assessing the financial sustainability of domestic poverty-reducing
programmes. As a rule, African countries are characterised by very low
resource mobilisation in relation to public finance needs. However, an ac-
tive private sector and an equitable and effective taxation policy give an
opportunity to influence revenues.

The stipulation that poverty programmes must be financed via the
state budget makes it necessary for the budget to be linked to policy de-
cisions and planning within the poverty reduction strategy (). The
amount of money that can be allocated among various areas of expendi-
ture and sectors within the state budget depends on domestic resource
mobilisation capacity, concessional lending from multilateral organisa-
tions, and the size of financial assistance (programme support) provided
by bilateral donors. All resources are thus interlinked and supposed to be
rooted in a common strategy under the umbrella of a . The mecha-
nism for this is the state budget. Its core role means the shape of the bud-
get process and budget systems are critical for success in implementing
poverty reduction strategies. 

Donors and lenders poured money into developing systems for the ex-
penditure side of state budgets. But they have devoted far less attention
to the revenue side. The skewed distribution of incomes that occurs in most
African countries contributes to entrenched poverty. The more uneven is
the distribution of incomes, the greater the beneficial effect on poverty of
a given rate of economic growth. For growth to result in welfare en-
hancements that substantially benefit the poor, the government needs to
pursue a fiscal policy (expenditure and taxation policy) that addresses in-
come distribution and also accords with the stabilisation process. 

It should be noted that not all financial resources earmarked for areas
of expenditure included in the state budget are accounted for there. Sup-
port to non-governmental organisations (s) and part of the govern-
ment’s donor resources are not disclosed in state budget accounts in the
countries concerned. These off-budget resources are paid directly to the in-
tended recipients without being registered in the budget. Neither are they
available to any government ministry without the prior knowledge of the
ministry of finance. This means they often are not included in the basic
documentation available to partner country governments when they set
policies and decide expenditure priorities for the national budget. Off-bud-
get resources often account for a very large proportion of public expendi-
tures. An example is Mozambique, where off-budget resources can con-
stitute as much as % of total expenditure within the government’s areas
of responsibility (Joint Donor Review Mozambique ). Although these
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resources are not included in the state budget, they contribute to poverty-
reducing effects. However, they also make it difficult to implement and fol-
low up poverty programmes because their effects often are unknown.

3.2. Results and follow-up of poverty programmes

A key indicator of whether government policy is benefiting the poor is the
proportion of actual budget allocations spent on social sectors and other
areas such as roads and water supply. Assessing the effectiveness of re-
source use, requires an analysis of cost structures in the various sectors. In
the education sector, for example, an imbalance between expenditure on
teachers’ salaries, textbooks/school equipment and debt servicing of school
buildings can have a bearing on pupils’ education. 

Alongside the additional financial support to state budgets that is now
part of poverty reduction strategies, donor countries are demanding more
effective delivery of public services and the provision of accounts to show
these services are actually reaching the poor. Merely allocating a certain
amount of money to the health or education sectors does not automati-
cally guarantee an improved situation for poor people. Quality is often
more important than price in these contexts, and quality of public services
is of crucial importance to the poor. Service delivery indicators are a pre-
requisite for being able to assess an administration’s ability to deliver pub-
lic services and for measuring their quality. Such indicators also reveal
whether delivered public services correspond with a government’s politi-
cal priorities as expressed in the state budget.

3.3. Long-term domestic financing of poverty-reducing programmes

The extent to which poverty-reducing programmes and state budgets are
financed domestically hinges on several factors intimately associated with
the stabilisation process. There are several reasons why this is an impor-
tant area within s. These include the fact that the domestic propor-
tion of total resources must gradually increase over time and to avoid a
detrimental effect on the poor (see section ..). If state budget expendi-
tures exceed total government revenues, the government can be forced to
seek financing from other sources. This often leads to higher inflation,
with negative consequences for poor people and growth. 
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Governments in  countries are often forced to allocate limited cred-
its between the private and public sectors. Where a large borrowing re-
quirement exists in the public sector, i.e. an oversized budget deficit, that
starves the private sector of sufficient capital, the entire economy can be
affected. The repercussions will affect long-term development of poverty
reduction strategies and the distribution of credits to investments consid-
ered the most productive.

s must therefore be seen in relation to a country’s total economy
– and to the private sector, which accounts for the major part of economic
growth. Our remit is restricted to the connection between programme
support and institutional reforms, so the prime focus of this report is the
public sector. We will henceforth concentrate our analysis on the public
sector, the state budget and poverty alleviation (see model in Ch. .). 

The next chapter describes how lenders/donors can support govern-
ment policy via programme support, including poverty reduction strate-
gies. The diagram below illustrates this area of analysis and focuses par-
ticularly on the box entitled “Bilateral donors: Programme support”.
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4.1. Different forms of programme support

Programmes supporting poverty reduction strategies (s) can be con-
ducted in different ways in the public sector and from a lender and donor
perspective. We will use the diagram below as a basis for this chapter and
to illustrate how these different approaches and models coexist. Against the
background of the previous chapter’s discussion about the need for macro-
economic stability and growth as a basis for poverty-alleviating measures,
this chapter describes the three forms of financial programme support mea-
sures that can be used to support s. It then discusses the need for ad-
ministrative reforms in connection with programme support measures. Fi-
nancial management systems are described in detail. These reforms are an
important component of efforts to secure more effective delivery of welfare
services to the poor. Finally, the chapter describes the ways bilateral and
multilateral organisations work with programme support today.

In a situation of macroeconomic stability (see previous chapter), donors
can provide financial support to government poverty reduction strategies
and the state budget through programme support, which is intended to
finance improved welfare services. Programme support can be described
as a modality aimed at supporting implementation of a general policy or
expenditure programme developed by a partner country. All forms of pro-
gramme support are linked to policy reforms in the partner country,
wherein poverty issues are today deemed of key importance.

Because of the rather liberalised currency policies pursued in most
African countries today, balance of payments support aimed at “closing
an external gap” is, in practice, no longer provided. Balance of payments
support by way of import support has been phased out, while “general bal-
ance of payments support” effectively functions as budget support. 

Integrated approach to 
programme support

CHAPTER 4
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From this, three forms of financial programme support can be identi-
fied as applicable for supporting government poverty reduction strategies
and the state budget: debt relief through the  Initiative; general bud-
get support; and sector programme (budget) support. 

4.1.1. HIPC debt relief 

Debt relief via the  Initiative can be seen as an indirect way of sup-
porting the budget. This is because expenditure which otherwise would
have been used for debt servicing is instead used for poverty-focused pur-
poses. 

For this to be viable, it is necessary that the government would have
repaid the debt had it not been granted debt relief. Lack of funding and
other reasons mean it is not unusual for some debts to be left unpaid by
debtor countries. The size of what is defined as extra budget resources can
thus be said to depend on the extent to which the government had planned
to meet its debt servicing commitments and on the extent to which it is
possible to verify that the extra resources disbursed are really used for al-
ternative and agreed purposes.

Multilateral organisations and bilateral donors alike can contribute to
the  Initiative. The idea is that funds “saved” by  debt relief should



be seen as a part of the state budget (which must prioritise poverty re-
duction measures). The funds should be monitored using the country’s
own public finance management systems. While the countries concerned
are expected to take responsibility for supervision and reporting, the s

have assumed the role (within the  framework) of evaluating the na-
tions’ capacity and guiding governments by use of mechanisms to report
on and follow up poverty-related public consumption.

4.1.2. General budget support

General budget support works in a more direct manner. Money is usual-
ly transferred directly to the countries’ bank accounts, without being ear-
marked. In order to make it straightforward enough to verify that funds
provided via general budget support are actually used to help the poor,
the budget must make clear that social sectors and other poverty-orient-
ed programmes (such as water supply in rural areas) are accorded prior-
ity. The state budget has been attracting more attention as general bud-
get support has attained higher prominence. Analysis of the support nat-
urally highlights the budget process, allocations and transparency. The
close link between the budget and other financial management systems has
necessitated improvements in payment, accounting and audit systems and
their inclusion in the analysis so it is possible to ascertain how the money
has been used. Alongside bilateral budget support, the World Bank can
use the  credit to lend funds that are transferred directly to the state
budget, like a general budget support. These funds are also tied to insti-
tutional reforms and improvements. 

4.1.3. Sector programme budget support

Sector programme support consists of resources targeted at supporting
specially designed programmes in certain sectors. The most common are
health, teaching, roads and water. Donors support a specific sector to im-
plement a sector strategy agreed with the government under the auspices
of a Sector-wide Approach (p). Sector programme budget support con-
cerns the financial resources that underpin this sector strategy and which
are registered in the state budget and paid directly to the government’s
bank account. It should be noted that not all sector programme support
is paid as budget support. Many donors still finance projects designated
under a government’s fixed sector programmes. 

The partner country government also finances a proportion – and
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often the major part – of the total expenditure within a sector programme.
One possible source of such financing is general budget support or debt
relief received by the government. Thus, general budget support and 

debt relief both provide resources for sector programmes. This increases
the reliance of sector programmes on these two forms of programme sup-
port. 

Sector programme measures play an important welfare-enhancing role
in a number of ways. They are concentrated on sectors that directly ben-
efit the poor, for example improved water supply, infrastructure, educa-
tion and health. Efforts directed at social sectors – education and health
– also serve as important investments in human capital and can help sus-
tain economic growth. Investing and developing human capacity through
welfare services can play a significant role in promoting lasting econom-
ic development. Moreover, sector programmes provides the vehicle for
measuring the results of all forms programme support. The development
and results of the welfare services provided via sector programmes serve
as natural indicators for assessing the results of  debt relief and gen-
eral budget support.

All three of the above programme support forms are tied to the state
budget, which should reflect the government’s economic and social poli-
cies. The government’s ability to use these resources to deliver welfare
services ultimately determines how programme support will affect the
poor. Ensuring the resources reach their intended target in an effective
way, and can play their intended role, requires good functionality in the
recipient government’s administration general systems.

4.2. The need for institutional reforms

A state budget may indicate that the government is pursuing poverty-ori-
ented policies that prioritise allocations to poverty-related sectors. But this
is no guarantee that it is helping improve the lives of poor people. Effi-
ciency in administration systems is also necessary to enable programme
support resources channelled through a government to filter down through
the economy and reach citizens in the form of welfare services. Regard-
less of the form of programme support that donors/lenders choose, insti-
tutional measures are important – for donors, lenders and recipients alike. 

The need to build institutions is a wide-ranging area. Measures in-
clude financial management, personnel and salary systems, legislation, IT
structures, competency enhancement/training, and improved statis-
tics/data. The capacity of the sector administration is also important, not
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least for improving the efficiency of sector programme support and influ-
encing its results.

4.3. The importance of effective public finance management 
systems

When donors channel financial support through partner countries’ systems
to support a government’s policy (including its poverty-reducing strategy),
it is essential that these systems work. If they do not it jeopardises the de-
velopment of both the economy and the poverty programme. Because
macroeconomic policy in  countries largely depends and is based on
credits and donations from donors, these funds must be accessible within
the government’s systems if it is to implement its policy. It is therefore im-
portant that a government’s payment system is capable of distributing
support funds in an effective way so they can finance the spending pro-
grammes specified in the state budget. 

A payments system with inadequate capacity impedes the govern-
ment’s ability to pursue an effective fiscal policy in accordance with the
stabilisation process. In cases where a government has to fund certain
budget posts by resorting to domestic lending, and where only a limited
number of credits are available, the private sector may be deprived of
capital. This results in the domestic debt burden – and thereby debt ser-
vicing – increasing , with negative consequences for economic growth. 

Substandard payments systems also hinder the development of sector
programmes and other poverty-related programmes covered by govern-
ment policy – unless resources can be assigned to their intended destina-
tion in an effective and expeditious manner. Irregular and insecure pay-
ments risk complicating planning and restrict development in sectors that
provide welfare services to the poor, both at central and local level.

An accounting system that can provide information about actual pay-
ments is a necessity for monitoring the fate of budgeted resources. A weak
accounting system closely linked to the payments system can result in it
taking a long time to conduct a comprehensive follow-up of payments
made. Without access to information on how budget funds are actually
applied, it can be difficult to draw up a realistic budget. A palpable risk
exists of the budget becoming an empty “planning instrument” unless dif-
ferent parts of the financial management system are integrated. Such an
outcome would make it impossible to assess whether the budget was a
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true reflection of the government’s economic and social policies. Building
up and strengthening financial management systems therefore promotes
more effective handling of resources. This, in turn, makes it easier to im-
plement government economic policy and poverty reduction strategies. 

4.4. Programme support: co-operation between multilateral 
and bilateral donors 

The moves by the  and, in particular, the World Bank into the insti-
tutional arena have resulted in some bilateral donors seeking close co-op-
eration with them, chiefly in public finance management. The ’s 

is an example of one of the most progressive bilateral donors. It has in-
vested great energy in promoting good governance and public finance
management, often in close collaboration with the World Bank. The
Netherlands has also articulated a clear ambition to work closely with the
World Bank. 

The aim of programme support is to create improvements by reforms.
But programmes seldom include the technical assistance () and capac-
ity-building required to implement such reforms. Institutional reforms do
not appear especially well integrated in many bilateral donors’ programme
support policies. There is a major need for a more integrated working re-
lationship between programme support and /capacity-building efforts
in the current environment, in which various initiatives inter-react with-
in a joint framework. Regular follow-up of developments in this area is
also required. At present, there appears to be no regular follow-up of dis-
bursed programme support by way of comprehensive reporting of out-
comes. 

4.4.1. Long-term financial undertakings required of donors

The need for long-term undertakings is increasing in this form of devel-
opment co-operation. Most programme support agreements today cover
a one-year period. It is important for recipient governments to be able to
plan appropriate budget processes. This requires continuity and pre-
dictability in the provision of programme support because the processes
constitute a large proportion of total budget resources, as a rule. In terms
of the time frames for programme support, we note that a number of bi-
lateral donors are keen to work over longer periods than one year. Sida
in  decided to provide two-year programme support to four countries,
while the Netherlands is attempting to move towards three-year budget
support programmes.  has gone even further with a ten-year budget
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agreement with Rwanda covering general budget support and sector bud-
get support to the education sector. 

The ’s  document states that  and World Bank staff must
take a more active role in mobilising external resources in accordance
with s. The aim is to attract additional donor resources to countries
with the greatest need, where they can be used effectively (according to
 and World Bank assessments). The importance of bilateral financial
help – and the need for it – is noted. The document also urges bilateral
donors to participate in the  process and to commit to supporting it
over the medium term. 

4.5. Weaknesses in PRSPs

By providing programme support, bilateral donors assist governments’
poverty reduction strategies. In this regard, it is important that bilateral
donors analyse what s actually include before they make decisions
about support. What are they actually supporting? In our opinion the
s that we have seen display a number of shortcomings. While detailed
information is provided about goals and benchmarks to be achieved with-
in certain periods, information about actual implementation is less ex-
tensive. Some strategies have a hollow ring, failing to provide a concrete
link between stated indicators and prospects for carry through. In order
to develop more comprehensive and actually achievable implementation
strategies, we see a need for wide-ranging analysis in different areas that
can underpin evaluations of programme prospects and possibilities. 

The aspiration that governments should draw up s in a “democ-
ratic process” is a positive development. But it also makes high demands
of governments’ ability to make this happen in reality. It should be said
that the  and World Bank are involved in this process, though this cre-
ates a risk that the areas spotlighted are those that are most closely aligned
with their interests. One should not forget that most budgets in the target
countries are devised by the s, imposing restrictions on budget deficit
size, and stipulations about the composition of sectoral expenditure and
state budget financing. These conditions are the basis for the programme
support provided by bilateral donors. The primary purpose of a state bud-
get – that of a fiscal management tool – can be easily confused with an
instrument that facilitates World Bank and  macroeconomic reforms.
As this report points out in numerous places, it is important to strength-
en the often weak role played by parliament in the  process. 

Poverty reduction strategies place great weight on budget allocations
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to social sectors and poverty programmes. On top of the efforts taken to
follow the flow of resources through different sectors, budget analyses are
needed to evaluate the effects on matters like environment and gender.
Following the work carried out by s is one way of obtaining this in-
formation. Co-operation in certain areas can also influence these matters. 

As stated in the previous chapter, the state budget is a mechanism that
bundles together all resources (domestic resources, multilateral debt
loans/credits, bilateral programme support) aimed at supporting s.
One condition for effective poverty alleviation is that the budget process
and budget systems (together with other financial management systems)
work in practice. Unless they fulfil minimum requirements there is a risk
that everything will collapse, in which case the  cannot be put into
practice and ends up merely as a traditional declaration of intent. 

For financial programme support to be translated into satisfactory out-
comes in the form of good quality, well-delivered welfare services that
benefit the poor, it is vital that programme support is provided in concert
with institutional measures that stress administrative capacity. This area
is addressed in the next chapter.
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5.1. The World Bank’s changed approach

Earlier, we indicated how the development of programme support in its
different guises implies a need for public administration reforms in part-
ner countries. Donors, lenders and partner countries themselves all share
a common interest in ensuring such reforms are carried out. For donors,
this is important for tracking programme funds after their transfer to part-
ner countries’ financial management systems. More generally, welfare ser-
vices cannot be provided in the absence of an effective civil service.

In the past the World Bank has adopted a macro perspective on the de-
velopment and substance of public administration. Its opinions, relayed
through various Civil Service Reform initiatives, have often concerned the size
of public administrations and civil servants’ salaries as a proportion of total
public spending, etc. The bank has seldom implemented its own long-term
capacity-building projects in core areas of public administration. Because
the bank has lacked information about actual conditions, its insistence on
public administration adjustment processes has often created problems else-
where. Civil service cutbacks demanded by the bank may trigger unem-
ployment or additional costs for healthcare or social insurance (further bur-
dening a social insurance system that is probably already weak).

Similarly, both the World Bank and the  have included areas of pub-
lic administration considered to be in need of reform in the Policy Frame-

work Papers () agreed with partner countries. Requests for new govern-
ment accounting systems provide an example of this. However, the task
of implementation has been left to the partner country government, which
has often needed assistance from a bilateral donor to implement required
reforms. In addition, the  has carried out different types of short-term
project in many of the countries concerned to address fiscal issues.

Need for institutional reforms 
and institutional capacity-building 
in public administration

CHAPTER 5



The World Bank, meanwhile, has transformed its attitude to institu-
tional reforms in public administration. This shift has taken place along-
side – and possibly because of – changes in programme support and the
way it is disbursed and performance-assessed. It is most clearly and com-
prehensively expressed in the policy paper “Reforming Public Institutions and

Strengthening Governance” (World Bank, a). This paper, published in No-
vember  by the Public Sector Group within the World Bank’s Poverty Re-

duction and Economic Management () network, is described by the bank
as a strategy. Its thrust was confirmed during a visit to the World Bank in
Washington .. in March–April , and the subsections . to ..
are based chiefly on information and opinions contained in it.

5.2. Essence of the World Bank’s new policy and goals

The World Bank’s chooses several themes to connote its new policy. The
overriding one is the bank’s (new) realisation that poverty reduction in
partner countries requires effective public administration. The bank states
three reasons for this. First, publicly provided welfare services are an im-
portant aspect of poverty alleviation and cannot be delivered without an
effective civil service. Second, effective public administration facilitates
economic growth. Third, effective public administration increases citizens’
awareness, which can stimulate calls for participation and transparency.

These themes underpin the long-term aim of the new policy: greater
democracy and participation for poor people in the societal process, im-
proved human rights, and a decent material living standard for all.

The policy is founded on four “strategic” requirements: 

) Political will and commitment in the partner country.
) Work with clients and other partners to strengthen the 

World Bank’s tools for institutional analysis and ascertaining 
conditions in specific countries, including whether there is a 
will to carry out reforms.

) Changed lending approaches: adoption of a longer-term view.
) Strengthening the bank’s internal capacity to assist countries 

in public sector reform through continued improvements 
in staff skills, organisation, incentives and relations with 
partners.
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The World Bank is aware it lacks sufficient staff and financial resources
to implement its preferred programmes in all target countries. This is one
reason why the bank wants to work with other providers of funds, in-
cluding bilateral donors. It is unclear, though, whether this will to co-op-
erate reflects a realisation that external donors/lenders may have greater
expertise in the field.

The World Bank monitors efforts to improve the efficiency of public
administration in a programme context and frequently cites the  and
 as relevant structures for intended reform programmes in this area.
Put in a  and  context, the World Bank wants to work with the
“core areas” of public administration as well as the administrations of sec-
tor ministries and related sector programmes. In an African context, the
bank is aware of risks attached to programmes and therefore stresses the
need for all to have a clear time schedule and list of priorities. In reform
programmes, another important aspect for the bank is promoting private
alternatives, including the sphere of welfare service provision. 

The World Bank clearly articulates a readiness to take the lead in this
area, perhaps indicating it is not fully aware of the expertise in public sec-
tor and reform issues that exists elsewhere. 

The bank also supports delegation and decentralisation in the public
sector, seeing this as the best way of being able to create processes capa-
ble of being performance-assessed. 

Our experiences hitherto in sector programmes and the dialogue about
poverty reduction strategies suggest an entirely different conclusion. The
new forms of programme support have contributed to strong centralisa-
tion in preparatory work and decision-making processes. At a central level,
these have been more or less concentrated to government ministries and
agencies. Here, the influence of parliamentary institutions is either ex-
tremely limited or non-existent. Also, public administrations and political
officials at a lower provincial, regional or district level have lost influence
over policy. When it comes to poverty reduction strategies and associat-
ed credit instruments, they have become mere executors of centrally or-
dained policies.

In an African environment, the World Bank notes the importance of
working in different ways, depending on the country’s status. Thus a cer-
tain level of stability and efficiency must pertain before a government can
address reforms of public administration and management structures. Ac-
cording to the World Bank, if such stability is absent then demands on pub-
lic services must be increased only gradually, particularly at local level. 
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5.2.1. The World Bank’s introduction of toolkits/diagnostic instruments

In its work with public institutional reform the World Bank intends to de-
velop toolkits to provide access to standardised information about condi-
tions in relevant areas in specific countries. 

The toolkits mentioned in World Bank a, some of which already
exist, are:

• Governance and Policy Toolkit, which is linked to poverty reduction strategy

work.

• Public Expenditure Institutional Assessment, which assesses a government’s

capacity to formulate budgetary and sector policies.

• Civil Service Institutional Assessment, which analyses issues related to per-

sonnel, salaries and administration, and conditions in the civil service.

• Assessment of Revenue Mobilisation Capacity, which analyses the govern-

ment’s ability and will to increase domestic revenues in the budget.

• Legal and Judicial Institutional Review, which includes analysis of corruption

or abuse of powers by public officials.

• Intergovernmental Relations Institutional Review, which is intended to eval-

uate possibilities for decentralising financial management.

• Assessing Constraints on Service Delivery, which is intended to attempt to as-

certain why intended welfare services are not delivered.

• Commitment to Reform, which aims to identify any political will to participate in

reforms.

• Media Situation Analysis, which is intended to analyse the media’s ability to help

combat corruption in a specific country.

The World Bank’s policy papers also provide examples of measurable in-
dicators in areas that impinge on the public sector. The World Bank in-
tends to increase substantially its presence in these areas. They include:

• Public expenditure analysis and management.
• Revenue policy and administration.
• Civil service.
• Decentralisation.
• Dispute resolution services.
• Other institutions. 

This list covers contentious areas. For instance, the World Bank has pre-
viously agreed with the  that analyses of state budget revenues, in other
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contexts, fall within the ’s remit. 
Other analysis instruments are described on the bank’s website. Those

areas listed on the website as of June  were: 

• Civil service reform.
• Anti-corruption.
• Decentralisation.
• E-government.

• Legal institutions of the market economy.
• Public expenditure.
• Tax policy & administration.
• State-owned enterprise reform. 

The bank’s website also lists “common problems” found in the public sec-
tor in the countries concerned. As of now, these are: 

• Employment and salaries for civil servants.
• Corruption among, and mistrust of, public officials.
• Resistance to changes in public administration.
• Issues related to delegation, decentralisation and capacity

in weak member countries.

5.3. Implementation of the World Bank’s new policy in Uganda and
Mozambique

In a number of member countries, the World Bank has already started
implementing its considerably more hands-on public administration de-
velopment policy. Two of these are Uganda and Mozambique, both of
which have quickly stabilised their economies and attained a high rate of
economic growth. It is as yet unclear if this growth has translated into
better living standards for the poor, however.
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Case study: Uganda and the PRSC

After several years of preparations, the World Bank decided at the beginning of June 2001
to approve a yearly PRSC credit of US$ 150 million to Uganda. The formal agreement was
for three years, though in reality it will continue for as long as the conditionality for the cred-
it is met.

Under the agreement, the credits are paid unconditionally and directly to the govern-
ment’s account at the Bank of Uganda. In practice, however, they are tied to a list of bench-
marks, which in essence represent public administration reforms. The benchmarks, which
correspond to areas specified in the list, should be met during the course of the first three-
year period following the initial disbursement in spring 2001. The programme and list are re-
vised annually and extended for a further year. The benchmarks stretch to 13 pages in the
credit document (World Bank 2001). The different components mimic the structure of Ugan-
da’s poverty reduction strategy – the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP) – and cover re-
forms, core ministries (finance, public administration, justice and ethics), and sectors such
as health, education and water. The benchmarks clearly exemplify the World Bank’s realisa-
tion that different areas and issues relating to public administration are integrated and mu-
tually interdependent. This interdependency is just as valid for financial management reform
as for other kinds of general public administration reform.

The Ugandan PRSC credit and its link to a co-ordinated public administration programme
represents an excellent attempt to bring together reform measures and the donors respon-
sible for different aspects of the programme, such as sector support. For perhaps the first
time in public administration assistance, one can see the outline of a cohesive effort that re-
flects an understanding of the need to pool resources and in which the partner country is in-
volved. Nevertheless, certain risks are attached to this approach. One is the centralising ef-
fect described earlier. Moreover, in breaking new ground for the World Bank, it raises many
unanswered questions.

For instance, it is unclear how the annual follow-up process would be affected if only
some of the agreed reforms had been implemented. What effect would this have on the next
credit’s size and disbursement? In addition, the credit programme is very wide-ranging, and
experiences from working with reform programmes of this sort have not always been whol-
ly positive. On top of this, the financial management benchmarks were strongly supervisory
and centralised in character, taking little account of Uganda’s highly decentralised civil ser-
vice. These impressions possibly reflect the fact that this credit form and other World Bank
diagnostic instruments are still in development. 

5.3.1. Effects on – and opportunities for – bilateral donors in Uganda

Regardless of how it develops in Uganda, the  will have a major ef-
fect on bilateral donors. All donors involved in financing projects that
touch on any part of public administration encompassed by the credit-re-
lated programme will be affected and, in practice, subject to the scrutiny
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of the formulation and implementation of next year’s credit programme.
Bilateral donors will also be impacted by the fact that dialogue with the
government will be concentrated on the  programme and its imple-
mentation. Meanwhile, the  programme and the World Bank’s actions
during its drafting make clear that bilateral donors (not least Sida) cur-
rently have greater knowledge and experience about public administra-
tion development – and its importance – than the World Bank. For this
reason, bilateral donors may end up playing an important role in formu-
lating future  programmes – probably on-site in the countries con-
cerned. Another important question is the need felt by partner countries
for an alternative partner in dialogue to the World Bank. Here, bilateral
donors could also play an important role by providing alternative assess-
ments and analysis of developments within the specific public adminis-
tration.

Case study: Mozambique and the new classification structure

The PRSC is the World Bank’s principal instrument for implementing a PRSP. But, even in
countries where the PRSC has not yet been launched, the attitude of the bank and the IMF to
public administration issues – particularly those connected with financial management – has
clearly changed. 

An example is the “wish” the two institutions expressed to the Mozambique government
in the first half of 2001 concerning a new classification structure for the state accounting sys-
tem, to be modelled on the lines of the UN’s COFOG systems.35 Though the purpose behind
this wish was never expressly stated, it was clearly motivated by a desire to obtain a “func-
tional classification” showing how state budget funds had been spent. The probable aim of
was to use this material to produce standardised poverty reduction data for different coun-
tries and to measure the performance of Mozambique’s poverty reduction programme –
PARPA.

The new classification system’s final format was reasonable and, from Mozambique’s
perspective, probably realistic. (Approximately 55 of 127 possible classification categories
will be incorporated into the government’s accounting.) The new structure constitutes a big
step forward for sector programmes, which can now differentiate between different expen-
diture headers in a particular area (e.g. primary and secondary education under the educa-
tion heading). However, the main problem – that the state budget includes only a quarter to
a third of total expenditure – still applies. This of course limits the value of information derived
from the new classification.
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5.3.2. Role of bilateral donors in Mozambique

For bilateral donors, the most important consequence of the new classifi-
cation system is that their future agendas will hinge far more on the de-
sire of the World Bank and  to influence central public administration
development. This will also affect other involved parties. Sweden is fund-
ing a major project to introduce a new state accounting model in Mozam-
bique, and this was immediately identified as the ideal channel to imple-
ment the new classification structure. 

The s are likely to remain very interested in this centralised pro-
ject, with the result that its destiny will no longer be decided solely by dis-
cussions between the Mozambique government and Sweden. This high-
lights the need for bilateral donors to understand and accept the new sit-
uation. The best approach is probably to collaborate with the s and
attempt to influence their suggested reforms.

5.4. Sida’s policy in this area

Our  report addressed the need for reforms in public administration.

It also raised issues relevant when assessing the quality and status of eval-
uation parameters. These remain as applicable today as they were then.
They originate predominantly from Sida’s involvement in institutional ca-
pacity-building in public sector institutions during the s. Many of
these parameters can also be found in the World Bank’s policy paper “Re-

forming Public Institutions…” (a). As listed in our report, they are:

• Organisation/structure.
• Decision-making/autonomy.
• Personnel administration/systems.
• Competency and human resource development.
• IT structures and maintenance.

Sjölander and Brobäck ()

As long ago as ten years ago Sida devised a policy for its public adminis-
tration development work in larger partner countries – and at that time
was probably unique among donors in this regard. The policy is currently
being revised to reflect better Sida’s current strategic objectives of demo-
cratic governance, human rights and poverty alleviation. It was tested via
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practical implementation in a large number of public administration de-
velopment projects in southern Africa during the s, particularly in
core institutions.

In the course of this work, Sida and its consultants have acquired much
experience of the parameters that need to be evaluated and included in
this type of capacity-building project in order to achieve good results. Pub-
lic authorities such as Sweden’s National Tax Board and the Swedish Na-
tional Financial Management Authority have, in a consultancy role, de-
veloped policies based on these experiences. Bilateral donors other than
Sida have also implemented a policy for financing capacity-building pro-
jects in public administration. However, Sida was probably the first and
still has the broadest expertise in this field.

5.5. Consequences for all parties

The World Bank has several motives for systematically addressing public
administration reform in -countries. These include a desire to main-
tain financial control over its loans as well as basic development aspects.
The World Bank acknowledges that fundamentally changing institution-
al structures is an altogether more demanding and time-consuming task
than manipulating macroeconomic policy. But its powerful motives mean
it will definitely make a big effort in this regard (conversations with World
Bank staff, ). 

As explained earlier, the bank is developing or has developed a wide
range of toolkits for this work. The World Bank’s resources far exceed
those of any single bilateral donor when it comes to such projects and the
countries concerned are heavily dependent on continued World Bank
credits. Because of this, the relative lack of success so far in implementing
the bank’s instruments is of no great consequence, though the experience
may persuade the  to adapt the instruments it is currently developing.
Neither does it really matter whether some of the bank’s instruments never
actually see the light of day, or that others are added at a later date. Come
what may, the methods and diagnostic instruments the bank decides on
will have a major impact on public administration development in the
countries concerned: for the countries themselves and for the rest of the
donor community.

No actor in this field will be unaffected by the World Bank’s new pol-
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icy. For individual donors like Sida, the effects may prove very substan-
tial. The activities of the World Bank (and the ) in Mozambique un-
derscore this point. Just as all donors and partner countries rely on the
s’ macroeconomic assessments, so the public administration reform
programmes spearheaded by the World Bank (and to a lesser extent the
) will have an effect on all actors involved in public administration or
sector programmes in partner countries.

5.5.1. Role of bilateral donors in developing methodologies

As described earlier, the World Bank is a relative newcomer to public ad-
ministration issues – issues in which organisations like Sida and its exter-
nal consultants possess great competence and knowledge. The best poli-
cy route for Sida and other bilateral donors is thus probably one of active
engagement with the World Bank in an attempt to influence its policies
and the diagnostic instruments it is developing. The World Bank would,
for several reasons, be likely to respond positively to any such approach.
The bank nurtures a genuine will to work in unison with other donors and
it also needs external financing sources to carry out its anticipated method-
ology reforms (conversations with World Bank staff, ). This creates
major opportunities for bilateral donors that wish to be involved. For Sida,
there is a strong financial motive too. 

Bilateral donors such as Sida have much to gain from working with
the World Bank in these matters. The countries concerned would also
gain from a bilateral involvement. The World Bank tends often to use
blueprint-based models, as experiences from the  in Uganda have
shown. This creates a risk that newly developed instruments may be ap-
plied in the same way in different cases, without always taking individual
circumstances into account. For this reason, Uganda and other nations
have much to gain from having progressive bilateral donors as a third
party in dialogue. Such donors are at least as proficient in public admin-
istration development as the s; they also have different priorities. Bi-
lateral donors (ideally by working together) can help create a multidi-
mensional approach to relevant issues, both as technical partners (at pre-
sent primarily for the World Bank) and as a reference point for partner
country governments. Nor should this prevent bilateral donors from par-
ticipating in the World Bank’s  missions and studies: on the contrary.
The introduction of the new classification structure for Mozambique’s
state accounting system highlights the need for a third-party partner. It
remains unclear whose interests are best served by the new system in the
short term. When the /World Bank discuss such issues with partner
country governments bilateral donors can play an important intermedi-
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ary role by proposing alternative approaches or ideas. We will look at
these in Chapter .

5.5.2. Nordic co-operation

In our view, it is natural that Sweden and Norway should co-operate in
these questions.  and Sida both have great competence and inter-
est in this area. They share a similar approach and could easily represent
each other in public administration-related issues. By working together
they would gain economies of scale and access to a larger pool of com-
petencies. Putting greater emphasis on an integrated approach to public
administration development would also help promote the creation of in-
ternational partnerships in the field. At the moment, such partnerships are
confined to financial management. It is logical that Sweden and Norway
co-operate in this respect. 

Sida has other motives for expanding its links with Norway in public
administration development. Sida’s Norwegian counterpart, , is in-
creasingly regarded as the leading bilateral voice – alongside . This
is in part a result of Norway’s chairmanship of the  Task Team for fi-
nancial management issues. Sweden, meanwhile, has more extensive ex-
perience and broader-based skills when it comes to public administration
development projects.

Other bilateral actors play different roles and have different stand-
points in these issues.  (and to some extent the Netherlands) follows
a line that is closer to the World Bank’s way of thinking and implement-
ing new credit programmes. Against this background, it is important that
donors which do not share the World Bank’s approach also participate in
the process and show willing to tackle the issues based on their knowledge
of actual conditions acquired through experience. This is a further argu-
ment for deeper co-operation between Sida and .

5.5.3. Integrated approach to financial management and public administration

development

Our Terms of Reference require us to raise issues of relevance when as-
sessing the quality, status and usability of the partner country’s public fi-
nance management systems. In our opinion, these yardsticks cannot be
restricted to financial management systems alone. The usability of these
systems depends on the nature of the institutions discussed in this Chap-
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ter. Therefore, we have opted to give an integrated account of what is im-
portant when assessing financial management systems and the institu-
tional aspects that should be observed. This account is provided in Chap-
ter  and the appendix. The technical systems and basic public adminis-
tration structures must both work effectively – in terms of competency
levels and access to relevant information – for changes to be successful. 

The World Bank has realised this, which is why its new public ad-
ministration policy (World Bank a) identifies public expenditure man-
agement as one of the integrated management parameters for public ad-
ministration reform programmes. This view, held by World Bank officials
working with public administration issues, is at odds with the prevailing
view among their colleagues working with financial management ques-
tions. The latter have instead developed diagnostic instruments that are
confined strictly to the structure and content of financial management.
These take no account of other conditions for capacity development.
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6.1. Instruments

In a programme management model whose aim is to transfer funds to re-
cipient countries’ public finance management systems, an important ques-
tion facing donors is the quality of these systems – with regard both to fi-
nancial control and as a development tool. There is, therefore, a need to
analyse these systems in the countries concerned. Numerous individual
and joint studies have been conducted. In addition, both the  and the
World Bank and, recently, a number of bilateral donors have developed
diagnosis and analysis instruments for this purpose. Most of these have al-
ready been described in various reports and need not be revisited in full.
Here, though, is a brief overview:

• IMF Code of Good Practices on Fiscal Transparency analyses the availabili-
ty of information required for assessing the systems in question. The code is based
on four basic concepts: a clear division of roles and responsibilities between part-
ners; public access to information; an open budget process and ability to follow
up how funds are spent; and the need for independent auditing and monitoring.

• The Code on Fiscal Transparency is part of the IMF’s Reports on Observance of
Standard and Codes (ROSC), which cover institutional questions as well as
macroeconomic variables and exchange rate policy. ROSC reports correspond in
large measure with the Code on Fiscal Transparency.

Analysis of financial 
management systems

CHAPTER 6
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• Public Expenditure Reviews (PER) are an old World Bank instrument currently
undergoing revision. PERs can in theory cover all issues related to the macro-
economy and public finance management, as well as other aspects of public ad-
ministration. Recently they have been tied more closely to poverty reduction and
their analyses often address opportunities for allocating government funds as in-
tended and follow-up thereof. PERs are becoming increasingly connected with the
implementation of the PEAS (see below). The World Bank sets great store by PERs
being piloted by partner countries.

• PER analyses have also been linked to the HIPC Initiative and the need of the World
Bank and IMF to track the effects of debt relief. So strong is this need that special
analysis tools have been developed especially for it. In their joint HIPC Tracking
Study (IMF and the World Bank 2000a), the World Bank and the IMF selected 15
Key Public Expenditure Management Issues from a clutch of more than 30.
The two institutions aim to follow these issues up in all 25 HIPC countries.

• The World Bank’s Country Financial Accountability Assessment (CFAA) is rel-
atively new and has been used e.g. in Uganda and Mozambique. The CFAA basi-
cally covers all aspects of public finance management apart from revenue issues.
It also covers the private sector and NGO development. The CFAA has so far been
used mainly as a supervisory and risk assessment instrument, primarily for cen-
tral government system and audit functions. The World Bank has also developed
a “twin instrument” for the CFAA in the field of procurement – the Country Pro-
curement Assessment Review (CPAR).

• The World Bank is continuously developing and experimenting with new instru-
ments. Among them are the Framework for Assessing Fiscal Vulnerability
and the Framework for Public Expenditure Analysis & Support (PEAS). The
PEAS is an interesting instrument as it is designed to cover a number of different
areas within the World Bank, including assessment of non-financial variables like
Government Capacity and Willingness. It is also the instrument the bank is
likely to use to develop a comprehensive programme for public expenditure. The
programme includes identifying active participants in this area in each country.
The PEAS is poised to become one of the acronyms that bilateral donors encounter
most often.

Other instruments that can be mentioned here are the Country Policy Insti-
tutional Assessment (CPIA), which attempts to assess the quality of financial
management and Institutional Governance Reviews (IGR), which examine pol-
icy processes and actual service delivery.

• An initiative which bridges the divide between diagnostic instrument and stand-
alone analysis is the Joint Donor Reviews (JDR), carried out by a group of bi-
lateral providers of programme support. JDR is a joint study of mechanisms for
the transfer of programme support to partner countries and pertinent financial
management issues. JDRs have been carried out in a number of countries in the
area covered by this report, i.e. primarily large partner countries in Africa. How-
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ever, it has probably come furthest in Mozambique, where it has developed into
an annual follow-up instrument tied to continued programme support (general bud-
get support and debt relief).

• Analyses of the quality and effectiveness of financial management systems are also
carried out separately from diagnostic studies. One example among many is the
collaboration between the World Bank or independent donors and partner coun-
tries on the introduction of multiyear budgets – Medium Term Expenditure
Frameworks (MTEFs) or Medium Term Fiscal Frameworks (MTFFs) – and
their role in macroeconomic assessments and end-allocation of funds.

• A long-established group of international standards exist in accounting and audit-
ing. These also serve as analysis tools. The International Accounting Stan-
dards Board (IASB) has developed International Accounting Standards based
on the Generally Accepted Accounting/Audit Principles (GAAP). Likewise,
The International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has developed interna-
tional standards for audit and other areas, including accounting. It is striking that
there are still no fully independent international accounting or audit standards for
the public sector – an important omission that the IFAC Public Sector Com-
mittee, is currently seeking to redress. Unfortunately, however, it is basing its ef-
forts on pre-existing private sector standards rather than developing a special pub-
lic sector blueprint.

Attempts to develop government accounting practices in partner countries are
often based only on the GAAP and IASB/IFAC. Neither is particularly suited to the
purpose. The GAAP is more a vehicle for existing general practices rather than what
ought to be general practices, while IASB/IFAC models are based on private sec-
tor accounting. One should consider what constitutes “good accounting practice”
rather than approach this issue through the GAAP.

• In addition to the World Bank and IMF, a number of bilateral donors are developing
their own guidelines for carrying out own assessments in Public Expenditure
Management (PEM). Of these, the most advanced – though not as multidimen-
sional and comprehensive as the World Bank’s “Public Expenditure Manage-
ment Handbook” from 1998 – is probably DFID’s new “Understanding and Re-
forming Public Expenditure Management” (2001). This formulates staff guide-
lines and is instructive in a hands-on way not found in other documents. The DFID
book explains fundamental terms and processes within PEM. It could be a good
learning tool for staff at other donor organisations, though it would need to be sup-
plemented with other subjects and linked more closely to poverty reduction pro-
grammes. It would also have to analyse the way PEM is coupled to service deliv-
ery and welfare service development, and devote space to the classic software
questions encountered in public administration development. Our view is that the
DFID material is not as easy to use operationally as the World Bank’s PEM hand-
book.

• Other examples of guidelines include the UN’s “Guidelines for Effective Finan-
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cial Management” (1999), developed by its Public Finance and Private Sector
Development Branch. These guidelines are interesting because they give an ex-
haustive treatment to good governance and corruption-related issues and provide
a controversial slant on the direction of current policies, e.g. the IMF’s tax policy
in partner countries.

• Work carried out by individual bilateral donors may also be used as analysis ma-
terial. The ODI’s “Aid and Public Expenditure” 44 are similar to DFID’s PEM guide-
lines but have a clear poverty perspective. This document, like the UNDP’s mate-
rial, is designed more as an account of different issues and is thus less service-
able for educational and training purposes. Sida, CIDA and other organisations
have financed the production of other publications in this field.

6.2. Monitoring and co-ordination: development of a diagnostic tool 

The second half of the s saw a rapid development of diagnostic tools
to assess the status and quality of public finance management systems in
partner countries. This area now attracts the same attention as the macro
area did in the past from the World Bank/ and bilateral donors alike.
The reason is obvious: all donors and lenders are very keen to know
whether the money they pump into recipient countries’ financial man-
agement systems can be reasonably guaranteed to be secure and to be used
for its intended purposes.

Improving these systems has major repercussions for development.
Notwithstanding this, the approach taken by donors and lenders has fo-
cused largely on risk analysis and control aspects. This is particularly the
case with the  and its debt relief initiatives. There is a palpable risk that
the  will introduce artificial accounting functions to be able show its
board what happens to “its money”, even though this is impossible once
the money reaches the government bank account that services a partner
country’s state budget.

The importance that donors put on control functions and financial
management system analyses can be compared with their interest in pub-
lic institutions that contribute to long-term financial independence and sus-
tainability. Donors have, until now, made little effort to demand analyses
of the basic supportive systems in public administration, other than fi-
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nancial management systems. Only now has the World Bank begun ad-
dressing the need for such complementary studies in earnest. We reiter-
ate our opinion that the diagnostic tools of the future must address sys-
tem, process and capacity under the same roof. Our impression is that the
development of analysis tools has until now been driven by donors’ self-
interest and taken far less account of the partner country’s specific devel-
opment needs. 

A closer look at Fig. . reveals that the principal tools listed there cut
across each other to a large degree. As an example, a , a , a 
and a  were conducted in Mozambique in the first half of ! At
least % of these studies looked at the same areas and issues (with the
possible exception of the ), even if this was not the original intention.
In fact, certain passages in the written reports that addressed problems and
possible solutions bore a very close resemblance to each other. 

Obviously, this is untenable in the long run. Having finally been able
to reduce the amount of time and resources they must devote to discussing
individual donor projects, partner countries must now allocate equivalent
sums to discussing studies and analyses that in some cases cover more or
less the same topic. In some cases the same lending institution is behind
several different studies being conducted simultaneously – a situation that
adversely affects lenders and donors as different opinions on what should
be done, and how, are articulated. The fact that donor and lenders com-
mission their own analyses increases the likelihood that they will use these,
and nothing else, as the basis for their work.

World Bank officials have realised the disadvantages of this situation
(conversations with World Bank staff ). But a glance at the number
of analysis tools makes it clear that effective dialogue will not be possible.
There is also a realisation that proprietary instruments in financial man-
agement are not comprehensive, making it difficult to set the right prior-
ities and arrive at correct results when conducting them. The World Bank
has for this reason begun to restructure its organisation to enable it bet-
ter to meet the need for homogenous and complete tools for financial
management analysis. Under the aegis of its Poverty Reduction and Economic

Management (), the World Bank recently allocated resources specifically
for this purpose. Public Expenditure Analysis and Support () will play a
major part in this effort (conversations with World Bank staff, ). 

Bilateral donors should also benefit from the development of a single,
comprehensive tool – provided, of course, the World Bank’s new instru-
ments in this area are formulated in accordance with bilateral donors’
wishes and demands. Whether this actually happens is very much up to
bilateral donors. Good opportunities exist for those that play an active and
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inventive role to participate in the methodology development process and
thus influence the outcome.

Another point to make in connection with the proliferation of analy-
sis instruments is that most are not used to conduct follow-up work. This
lack of follow-up, combined with the sheer number of instruments, puts
partner countries in an impossible situation that must be addressed as
soon as possible. Sida has a contribution to make here.

Furthermore, bilateral donors have good reason to make demands on
the s, primarily the World Bank. The panoply of diagnostic tools de-
veloped almost concurrently by the bank in recent times reflects a lack of
focus and internal co-ordination. This may be due to a lack of political
co-ordination. However, if the bank wants to “take the lead” in public ad-
ministration issues this must be reflected in a more cohesive and focused
approach. This involves the bank publishing plans that detail priorities and
sequencing of reforms. Should the bank prove unable to lead, it will be
incumbent on bilateral donors to spearhead the development of a com-
prehensive instrument for public administration reform.

6.3. Points to note in developing financial management systems

6.3.1. Over-ambitious demands

Aside from the fact that they fail to address all necessary financial man-
agement issues in an integrated fashion, diagnostic instruments – partic-
ularly those of the World Bank – can be called into question for another
reason. One can question the reasonableness of the requirements imposed
by lenders and donors in response to diagnostic analyses – and against
which partner countries’ development is measured – given the conditions
that apply in these nations. Studies like Reports on Observance of Standards and

Codes () are conducted in all  member countries, including Swe-
den. One might well wonder whether such instruments are in any way
adapted to assessing conditions in countries like Tanzania and Mozam-
bique. Some argue that their “blindness” is precisely what makes them in-
teresting and reliable. This might have been true had it not been for the
s’ status in these countries: their words and actions are extremely im-
portant and affect all relevant parties. The “blind” assessments made in
a  have resonance but are unreasonable given the conditions that
apply in the specific country. This is the case regardless of whether the
analysis is for internal use only. 
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The same charge could be levelled at the Country Financial Accountabil-

ity Assessment (), the Public Expenditure Review () and, to some extent,
at the Joint Donor Review (). Clearly, the countries concerned can gain
in the long run from adopting accounting principles that comply with the
General Accepted Accounting Principles (), which apply in Sweden, for in-
stance. But the road is long and many more fundamental problems remain
to be solved first. 

To clarify the point, before starting work on budgeting that measures
performance and effects it is important to be sure of what resources are
actually available and can be used. This does not apply in most of the
countries concerned. In many cases, their state budgets do not even show
half of the resources used to fund public expenditure. Before demanding
a classification of accounts that enables expenditure to be presented with-
in structures of e.g. programmes or activities, it is imperative that one has
at least reached the point when annual accounts can be compiled techni-
cally and in a controlled process. Demands from donors and lenders for
rapid introduction of modern budget processes and follow-up systems
pressures countries to produce finely tuned information very quickly. In
many cases it is impossible to produce such information in the time stip-
ulated, rendering the whole exercise counterproductive. Blind insistence
that systems conform to European and American standards creates more
frustration about inadequate information than it contributes to genuine
systemic improvements.

6.3.2. Conditions in the countries concerned

In our  report (Sjölander and Brobäck, ), we briefly described
conditions in public finance management in the countries concerned. In
this follow-up exercise, it could be worth repeating some of what the 
report said:

“The budget often reflects (random) parts of the public resources in a

fixed cost-item based structure in which it is difficult to make new priori-

ties between different expenditure purposes. It is most often under-budget-

ed which has the effect that funds allocated for investments are used for

operating costs (mainly salaries and wages). It is also often unclear whether

the investment objects listed in the budget actually exist. Legislation may

exist but the definition of on/off budget is often unclear and the different

approaches of different donors have created a situation in which there is

often considerable uncertainty about the resources which are really avail-
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able. During the s the budget process has improved but it is still diffi-

cult to ascertain the extent to which the budget is a reflection of the gov-

ernment’s economic policies and the internal priorities between these poli-

cies. The administration of revenues is often weak and the actual tax base

much greater than the amount of taxes collected. Budgets which extend

over several years are being constructed but the budgets are still mainly a

mechanical repetition of the budget for year .

The accounting system is a reflection of the budget structure and

mainly functions as a budget follow-up of local resources (excluding expen-

ditures like interest on the national debt etc). The supply of data into the

system is uneven, particularly from provincial level. Technically the system

has been based on single-entry bookkeeping without any rules for depreci-

ation. The inclusion of donor resources is very irregular and the closing of

the books on a monthly and yearly basis gives an extremely unclear pic-

ture of the actual use of resources both in respect of volume and purpose.

Information from the system is “the same for everyone” and seldom gives

consideration to individual needs or development potential besides the

cost-item based structure. 

The payments system is not reconciled and the picture of the bank ac-

count structure is unclear. The prospects of making liquidity forecasts are

very limited and the link between the simultaneous registration of pay-

ments in the accounting system is weak or non-existent. The bank account

structure for donors is based on individual initiatives made by each donor

and follows no given rules on the periodicity of payments etc. The princi-

ples for authorisation of payments in the system are often unclear to the

donors.”

The general situation has improved slightly since the report was published
in February . But fundamental weaknesses remain. The links between
multiyear projects and annual budgets are still weak; budgets disclose no
information about their content; resource priorities cannot be changed;
budgets include only a proportion of total available resources – which
means accounting systems follow suit; accounting systems are founded on
one-dimensional accounting principles; central payment system functions
are not revised; audit bodies are weak; and governments have limited in-
terest in domestic resource mobilisation as long as donors continue to
pump resources unconditionally into sector programme support and other
development programmes. 

Of course, not all partner country systems suffer from all these weak-
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nesses. But nearly all suffer from a number of them.
Even where structures are in place, the actual use of resources in con-

ditions of scarcity can still be called into question. Experience shows that
real change can only be achieved by addressing all or almost all issues si-
multaneously and in an integrated fashion.

In an African context, it is a moot point whether essential basic struc-
tures actually exist or if it is possible to create them. In fact, is success pos-
sible at all given that individuals have so much to gain from not strength-
ening control systems and given the lack of incentive for civil servants in
these countries to do their jobs properly? Is it even possible to help citi-
zens in these countries to assert their rights vis à vis the government and
civil servants? There is an obvious risk that donors have already decided
that such conditions can be changed, even though this would not appear
to be so from the outside. This stance may have something do to with
donors’ own objectives and requirements, for instance their obligation –
often to parliament – to disburse a predetermined amount of money in
the course of a given year, and the lack of alternatives to the programme
support model.

In our opinion, financial management measures should be primarily
geared to establishing the basic principles that facilitate financial management in re-

ality. This requires that: 
• The budget must comprise all relevant resources, or at least

these must be known. The annual budget must be the re-
sult of multiyear projections and reflect the government’s
poverty reduction strategy. 

• The accounts must encompass all resources and be capable
of describing the information in different structures (func-
tional, economic, geographic and institutional). 

• Accounting and payment transfers must be part of an auto-
matic and computerised reconciliation system (cross-check-
ing of book-keeping and payment registration). 

• The central payments system must be audited regularly. 
• Payment systems must be computerised to enable daily liq-

uidity assessments. 
• Utilisation of the domestic resource base must increase and

be tied to the financing of donors and lenders of sector pro-
gramme support and other programme support associated
with institutional development.
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Such improvements are limited in comparison to “modern” systems and
omit e.g. any requirement for an introduction of modern accounting mod-
els. Nevertheless, they are difficult to achieve in many of the countries
concerned and will remain so for some time to come. The existence of
many entrenched structures in these countries makes it hard, for instance,
to include all available resources in the budget. Donors themselves are to
a large extent responsible for creating these difficulties. One contributo-
ry factor is their long-established practice of making funds available to
sector ministries by transferring money to individual bank accounts owned
by the sector ministries. These resources are in many cases difficult to
trace for the ministry of finance, even though this is imperative in a pro-
gramme support model.

6.3.3. Demands for change in donors’ systems

A prerequisite for attaining the basic level described above is that donors
help ensure that funds transferred to a partner country comply with all
rules and structures that donors themselves want the partner country to
follow for their domestic resources. This involves not just saying so on
paper, but doing so in reality. It requires that donors are prepared to pro-
vide hard cash for a minimum of three years when considering programme
support. This also requires them to accept resources being accounted for
under the country’s state budget framework (which can be limited to sim-
ple economic classification). In turn, this requires a readiness to submit to
reporting routines that bring every new transfer of funds to the ministry
of finance’s attention. Moreover, donors must also map and then close any
bank accounts containing live funds held over from previous projects. And
so on.

6.3.4. Joint rules for donors

Another issue to be considered is the need for donors and lenders to agree
on common rules by adopting a code of conduct. This is not a new idea
and has previously been examined by members of the bilateral sector pro-
gramme support group referred to earlier in the report. Reforms in pub-
lic administration will usually be spearheaded by the World Bank, but all
donors that provide programme support also have a role to play. These
donors have a strong incentive to develop common rules for what issues
they should address and what they can – and cannot – achieve together.
Practical experience in Mozambique indicates that such co-operation is
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of value not just for sector programme support but for programme sup-
port in its three forms.

6.3.5. Sole focus on budget and planning processes creates imbalances

In many partner countries, the influence of the World Bank and other
donors has led to government budget and planning instruments being re-
fined to a degree that goes beyond the countries’ own development needs.
This is yet another example of how some initiatives are designed primar-
ily to suit donors’ needs. A large amount of work that has gone in to im-
proving these instruments, not always with successful results. The one-
dimensional focus on the budget and planning process has created major
imbalances in relation to the development of accounting systems and of
payment and audit functions inside ministries of finance and with inde-
pendent bodies. Because the different aspects of financial management
are inter-dependent, one can ask whether the sole focus on budgets has
been sensible given the overriding goal of creating systems that enable
provision of welfare services. This concentration on budgets and planning
has resulted in virtually all finance ministry staff with academic qualifica-
tions being assigned to macroeconomic and budget departments, starv-
ing the competency flow to other departments.

6.4. Grounds for assessing the usability of financial management 
systems

In our opinion, an integrated assessment of the usability of financial man-
agement systems in partner countries should be based on the following
variables:

• The status and quality of financial management systems in
monitoring financial flows and their ability to develop to
the basic level outlined earlier.

• The status of other public administration systems – primar-
ily competency levels within the government.

• Political will to implement reforms/good governance in is-
sues relating to the management of public administration
and its way of working.

Below we raise a number of issues we consider to be important in rela-
tion to the status of financial management systems and good governance
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in public administration. A far more extensive description of the basis for
assessing the status of financial management systems is contained in the
appendix. We urge all who are involved in these issues to read this in full.

6.4.1. Status of financial management systems: points to note

Public finance management covers the following areas: planning/budget, ac-

counting, payment, audit and revenue. Accounting, payment and audit are chiefly
monitoring functions (which track where money is and how it is spent),
but all five groups are important in a development context. All must be
improved in order for governments to implement the development poli-
cies to which they have committed themselves.

When providing programme support, donors can select which of the
systems relevant to these areas they wish to use. Sometimes, particular sys-
tems should be avoided, e.g. if they cannot show how money is spent or
if they cannot guarantee that assistance or loans are actually spent on
their intended target. Donors’ choice in whether to use the systems does
not hinge solely on their technical standard because it is not unusual for
partner countries to have special legislation relating to accounting of donor
funds as opposed to accounting of domestic funds. Nonetheless, all donors
should strive to ensure their contributions are accounted for in the state
budget, irrespective of whether they choose to transfer them via special
payment routines and/or choose their own audit processes.

A number of technical matters should be borne in mind when decid-
ing whether to use a partner country’s systems:

Payment. Is transferred programme support registered as being present in
the bank accounts that service state budget expenditure? Is there a chart
explaining the government’s different bank accounts and which confirms
that transferred programme support can only be used to fund expendi-
ture specified in the state budget? Are the payment system and the bank
accounts that finance state budget expenditure audited? Is the govern-
ment in a position to produce liquidity forecasts or to show that pro-
gramme support has reached its right destination within the civil service
and government agencies? Are payments reconciled with the accounting
system? What bank accounts are known? Are there any bank accounts that
contain government funds and are not accounted for in the budget? How
do donors report fresh disbursements to partner countries?

Accounting. What accounting system is used? What information can be ob-
tained from it? Are any efforts being made to develop the accounting sys-
tem e.g. measures connected to information needs articulated by poverty
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reduction strategies? Are any funds not included in the government ac-
counting system? What are these? What information is lacking from the
ministry of finance? Is information available on the national debt and na-
tional debt repayments; about state-owned enterprises and privatisations
of these; about government buildings and other fixed assets; and about
payments and the government’s revenue? Are there legal or other obsta-
cles to including programme support in the accounting system? Can fol-
low-up information be found in the following categories: performance in-
dicators in sector programmes; operations data; information from specif-
ic projects; official statistics; diagnosis/studies carried out in this field; in-
formation from tracking studies;  information about social development
and living conditions or audit details?

Audit: What government audit bodies are there? What is the quality of
their work? Are development efforts ongoing in these institutions? Do
lenders/donors co-operate with them? Are there legal obstacles to audit-
ing programme support lumped together with domestic tax and customs
revenues? To what extent do the external audit organisations hired by
donors co-operate with state audit bodies in auditing domestic resources
and programme support? Is the payment system audited? How often is
audit data produced and who has access to it?

Planning/Budget: What is the link between planning and budget instru-
ments? How are poverty reduction strategies and multiyear budgeting re-
flected in the annual budget? What is the nature of the process of resource
distribution in the single-year budget? To what extent are resources that
are available to a sector programme subject to budget scrutiny? What
funds are not included in the state budget? To what extent are known
funds kept outside the government budget? What efforts are made to in-
clude these funds in the budget? What legislation governs government
budget accounting? Is there a ban on including external resources in the
budget?

Revenue: Is there any programme in the partner country aimed at increasing
domestic resource mobilisation and state budget revenue? Are there any
agreements with the partner country about increasing domestic public re-
sources? How is the domestic financing component of a sector programme
carried out over a period of years? Are there regular demands for the pro-
portion of domestic financing to be gradually increased? Is there any in-
stitutional development in the country’s customs administration and in-
land revenue?
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These technical questions must be sifted and weighed against the priori-
ty of ensuring that basic functions within the system work effectively first.
In summary, these are (taken from section ...):

• The budget must include all relevant resources.
• All elements of the planning and budget process must be

linked and consistent.
• The accounting system must include all resources and be

presented in a reasonable time.
• The payments system must be transparent, checked daily

and audited regularly.
• The proportion of domestic funding in the budget’s expen-

diture programmes must always rise.
• All sources of state budget income must be audited and the

audit made public.

6.4.2. Political will to conduct reforms and good governance in public adminis-

tration: prerequisites for programme support 51

Assessments of whether political will exists to implement reforms tied to
programme support concern many parts of the economy and society. Be-
cause economic growth is of such long-term importance to poverty alle-
viation, the first criterion of good governance is that a government is
demonstrably working to establish conditions for such growth. Included
here are government efforts to construct a legal framework that allows pri-
vate enterprise to operate and make reasonable profits. This market econ-
omy-based approach also defines the respective roles of the private sector
(which generates the growth) and the state (which acts as a support and
sets the rules).

Good governance is also important in areas for which the government
is directly responsible. One example is good husbandry of natural re-
sources as a precondition for good resource utilisation and the creation of
an attractive environment for the country’s citizens and foreign investors.
In terms of general parameters when assessing good governance vis à vis
citizens and their relation to the authorities, the following points should
be observed:

• That the decision-making process and exercise of power by
the authorities are conducted in a climate of democratic
governance that enables citizens to participate and wield
influence – and not only at elections.
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• That the political process and workings of the civil service
are transparent. This should include possibilities for citizens
to engage in dialogue with the civil service and appeal
against decisions.

• That the government displays an aspiration to apportion
resources equally and in a way beneficial to vulnerable
groups.

• That the exercise of power is founded on set constitutional
rules that allow citizens to hold accountable those responsi-
ble for drawing up and implementing government policy.

• That the government apparatus consists not only of super-
visory bodies but also includes accounting bodies and om-
budsmen. It is also important that state authorities demon-
strate a will to implement any sanctions recommended or
imposed by auditing bodies and aimed at individuals who
have abused their position or powers.

This list might also include a visible desire on the part of state authorities
to devolve power to decentralised and autonomous structures at a lower
level of public administration.

An aspiration to improve financial control systems should be includ-
ed among the criteria used to assess governance in public administration.
As a rule, individuals in the countries concerned benefit from the poor
state of government payment, accounting and audit systems – and have
done so for a long time. A reluctance to improve these can reflect a lack
of political will.

It is possible to define expressions of political will and good gover-
nance in conjunction with financial management as a facet of public ad-
ministration. The fact that a government presents a budget strategy pub-
licly is an example of this. So is the existence of an active supervisory fis-
cal policy body in parliament, or the fact that the independent auditor’s
position is protected by the constitution and that this protection extends
to the auditor personally. There is good reason to tie future development
efforts to this area. One aim of such a move could be to set a number of
good governance variables for financial management within specific coun-
tries and which could be agreed upon internationally.

The ability of a public administration to implement government de-
cisions – and its efficiency in so doing – also reflects a political will to im-
prove citizens’ prosperity. Thus the aspects of good governance in public
administration presented here are intimately connected to the issues of fi-
nancial management as explored in the appendix. Included here are is-
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sues related to which public administration functions and financial man-
agement systems must be in order for programme support to be convert-
ed into welfare services. Without good governance in the areas we have
described, this is impossible. And in the absence of effective administra-
tive functions and systems, the depth of political will is irrelevant: welfare
cannot be provided anyway. 

Assessing good governance in the countries concerned using the above
criteria will in many cases give a limited or at times even depressing pic-
ture of ambitions and development levels. As with assessments of the pub-
lic administration functions and systems, good governance should be
viewed as a trend i.e. that it is possible to see continued progress towards
a better situation. Ultimately, the best indicator of the ambition of state
authorities to practise good governance in the longer term is the delivery
of welfare services to (vulnerable) citizens.

In our opinion, therefore, political will to provide welfare services is a
near-necessity for programme support and government-to-government
co-operation. In the absence of such will, donors should consider alter-
native forms of co-operation. As explained in Chapter , the World Bank
attaches great importance to these issues. There is thus every reason to
follow (and, ideally, for Sida to participate in) the development of the
World Bank toolkit “Commitment to Reform” (see section ..).

Good governance is of course a broader and less easily defined term
than the public administration variables discussed in this section. We have
outlined what we regard as the primary parameters for assessing govern-
ment budgets and public administration as instruments for welfare devel-
opment and poverty reduction. In addition to these, there are a large
number of issues connected to good governance that we have not exam-
ined.

6.5. Work forums

Intensive efforts are taking place to develop methodologies and imple-
ment new diagnostic instruments for assessing public finance management
in the countries concerned, predominantly in Africa.

The World Bank and  are heading this effort by developing their
instruments and exchanging information. Bilateral donors, especially ,
have also launched initiatives. Dialogue with partner countries over new
or revised s is either beginning or already under way. The  is still
being developed and discussions are taking place about its introduction in
other countries besides Uganda. The World Bank is working with  in
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a special working group to address financial management issues. The ’s
 instrument adopts a more systematic approach than previously to fis-
cal system structures and accounting classification in partner countries.
The measures directed at accounting classification are motivated by a de-
sire to obtain standardised data on poverty for use in comparisons with
the poverty reduction tools of both the  and specific countries.

Donors and lenders communicate continuously with partner countries
in these issues and notably in the monitoring of s. A couple of inter-
national forums also exist in this area, mainly under the auspices of donors
and lenders. The most prominent is the “Strategic Partnership with Africa’s

(SPA) Task Team on Public Financial Management and Accountability”. Original-
ly launched to mobilise provision of financial assistance to countries in
Africa, the task team has evolved into a respected discussion forum for
methodology and implementation issues in this field. Backed by a man-
date from practically all programme support donors, the  has launched
various pilot studies in selected countries to determine prospects for co-
ordinating analyses and analysis tools. Particular attention has been paid
to the Country Financial Accountability Assessment (), reflecting a stated
ambition to expand this diagnostic instrument beyond the technical and
systems realm. An expanded  would address the issues of ownership
and input of local representatives.

Also of interest is the Development Assistance Committee’s () new Task

Force on Donor Practices, which may come to acquire a benchmarking role
in financial management, in part due to its development of a code of con-
duct. However, the task force can only draw on very limited resources
compared with those of the . Multilateral organisations also run their
own working forums, whose membership includes the World Bank, 

and regional development banks.
We also advocate continued collaboration between bilateral donors, and

the possible creation of special forums for this. We see a continued and
closer partnership between Norway and Sweden in this area both as nat-
ural and offering many potential advantages. We believe Sida will need
to allocate resources to monitor and participate in the development of the
new management processes described in this report. All co-operation be-
tween Sweden and Norway, in which each country gives the other a man-
date to represent it in different contexts, enables Sida to shift resources to
these new, emerging areas. It ought to be possible to expand existing bi-
lateral co-operation in sector programmes to a broader concept of pro-
gramme support that embraces the three forms of support examined in
this report.

Other bodies of interest in this context are UN institutions outside the
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World Bank and IMF, chiefly the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),

and the EU. Both of these play an important role as counterweights to the
World Bank and its policies and methodologies. The World Bank has
called for a European counterpart to discuss these issues with (conversa-
tions with World Bank staff, ), but we note that neither of these two
institutions is, as yet, in a position to shoulder this role. The / has
no mandate for working with programme support. This immediately re-
moves it from the frame – even though it has access to financial man-
agement competency. The , meanwhile, probably has fewer adminis-
trative resources in proportion to its size and status than any other provider
of development assistance. It is for this reason, we believe, that the ’s
role has been restricted to funding methodology development projects
rather than working with the World Bank and  as a partner. 

Non-governmental organisations (s) are also major players, reflecting
their role as highly knowledgeable representatives of people in the coun-
tries concerned. The involvement of s in the budget process and as
advocates of an alternative approach to the  process (e.g. they have
called for the  initiative to be separated from s) makes them an
important asset in discourse about poverty reduction and strategies to
achieve it (, World Bank d). Bilateral donors such as Sida can work
in different ways to ensure that s and  bodies are also able to par-
ticipate in developing poverty reduction strategies.
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7.1. Participation motives of bilateral donors

The different forums in which bilateral donors participate often tackle is-
sues from a broader basis then the World Bank. One such forum, the SPA
Task Team for Public Financial Management and Accountability, has harnessed the
Country Financial Accountability Assessment () to include the abili-
ty to consider local influences. Another example of bilateral participation
and co-operation are the working groups that collaborate on the mode and
application of Sector wide Approaches and which were set up in the late
s. These forums highlight fundamental software issues related to in-
stitution-building in connection with introductions of sector programmes
and do so differently from way the World Bank is currently applying its
first  in Uganda. 

Among bilateral donors, Sida has paid special attention to the impor-
tance of  institutional capacity-building. As already mentioned, Sida de-
veloped its first policy for public administration support as long ago as the
s. This policy, currently under revision, also includes aspects of de-
mocratic governance and human rights. Sida has an incentive to main-
tain high competency in this area and to ensure such knowledge develops
and influences the World Bank’s development of methodologies and im-
plementation.

7.2. Proactive way of working

The ability to affect the content and shape of the diagnostic instruments
and toolkits looked at earlier (and which are elaborated by the World
Bank) does not depend solely on preserving a high level of competency.

The role and opportunities for Sida 
and other bilateral donors

CHAPTER 7



Small bilateral donors like Sida must also be active and show initiative in
order to be involved and able to exert influence (preferably in concert
with other like-minded bilateral donors).

Sida can do this in different ways, including:

• Initiating contacts with the World Bank with a view to par-
ticipating in development methodologies for public admin-
istration and financial management. The World Bank runs
many methodology development programmes, in which
Sida can participate in only one or two. Apart from the
 and , Public Expenditure Analysis and Support () is
a priority area. The  may become the World Bank’s
leading public expenditure programme and will hopefully
include state budget revenues as well as expenditures.

• Contacting  to take part in the financial management
working group run by the World Bank and .

• Approaching World Bank and  representatives in all rel-
evant countries to ask how they view matters nationally
and what type of credits or analyses may be applicable
over a given time period. Sida should ask how such consid-
erations affect bilateral donors and how they can best par-
ticipate.

• Participating in  Task Team meetings. Participation in
’s Task Force could also become relevant.

• Joining others in participating in processes aimed at devel-
oping s. As previous material in this report suggests,
much work on methodologies remains to be done.

• Participating as often as possible in  drafting missions,
yearly follow-up work and pre-appraisals in different coun-
tries and obtaining early information from the World Bank
when new a  is to be developed.

• Promoting the common outlook among bilateral donors
and bilateral co-ordination in this regard. This involves at-
tempting to extend the current group’s mandate beyond
sector programme support to the other two forms of pro-
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gramme support: general budget support and  debt re-
lief. This (or other) bilateral consultative groups should also
assess not just the methodologies developed by others (the
World Bank) but should carry out their own development
projects and analysis of how credit programmes and diag-
nostic instruments are implemented.

• Guaranteeing long-term collaboration with external re-
sources, in the event that one’s own resources are judged
inadequate for keeping on top of these various issues. Sub-
contracting work to relevant consultants makes it possible
to develop organisational forms of co-operation (e.g. divi-
sion of tasks and responsibilities, deciding when to collabo-
rate, etc.). 

Inside Sida, this work requires a systematic approach and a shared effort
or grouping to handle the issues. Success also necessitates some form of
policy decision to implement the changes and take the required initia-
tives.

7.3. Role of bilateral donors in discussions with partner countries

The size of the World Bank and the credits it provides means that future
discussions about public administration development programmes will be
conducted largely between the bank and partner country governments in
the countries concerned. The programmes are very broad and will in-
corporate the bulk of all development assistance-financed operations in a
particular country. For example, Uganda’s -financed programme al-
ready includes most reform projects in the public sector and will in future
extend to private sector activities as well. Thus the programme will be fi-
nanced almost exclusively from external sources. The following diagram
shows the dialogue between the government and World Bank:

Government World Bank

As a progressive bilateral donor, Sida should certainly take part in this di-
alogue – by participating in  missions, for example. Sida’s involvement
can be illustrated as follows:
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World Bank

Government Sida

Other bilateral donors

Experiences from  activities in Uganda, dialogue between bilateral
donors and the Mozambique government, and weaknesses in s dis-
cussed earlier in this report all suggest a need for the governments of part-
ner countries to be able to hold discussions with a third party other than
the World Bank and . There may be different reasons for this. Partner
country governments may choose to keep some of these to themselves, but
among those they commonly cite are: divergent approaches exhibited by
the s and the desire to obtain a second opinion. It is in bilateral donors’
own interests to pursue an active dialogue with relevant governments.
Doing so gives them an opportunity to assess whether the questions clos-
est to their hearts are included in the programmes being discussed be-
tween the government and the s. This connection can be illustrated
as follows:

Government Sida/Bilateral donors 

By establishing a personal dialogue with a government, bilateral donors
ensure that the process behind the new credit instruments and public ad-
ministration development programmes is three-dimensional and dynam-
ic. This can counteract a mechanical assessment of the degree to which
loan credits comply with certain benchmarks when new credits are to ap-
proved. This can be shown as follows:

World Bank

Sida

Other bilateral donors

Method

Policy

Implementation Programme 

Follow-up

Implementation

Sida

Other bilateral donors Government

Policy, Prospects for implementation, Follow-up
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The significance of the participation by Sida and other bilateral donors
in the new dialogue can be seen in the diagram. Sida has two roles. One
is to co-operate with the World Bank and influence its methods and pro-
grammes. The other is to conduct a dialogue (individually or with other
bilateral donors) with the governments of partner countries to acquire in-
formation about matters not disclosed in the official programmes or which
are not highlighted in discussions with the World Bank. The task is then
to include such considerations in discussions with the World Bank. Being
a partner in dialogue for governments means being able to provide dif-
ferent forms of institutional capacity support, where considered desirable
or necessary. Any process in which Sida participates should be fully trans-
parent and should make freely available information to all parties involved.

In order to manage these partly new tasks and roles, bilateral donors
need to make changes in their administrations. This issue is discussed fur-
ther in Chapter .
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8.1. Need for change

Our assessment is that the current redrawing of the development map as
described in this report will prove to be a more radical shift than the in-
troduction of sector programme support two years ago. Bilateral donors
that want to be active participants and not merely assigned an imple-
mentation role must review the way their development agencies work in
terms of structure, information flows and employees’ competencies.

8.2. Competency and structure: new forms of collaboration and 
information flows

Policy functions in bilateral development agencies have a key role to play in
poverty reduction strategies. Policy is the natural channel for contacts with
the s about new ,  or  concepts. Future tasks will be fo-
cused on methods as well as policy. The new development concept will
thus have major implications for any separate method functions inside de-
velopment agencies. Those functions that co-ordinate country or regional operations

will assume a new and important role. They will be charged with pilot-
ing the dialogue surrounding a donor’s participation in strategy or credit
rounds in a specific country. Allied to this, they will also have the task of
attempting to co-ordinate policy and methodology approaches between
other bilateral donors, the s and other external stakeholders. The new
situation will also impinge heavily on those functions that deal with issues of

public administration and institutional development. These functions will need to
take part in the entire process underpinning the formulation of poverty
reduction strategies so that such strategies are realistic in design and pre-

Competency and structure in 
bilateral development administrations

CHAPTER 8



serve the link with institutional development.
The new tasks that confront these sections within development agen-

cies may precipitate a need for structural changes or new or enhanced
competencies. Internal work patterns will also be affected, and it may be
necessary to investigate which internal information flows should be for-
malised or guaranteed. Agencies may need to change the way they por-
tray themselves externally and build new teams inside the organisation.

The need to adopt new work methods and information flows is ap-
plicable not only to development agencies centrally but also to em-
bassies/field offices and, in certain cases, relevant ministry functions in
donor countries. Embassies, in particular, need to modify the relationship
between economist functions and programme officers responsible for sec-
tor programmes or civil service projects.

We believe that development staff need to be trained in the issues
raised in this report. The content and extent of such training will vary be-
tween different groups, depending on how closely participants know and
work with the issues. Our belief is that all staff will need some form of train-
ing. As noted previously, many donors and lenders are already aware of
this need.

An individual bilateral donor like Sida may do well to address issues
of structure and competency in more detail through an internal develop-
ment project.
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9.1. Programme support as a form of support

Sida and many other bilateral donors and multilateral organisations are
today moving more clearly towards a policy which involves supporting
poverty reduction, principally in Africa, via different forms of programme
support. Programme support is provided in various ways, through bud-
get support, sector programme support and also via debt relief under the
 debt relief initiative. The  Initiative has helped create an im-
portant link between debt relief and poverty reduction through the Pover-

ty Reduction Strategy Papers (s). 
The rationale behind s is that rapid, sustainable economic growth

should be the core of every poverty reduction strategy. The expectation is
that this will result in lasting poverty alleviation. This involves both the pri-
vate and public sectors playing a prominent role in the stabilisation process
and . As the private sector is the primary source of economic growth,
it is logical that it plays a central role in poverty reduction strategies.
Prospects for developing the private sector are directly and indirectly af-
fected by macroeconomic conditions and government policy. The key
macroeconomic variables are inflation, exchange rate policy, domestic and
foreign debt, and a country’s international reserves. All have a bearing on
the growth of the private sector – and therefore on the situation of the poor.

Economic growth itself does not automatically guarantee reduced
poverty. Growth must be supplemented by managed resource distribution
if it is to lead to welfare enhancements that will significantly improve the
lives of the poor. This necessitates an effective public sector and effective
public finance management systems. In turn, this is predicated on an in-
creased commitment to domestic resource mobilisation and follow-up of
the way public money is distributed. 

Summary and recommendations
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When macroeconomic conditions are stable donors can support the
government budget via programme support, whose purpose is to finance
improved welfare services. Programme support can be described as a
modality aimed at supporting implementation of a general policy or ex-
penditure programme developed by a partner country (government), often
in concert with donors. All forms of programme support are linked to pol-
icy reforms in the partner country, wherein poverty issues are today
deemed of key importance. Three forms of financial programme support
can be identified as applicable for supporting government poverty reduc-
tion strategies and the government budget: debt relief through the 

Initiative; general budget support; and sector programme (budget) support. 
A state budget may indicate the government is pursuing poverty-ori-

ented policies prioritising allocations to poverty-related sectors. But there
is no guarantee this helps to improve the lives of poor people. Efficiency
in administration systems is also necessary to enable programme support
resources channelled through a specific government to filter down through
the economy and reach citizens in the form of welfare services. Regard-
less of the form of programme support donors/lenders choose, there is a
common need to develop systems and institutional capacity-building in
public administration in partner countries.

The need for institution-building is a broad and multifaceted area.
Measures to improve public finance management, personnel and salary
systems, legislation,  structures, competency, and improved statistics/
data are equally important for sustainable development. The capacity of
sector administrations is also important, not least for improving the effi-
ciency of sector programmes and influencing their results.

9.2 Questions concerning the PRGF and PRSC – IMF and World Bank
credit instruments to support PRSPs 

The new approach of s has led to closer collaboration between the 

and the World Bank. The institutions divide responsibility between them:
the  focuses chiefly on macroeconomic strategy while the World Bank
concentrates on developing poverty reduction strategies. The two have de-
veloped new credit instruments to support countries implementing s.
The ’s instruments are called the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility

(); the World Bank’s are entitled the Poverty Reduction Support Credit (). 
A  is directly tied to a country’s poverty reduction strategy. Under

a , the macroeconomy is treated on a par with social, structural and
institutional issues. This is a fundamental change. s include a series
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of yearly credits tied to a number of benchmarks designated on the basis
of the country’s . To date, Uganda is the sole country to have been
granted a . Its benchmarks are chiefly tied to institutional reforms in
public administration. 

Both the  and  have been criticised. The  has been tar-
geted because it is based on the same premises as previous structural ad-
justment programmes. The criticisms levelled at the  are that its
benchmarks pay insufficient heed to the conditionality of institutional ca-
pacity-building and that participant governments lack adequate owner-
ship. Neither of the instruments has been endorsed by the parliaments of
partner countries.

The  is still being developed and discussions are under way con-
cerning its introduction in countries other than Uganda. The World Bank
is working with  in a special working group to address financial man-
agement issues. The ’s  instrument adopts a more systematic ap-
proach than before to fiscal system structures and accounting classifica-
tion in partner countries. 

9.3 Need for reform of public administration

Coinciding with the introduction of s and the changing emphasis on
different programme support forms, the World Bank has adopted a com-
pletely new approach to public administration reform. This change is
more clearly and comprehensively expressed in the policy paper “Re-
forming Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance” (a), de-
scribed by the bank as a strategy.

It is founded on four “strategic” requirements: 

) Political will and engagement in the partner country.
) Investigations into actual conditions in specific countries, 

e.g. whether there is a will to implement reforms.
) New lending conditions: a longer-term view.
) Changes at the World Bank: personnel, organisation and 

co-operation with others that have knowledge and 
proficiency in this area. 

The bank’s new policy also describes a broad range of issues within pub-
lic administration and in which the bank aims to become more involved.
These include decentralisation, anti-corruption measures, fiscal policy and
administration, and public finance management.
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The World Bank is currently developing a large number of diagnostic
“toolkits” to ascertain the state of public administration in partner coun-
tries.

The bank has several motives for its new-found interest and engage-
ment in public administration reforms in -countries. These include a
desire to maintain financial control over its loans as well as basic devel-
opment aspects. 

The World Bank’s combined resources far exceed those of any single
bilateral donor. For this reason, the methods and diagnostic instruments
introduced by the bank will have a major impact on public administra-
tion development in the countries concerned. This has implications for the
countries themselves as well as for the rest of the donor community.

No actor in this field will be unaffected by the World Bank’s new pol-
icy. For individual donors like Sida, the effects may prove very substan-
tial. Just as all donors and partner countries rely on the s’ macroeco-
nomic assessments, so the public administration reform programmes
spearheaded by the World Bank (and to a lesser extent the ) will im-
pact on all parties involved in public administration or sector programmes
in partner countries.

The World Bank is well aware it lacks sufficient staff and financial re-
sources to implement its preferred programmes in all target countries.
This is one reason why it wishes to work with other providers of funds,
including bilateral donors. The process has much to gain from the par-
ticipation of bilateral donors. In some areas, bilateral donors are more
proficient than the World Bank and, in some cases, espouse an alterna-
tive approach.

9.4 Homogenous and comprehensive analysis tools needed in 
public finance management

In a programme management model whose aim is to transfer funds to re-
cipient countries’ public finance management systems, an important ques-
tion facing donors is the quality of these systems – both with regard to fi-
nancial control and as a development tool. Thus there is a need to study
these systems. Numerous individual and joint studies have been conduct-
ed. The , World Bank and a few bilateral donors have lately developed
a range of diagnostic and analytical instruments. Among them are the
World Bank’s Public Expenditure Review (), Country Financial Accountability

Assessment () and Framework for Public Expenditure Analysis and Support

().
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The multiplicity of such instruments means they overlap extensively,
with repercussions for donors and partner countries alike. Such a situa-
tion is untenable in the long run, particularly for partner countries. The
World Bank, especially, has realised the problems with the current state
of affairs and has tried to restructure so it can better develop homogenous
and complete tools for financial management analysis. Under the aegis of
its Poverty Reduction and Economic Management (), the bank recently as-
signed resources specifically for this purpose. Public Expenditure Analysis and

Support () will play a major part in this effort. The bank’s various func-
tions have traditionally operated autonomously, which raises a question
mark over whether it will succeed in its drive to develop diagnostic in-
struments that really are complete and homogeneous.

Bilateral donors should support efforts to develop a single, compre-
hensive instrument which they can use in the way they utilise  and the
World Bank macroeconomic analyses without having to conduct their
own. Of course, this is predicated on the World Bank’s new instrument
being formulated and drawn up in a way that corresponds to bilateral
donors’ wishes and demands. Whether this actually happens is very much
up to bilateral donors themselves. Good opportunities exist for those that
play an active and inventive role to participate in the methodology de-
velopment phase and thus influence the outcome. Those who believe the
World Bank will not succeed in this mission have nothing to stop them
from taking matters into their own hands.

Another point to make in connection with the proliferation of analy-
sis instruments is that most are not used to conduct follow-up work. This
omission, on top of the sheer number of instruments, puts partner coun-
tries in an impossible situation that must be addressed as soon as possi-
ble. Sida and other bilateral donors can play an active role here.

9.4.1 Are the demands reasonable? 

The content of diagnostic instruments, particularly those of the World
Bank, can be called into question not just on the basis that they fail to ad-
dress all necessary financial management issues in an integrated fashion,
but on the reasonableness of the requirements imposed by lenders and
donors in response to the analyses. Given the conditions that generally
apply in partner countries, demands from donors and lenders for rapid
introduction of modern budget processes and follow-up systems puts pres-
sure on countries in question to produce finely tuned information in dou-
ble-quick time. In many cases it is impossible to produce such data in the
time stipulated, rendering the whole exercise counterproductive. “Blind”
insistence that systems conform to European and American standards cre-
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ates more frustration about inadequate information than it contributes to
genuine systemic improvements.

9.4.2 Core principles

In our opinion, measures taken within financial management should be
primarily geared to establishing the basic principles that facilitate financial man-

agement in practice. 
This requires that: 
• The budget must comprise all relevant resources, or at least

these must be known. The annual budget must be based
on multiyear projections and reflect the government’s
poverty reduction policy. 

• The accounts must encompass all resources and accurately
portray different areas (functional, economic, geographic
and institutional). 

• Accounting and payment transfers must be part of an auto-
matic and computerised reconciliation system (cross-check-
ing of book-keeping and payment registration). 

• The central payments system must be revised regularly. 
• Payment systems must be computerised to enable daily liq-

uidity assessments. 
• Utilisation of the domestic resource base must increase and

be tied to the financing by donors and lenders of sector
programmes and other programme support associated with
institutional development.

A prerequisite for attaining the first level described above is that donors
themselves help ensure that funds transferred to a partner country are in
practice subject to the same financial management rules applied to that
country’s own resources. This requires a readiness to submit to reporting
routines that draw every new transfer of funds to the ministry of finance’s
attention. 

Ahead of a decision on whether to provide new or continued pro-
gramme support, any feasibility assessment of a country’s financial man-
agement systems should, in our opinion, incorporate the following vari-
ables: 

• The status and ability of the financial management system
to control financial flows and its ability to develop to the
level outlined earlier.

• The status of other public administration systems – primar-
ily competency levels within the government.
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• Political will to implement reforms/good governance in is-
sues relating to the management of public administration
and its way of working.

9.5 Variables for good governance need to be set

An ambition to improve financial control systems should be included among the
criteria used to assess governance within public administration. As a rule,
individuals in the countries concerned benefit from the poor state of gov-
ernment payment, accounting and audit systems – and have done so for
a long time. It is possible to define expressions of political will and good
governance in conjunction with financial management as a facet of pub-
lic administration. The fact that a government publishes a budget strate-
gy is an example of this. Other examples include the existence of an ac-
tive parliamentary fiscal policy inspection body or the existence of laws
enshrining the status of independent auditing and auditors. There is good
cause to tie future development efforts to this area. The purpose could be
to set a number of good governance variables within financial manage-
ment within specific countries and which could be agreed upon interna-
tionally.

The ability of a public administration to implement government de-
cisions – and its efficiency in so doing – also reflects a political will to im-
prove citizens’ prosperity. Included here are issues related to those ad-
ministrative functions and financial management systems must work effi-
ciently for programme support to be converted into welfare services. This
is impossible without good governance in the areas we have described.
And in the absence of effective administrative functions and systems, the
depth of political will is irrelevant; welfare cannot be provided anyway. 

Intensive efforts are currently under way to apply and develop method-
ologies and new diagnostic instruments to evaluate public finance man-
agement in partner countries, primarily in Africa. Both the World Bank
and the  are driving this process by developing and co-ordinating their
instruments. Bilateral donors, especially , have also launched initia-
tives. Steps are also under way to promote continued dialogue with part-
ner countries over new or revised s. 

The  process is continuing to evolve as partner countries and in-
volved development partners draw conclusions from their experiences. As
yet it is unclear how this new orientation will work and what the final
framework will look like. What is clear, however, is the need for active par-
ticipation from organisations that want to be part of the development process. The 
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and World Bank have a high level of ambition and, as expected, have as-
sumed a leading role in the process. The report reflects our view that it is
highly important for bilateral programme support donors to become in-
volved and form a counterweight to the s.

9.6 Ownership of PRSPs

The importance of partner countries having a sense of ownership over
their poverty strategies is often referred to in material published by the
s. Indeed, officials at these institutions view it as a precondition for
success. We believe more active support for partner countries is needed
so they can participate in the process on a genuinely equal basis. The true
ownership of a  can be discussed in this context. The roots of democ-
racy in the partner country are also limited, which often precludes a 

from being considered by parliament. 
The  sometimes acquires the role of a parallel planning instru-

ment that has no influence over real budget allocations or spending pol-
icy. Moreover, partner countries do not collaborate when assessing the
policies or technical rules and regulations that best serve their individual
development.

9.7 Forums for debate and co-operation

Donors and lenders communicate continuously with partner countries on
issues such as follow-up of a . A couple of international forums also
exist in this area, mainly under the auspices of donors and lenders. The
most prominent is the Strategic Partnership with Africa’s Task Team on Public

Financial Management and Accountability. Originally launched to mobilise pro-
vision of financial assistance to countries in Africa, the task team has
evolved into a respected discussion forum for issues of methodology and
implementation. Participants include the World Bank and . 

Also of interest is the Development Assistance Committee’s () new Task

Force on Donor Practices, which may come to acquire a benchmarking role
in financial management, in part due to its development of a Code of
Conduct. However, the task force can draw only on very limited resources
compared with those of the . Multilateral organisations also run their
own working forums, whose membership includes the World Bank, 

and regional development banks.
We also advocate continued collaboration between bilateral donors, and the
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possible creation of special forums for this. In our opinion, a continued
and closer partnership between Norway and Sweden in this area has many
potential advantages.

Our assessment is that the current redrawing of the development map
as described in this report – in particular the effect of World Bank initia-
tives on bilateral donors – will prove to be a more radical shift than the
introduction of sector programme support two years ago. Bilateral donors
that want to be active participants and not merely assigned an imple-
mentation role must review how their development agencies work in terms
of structure, information flows and employees’ competencies.

9.8 Recommendations

Our belief is that individual bilateral donors like Sida have a good op-
portunity to be part of and help shape current trends within development
assistance as described in this report. Pursuing an active approach is es-
sential for this, in which respect bilateral donors have much to learn from
. For Nordic donors, there may be even more to learn from 

and its actions during the changes now under way. Sida also has much to
teach others in the areas of public administration development and ca-
pacity-building for institutions.

We recommend Sida conducts a probe into its existing structures and
ways of working in those parts of the organisation mentioned in Chapter
. Such an investigation will better enable Sida to participate actively in
the contexts in question. In our opinion, a donor of Sida’s type and size
should pay special attention to preserving the expertise it has amassed in
public administration issues over the years. With this in mind, Sida should
participate as an alternative dialogue partner in the processes we have at-
tempted to describe (see model in Ch. ).

Earlier in the report we attempted to depict what we see as weaknesses
in the poverty reduction model now being promoted by the s. These
limitations increase the need for bilateral donors to be present and par-
ticipate actively in the current development phase. We believe such in-
volvement should be targeted directly at the s, and in particular at the
World Bank’s methodology and developmental work. 

At the same time, there is a great need for dialogue between active bi-
lateral donors and with partner country governments. This dialogue
should always involve a range of donors. Insofar as is possible, Sida should
strive to establish a regular presence in partner countries – and in the del-
egations of the s – when poverty reduction credits are to be introduced
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or renegotiated. Sida should also have a presence in the international fo-
rums discussed earlier, particularly the . When it comes to Nordic co-
operation, or Nordic-based co-operation with other bilateral donors, pro-
prietary development projects can be launched. Examples include agree-
ments on joint analysis and diagnosis materials in specific areas.

For Sida to structure its work on these lines would probably entail co-
ordinated management.

In accordance with our Terms of Reference, our analysis explicitly ad-
dresses the starting points and structures of lenders and donors and their
need to change. In order for the new model to be feasible, there is an ad-
ditional need to strengthen partner countries when it comes to dialogue
surrounding these issues. Sida and other bilateral donors can contribute
greatly to this by initiating dialogue with involved parties, particularly
African partner countries. This is addressed in the next chapter.
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10.1. Need for an organised African counterpart

The World Bank’s work in introducing new poverty-focused credits and
drawing up ancillary institutional reforms has involved co-operation with
partner country governments. As previously noted, the World Bank and
 share a stated ambition to formulate poverty reduction strategies to-
gether with partner countries, and with their ownership. So far, this am-
bition remains largely theoretical and has yet to be implemented on a
broad scale. The World Bank’s aspirations are visible in its opinion that
the dialogue concerning the format of Uganda’s  was a product of
equal-sided agreements with the Ugandan government. However, other
sources have reported that the  work in Uganda was less than whol-
ly based on a true partnership of equals.

In financial management, methodologies and implementation of re-
forms appear to have been driven largely by the World Bank, either alone
or with the . Our visit to Washington did not give us an impression that
such questions were explicitly discussed with partner countries. For in-
stance, it was clear that a decision to change the classification structure of
Mozambique’s accounting system was rooted in the need of the  and
World Bank to have access to comparable data on poverty. This is arguably
not the information that Mozambique needs most at the present moment.

The World Bank has many facets and accepts the need for a more
holistic approach – something it is currently trying to move towards. In
financial management it is working to promote active participation by
partner countries in the  and  processes. “Reforming Public Institu-

tions and Strengthening Governance”, to which we referred earlier in the report,
describes the Partnership for Capacity-building in Africa, known as the 

initiative. 

Next step: 
Partnership in current development. 
The mandate of partner countries
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 is an organisation for African members of the World Bank which
agree that implementation capacity in their countries must be strength-
ened in order for development to be successful. The organisation has
African leadership and has three aims:

• To create the right environment for capacity development.
• To devise goals and programmes which all involved parties

– governments, lenders, donors, business and civil society –
can endorse.

• To ensure that programmes are based on reality and on
feasible timetables.

The World Bank supports  financially, having lent it   million
with an option for up to   million. A few bilateral donors have also
worked with . Views on this collaboration vary, but our conversations
with the bilateral donors involved suggest it has been of limited success. 

10.2. Regional institutions should be co-opted

Regardless of whether  develops into the effective partner in dialogue
that donors need, Sida and other bilateral donors should support efforts
to develop the institutional base in partner countries under current pro-
grammes. This can be done by taking special initiatives within the bilat-
eral group and by supporting World Bank efforts already in progress. The
aim should be to pave the way for a dialogue about the current process
and which can reflect partner countries’ positions and preferences. Such
an initiative could be taken at country level, but preferably at regional level
so as to achieve maximum unity between different nations’ policy per-
spectives. There is an evident need to introduce processes that allow the
parliaments of the countries concerned to take part in decision-making. 

Regional institutions should also be invited to participate as a negoti-
ation and policy-making partner between the various countries. The in-
ternational audit organisation  is one such example in the area of
financial management. Another is , the regional organisation for
government accounting issues in southern and eastern Africa.  is of
interest with regard to the new classification structure for government ac-
counting recently introduced in Mozambique at the behest of the s.
Had  been able to participate in the preparatory phase the classifi-
cation structure may have looked different. 

In this context it should be stressed that Africa’s regional development
banks and the Economic Commission for Africa () already participate
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in the  initiative. However, their influence so far appears to have been
limited, judging from the progress of the dialogue between donors/lenders
and partner countries. The ’s Africa Bureau is also involved in the
 initiative.

Sida is in a position to work with other bilateral donors and start a
process whereby relevant African-led organisations are co-opted into the
work of assessing and gauging the implementability of different reform pro-
grammes. Where necessary, technical assistance should also be provided
to these organisations.
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This appendix aims to provide a view of several issues that should be taken
into consideration when evaluating the status of public finance manage-
ment systems in countries that receive programme support. The materi-
al can be used when preparing decisions on programme support for the
first time and when new support is to be approved. This appendix can be
used in a dialogue between donors and recipients and discusses the de-
mands that both parties may make. The descriptions are primarily based
on experience from Portuguese-speaking and English-speaking countries
in Africa. Yet the functions described are just as appropriate to French-
speaking Africa, or to countries like Sweden.

In the countries concerned, the government dominates resources and
influence in the public sector. Some of them also have autonomous mu-
nicipal (provincial, district or territorial) administrations, but in this pre-
sentation the public sphere is defined as that controlled by the central
government.

The government’s management of its own resources

This presentation concerns the government’s management of its own re-
sources: that is, those collected inside the country (customs, taxes, fees),
those borrowed (within the country, from Bretton Woods institutions and
from others), or those received as a gift (development assistance from bi-
lateral donors and others). The government also controls resources in
other sectors through various kinds of regulation, but in this context we
consider only those resources at its disposal (primarily through the state
budget).

“Programme support” refers to one of the three forms discussed in the
main report: budget support through debt relief, general budget support,
or sector programme budget support.

The appendix also discusses the most common functions within an or-
dinary ministry of finance in the countries dealt with here (primarily 

Introduction

. Sida has already issued guidelines concerning sector programme support. Here we will deal
with sector programme budget support on the same basis as other programme support, i.e.
how the flow of money should be tracked. Accordingly, this document does not touch upon
Sida’s guidelines for sector programme support.



countries in Africa) and the relationship between these functions and the
government’s accounts.

No assessment is made of what quality standard governmental finan-
cial management systems should meet in order to qualify as conduits for
programme support transfers. Many factors influence donors to give pro-
gramme support, of which the quality of financial management systems
is but one. In general, many donors have chosen (to date, at least) to trans-
fer programme support to financial management systems in partner coun-
tries, well aware that these systems were unable to guarantee that funds
would be assigned to their intended purposes and to account properly for
them.

Integrated with capacity-building and good governance

The options for improving the technical aspects of government financial
management systems must be considered as integral to capacity-building
and institution-building. Accordingly, this presentation deals with certain
aspects of this and what one should consider in these areas when evalu-
ating development potential and long-term sustainability in each country
covered and primarily within the ministry of finance.

Besides the need for capacity-building and institution-building, there
is also a need for good governance. This is not treated in the appendix
but is included in the main report (section .).

Simplified presentation

The discussion in the appendix is simplified and does not take account of
all the sometimes-complex circumstances that occur in reality. Thus, cer-
tain areas within this field are not dealt with at all, except where they are
pertinent to or in some other way affect programme support. (Budgeting
techniques, for example, are not dealt with in this document.) The issues
discussed therefore represent a sample, first and foremost linked to the
modality of programme support.

This presentation is primarily intended for the “average” interested in-
dividual at Sida or the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs or, as ap-
plicable, for bilateral donors with procedures and policy briefs similar to
those of Sweden. Consultants and others who work in the field may also
benefit from this material. Some categories of staff with a particular in-
terest in this field will require more information than is contained in this
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presentation. For that purpose, we highly recommend Stefan Falk’s
Overview of Budget Issues (), the World Bank’s exceptional Public Expen-

diture Management Handbook (), and ’s employee guidelines Under-

standing and reforming public expenditure management () as well as our pre-
vious report Sector programme support and macroeconomic development ().

However, not all the issues dealt with in this presentation are found in the
publications mentioned.
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Financial management of the government’s own resources consists of sev-
eral blocs, as shown below:

The outline above presents the various subsectors of public finance man-
agement together with a range of concepts (there are many more!) that
can be seen as linked to each subsector and that often recur in different
documents and presentations. (Some designations in the outline are ex-
plained below, in their respective subsectors.) It is important to remem-
ber that the potential for reforming any of these subsectors of finance
management is connected to developments in the others. Thus, reforms

Subsectors of public finance management
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Accounting Payments Audit Revenues

Work plans

Multiyear plans
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Annual budgets
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programme
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Operational 
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in one subsector can trigger reform initiatives in another. Consequently,
it is preferable that a reform effort is conducted within the framework of
a programme that describes current conditions within the subsectors and
portrays the mutual interdependencies that exist in the particular coun-
try.

Use of the partner country’s systems

A government’s various financial management systems need not be re-
jected or accepted in full by the donor organisation when considering
whether to use them for the transfer of its own loans or donations.

The key decision to be made by the individual donor, at least initial-
ly, is often whether the partner country’s government payment system can
be used – i.e. whether the money can be considered safe in the payment
system and whether it is likely that the funds will be disbursed – and at
the right time – for their intended purposes if they are deposited there.

If the answers to these questions are no, the donor may opt not to
transfer money to the government payment system. But this does not
mean that no other parts of the financial management systems can be
used, assuming that support is made available anyhow.

If sector programme budget support donors believe financial support
should be given to the sector programme outside the government’s pay-
ment system, such as through a pool in which different donors’ money is
deposited in the same external bank account, this does not mean the
donors have to stay outside the government’s budget, accounting and
audit systems.

Donors that decide to give programme support automatically under-
take to follow the regulations for financial management applied in the
partner country. Today, many donors attempt to do both: subscribe to the
partner country’s system but simultaneously demand that the systems pro-
vide more information than they are able. A basic precondition for donors
that want to obtain a complete picture of available resources is for the
donors themselves to ensure that the funds they make available are also
known to the ministry of finance.

If the recipient’s financial management systems are weak, donors
should therefore as a guiding principle ensure they present information
on newly available funds in a way that enables the ministry of finance in
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the partner country to include them in the state budget, to present them
in the government’s accounts and to include them in some form of gov-
ernment audit. This requires a dialogue with the ministry of finance on
how to structure information on the new funds (preferably the same struc-
ture as applied for other domestic expenditure and revenue in the state
budget). In the context of the government budget process, this requires a
dialogue surrounding the date by which the ministry needs the informa-
tion to include it in the state budget.

The question of when to present information about new financial re-
sources to the partner country also has an effect on the money’s fungibili-
ty. Fungibility occurs when a recipient knows it will receive an external
resource and can thereby simultaneously allocate its own resources in a
way it could not have done otherwise. This aspect will not be discussed
further here.

A provider of programme support should always strive to have that
support reported in the recipient country’s state budget and government
accounting system. This is important for achieving the goal of programme
support: to help finance expenditure programmes formulated and ap-
proved by the partner country’s government and parliament. In many
cases, this requires that the partner country and donors together change
the rules for how (and when) information about new funding is present-
ed to the partner country. It also demands that this information is shared
with the operative functions at the ministry of finance. A prerequisite for
involvement in programme support is that donors to some extent commit
to multiyear (three-year) support and specify the amount of the support
for each of those years. This requirement is no more far-reaching than the
one that donors themselves place on their current partner countries, and
the reason behind it is the same: it is impossible to plan and carry out com-
prehensive expenditure programmes if the funds are guaranteed and
known for only one year at a time.

Legislation-driven usage options

Prospects for using the partner country’s system often depend on legisla-
tion in the partner country. Statutes and ordinances were often written
during, and for, colonial conditions. They therefore do not make provi-
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sion for external loans or donations and how these should be accounted
for. As a result, it might not be possible for a variety of statutory reasons
to report funding in the state budget and the government’s accounting sys-
tem – even if donors and the government want this. For example, a reg-
ulation might specify that only funds that pass through a certain bank ac-
count structure (the same as for domestic taxes) can be presented in the
accounting system. For this reason, it is important to find out how cur-
rent legislation in the partner country governs options for actually using
the country’s system, what information is available on this, and whether
any initiatives are under way to adapt legislation to actual circumstances.

Control and development functions of the systems

It is apparent that the different blocs in public finance management (as
outlined earlier) emphasise different functions. The accounting, payment
and audit areas can be said to have a control function, i.e. monitoring how
money is used. The other blocs also have control functions, although they
are not as obvious in their “official” roles. All blocs can be said to have a
development function, i.e. all systems are important for the country’s de-
velopment and the execution of government policy. In Chapter  in the
main report, we present our view of how donors have until now taken into
consideration and emphasised these two aspects of public finance man-
agement.

Control and development aspects are both important to the govern-
ments concerned as well as to donors and lenders. The different basic
principles of these two aspects are, however, integrated and must ulti-
mately be treated in a single context. The following is a presentation of
the most important current issues in the blocs outlined above and how the
modality of programme support affects the demands of the government
and donors on the systems. The presentation begins with the blocs that
represent the control functions.
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Payments in the central payment system

The first question one should ask when funds for programme support are
transferred to the partner country’s payment system is how it is done. In
simple terms, the most common model is for the money (all or part, called
tranches) to be deposited ultimately in a “forex” bank account, usually in
the partner country’s central bank. This is a bank account denominated
in a foreign currency, often  dollars.

The ministry of finance always operates a special function that is re-
sponsible for the government’s cash management and payment system. In
some of the countries discussed here, this function is called Treasury, or in
Portuguese Tesouro. Treasury is a broad concept and in certain countries,
such as South Africa, can comprise the entire ministry of finance, while
in others it handles the payment system and other responsibilities in the
ministry of finance. In other African countries, this function is called some-
thing else or is included in the Accountant General’s Office with no separate
designation. In this report, Treasury refers to the function responsible for
the government’s payment system at the ministry of finance.

As the representative for the ministry of finance and the government,
the Treasury has its own bank accounts at the central bank. When pro-
gramme support funds are transferred to the Treasury’s bank account(s)
from the forex account, they move from the donor(s) to the government
in the partner country. The usual intended route is for the money to be
transferred to the bank account used for financing expenditure in the state
budget. (This is sometimes called the Treasury account but has many other
names, such as the Static Revenue Fund account or the Consolidated Fund account.)

Important questions in this context are:
• Is there any registration via account statements or through

separate accounting routines (from the ministry of finance
or the central bank) showing the transfer of money from the forex

account to the intended bank account for payment of state budget oper-

ating expenditure? Is there any particular agreement between
donors and the government (the ministry of finance) for

Issues to consider in payments Payments

. The Treasury department may also be responsible for other functions.



such a separate accounting routine? Certain countries may
have individual agreements between a donor and the gov-
ernment on what accounts are supposed to be reported. In
other countries, a group of bilateral donors may agree to
follow a common and co-ordinated routine. Regardless of
the system used, it is vital that the transfer of funds from
the forex bank account to the account for financing expen-
diture in the state budget (and no other bank account) be
accounted for and that the money deposited in the account
denominated in the country’s own currency, corresponds to
the value of the foreign currency that was in the forex ac-
count based on the official exchange rate. If this type of
accounting is not already in use it should be introduced as
soon as possible. The central bank’s overall reporting of
transactions between all the bank accounts at the central
bank (which includes accounts held by the Treasury func-
tion at the ministry of finance) is often inadequate as an in-
strument for ensuring that  programme support funds
reach the bank account that finances operating expenditure
in the state budget. Funds for programme support often re-
quire the additional, independent accounting routine just
mentioned.

• Are fund transfers for programme support audited periodi-
cally? Is there an agreement that the transfer from the forex
account to the bank account that finances the state budget
should be audited, and do donors have access to these audit
reports? What sanctions apply if these audits show that the
money transferred to the bank account for the state budget
does not correspond to the money withdrawn from the
forex account? This type of audit can be included in an
audit of all the central bank’s cash flows but usually also
needs to be performed separately, by special agreement, for
the transfer of programme support funds alone.

Examining the transfer between the forex account and the account for fi-
nancing expenditure in the state budget is not in itself sufficient to ensure
that all funds for programme support have ended up in the latter. One
must also, for a variety of reasons, including fungibility, also be aware of
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other bank accounts held at the central bank, or in other banks, by the
Treasury function at the ministry of finance and how these accounts are
linked, i.e. which transfers can be made and are actually made between
these accounts. This raises the following questions:

• Is there awareness of the structure of bank accounts in the
government’s payment system that are held by the Trea-
sury function at the ministry of finance? Do you know
which of these accounts are linked and how money can be
transferred between them? Are regular, separate and inde-
pendent audits performed on the bank accounts held by
the Treasury at the central bank (and other banks)? Are the
audit reports public or available to donors?

• Is the bank account for state budget operating expenditure
audited under a separate routine? If not, how can one com-
pare the money used to cover operating expenditure in the
state budget with the balance on that account? In other
words, how does one know that money has not been with-
drawn from this bank account for purposes other than paying
budgeted expenditure? Note that this bank account receives
funds from various sources: national taxes, customs and other
revenues, loans from various lenders, and donations.

In addition, there are macroeconomic aspects to the scheduling of dis-
bursements of programme support and the effects of the supply of foreign
exchange. However, these are not discussed here.

Payments for state budget expenditure

Money is disbursed centrally from the bank account for state budget ex-
penditure to the government ministries for expenditures specified in the
state budget. Money must also be disbursed to provinces, regions and dis-
tricts primarily for expenditure on various welfare services included in the
state budget. Sometimes payments are made to the lower levels of gov-
ernment via government ministries; sometimes they are paid directly from
the ministry of finance to the corresponding financial administration at the
provincial, regional, or district level. Disbursements are paid in a variety
of ways, but in one model the particular agencies receive a portion in ad-
vance, after which they must requisition money when they can show how
they used the money they received first. Some countries have introduced
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a strict cash disbursement system (cash budget) in which money is disbursed
only if a corresponding amount is physically on deposit in the bank ac-
count for state budget operating expenditure. The cash budget system is ex-
tremely effective from the point of view of control but also has a some-
what restrictive impact on development.

Most countries differentiate between disbursements for salaries and
for other costs. Salaries are often paid centrally (directly via the ministry
of finance or the particular ministry concerned), while funds for other ex-
penditure are transferred to lower administrative levels for disbursement
there. Consequently, welfare services are often paid centrally (a large part
of welfare expenditure finances teachers’ salaries, for example) and local-
ly. There are special payment routines for investment funds, depending
on how much money is needed in a particular period. Funds referred to
in the budget as “investment or capital budget” are often used to cover
recurrent expenditure – despite their designation and actual purpose.

• The most important issue for donors when it comes to the
disbursement system is whether the system works for getting the

funds to the payment centre where they can be applied for the purposes

intended in the state budget – and whether this can be done
within a reasonable time, i.e. on a rolling basis during the
budget year for which they are allocated. For donors, the
most important expenditure is almost always that targeted
at  welfare services at provincial, district or regional level
(health care, education, roads, water etc.). In other words,
this system must be able to guarantee that the money can
reach these levels within a reasonable time, whether or not
they are disbursed directly centrally or via administrative
structures at a lower level.

In many countries, this part of the government’s payment and disburse-
ment system is weak. Indeed, it can be difficult for the partner country to
guarantee that the money will reach the intended payment centres with-
in a reasonable time. It may also be difficult for the partner country to
provide reasonable guarantees that the money will be used in the man-
ner intended. In such cases, donors should consider alternative means of
transferring programme support, especially sector programme budget sup-
port. One way is to transfer the money outside the government’s payment
system via a “pool account” in which several donors have deposited their
programme support funds. This is discussed in more detail later in the pre-
sentation.
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Problems are created by weak disbursement systems in many of the
countries discussed here. One of the biggest headaches is that it is often
difficult or impossible to forecast cash flow, i.e. to find out how much
money there is in the entire payment system at any given moment. One
reason for this is that in some of the countries the system contains a large
number of bank accounts at different levels. Another reason is lack of
computerisation, which makes it impossible to access information quick-
ly about how much money is available in a group of bank accounts, or
overall, at a specific moment. 

As a result, the various government administrations and agencies often
suffer cash crunches: they receive no money, though they are entitled to
it in the state budget. This means the central authorities are forced to bor-
row at a high rate, even if there is money in the system. This is because
they rarely know how much there is – or where it is – as mentioned above.
Because no one knows how much money there is, or where, a risk exists
that funds will be misappropriated. We should bear in mind that almost
all money is disbursed in cash or by cheque, which increases the risk of
misappropriation. Most finance ministries are attempting to improve fore-
casts for cash requirements. By asking relevant agencies to provide some
kind of forecast of payments for the year, the ministries are attempting to
satisfy their need to know how much money is needed at specific points
in time to cover current expenditure.

• Computerisation of the government’s payment system
would enable the ministries to forecast day-to-day cash
flow and keep track of how much money is available in
each of the various bank accounts in the system. Thus,
computerisation is a key issue for continued programme
support and for partner countries  to be able to guarantee
that the support can actually reach the groups for which it
is intended. Computerisation can be implemented in
stages. Initially, the treasury function at the ministry of fi-
nance could obtain information that shows balances and
transfers in a certain group of closely related bank ac-
counts. This information would come from the banks
where the accounts are held. The final, long-term goal
should be to implement one daily clearing account (corre-
sponding to the Swedish government’s cheque account
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with the Bank of Sweden) and to make this information
available on-line for the treasury function at the ministry of
finance.

Registration and reconciliation of payments

Payments made must be registered. Like for private individuals with bank
accounts, registration can be checked using an account statement, i.e. a
paper showing all transfers to and from a certain bank account during a
certain period. The purpose of registration in a system using one-dimen-
sional bookkeeping is to allow the bank account statement to be com-
pared subsequently with accounts of how the money was used, based on
the classifications on which the state budget and the accounting system
are structured. This comparison is called reconciliation of the bank ac-
counts. In countries where double-entry bookkeeping is used, the bank ac-
count statement is compared with the account in the books for “bank” and
with the prevailing functional or economic classification.

• The reconciliation process is very important and is the only
way to guarantee that the actual payments are captured
and reflected in the accounts. Donors in the countries con-
cerned increasingly use (fortunately) information from each
government’s own accounting system. A basic prerequisite
for this information’s reliability is that the expenditures reg-
istered in the accounts have been based on reconciliation
with actual disbursements made. Of the many important
variables in the government’s payment functions, donors
should at least explore (or have someone explore) the rec-
onciliation process’s reliability. For this process to be con-
sidered completely reliable, it must be computerised.

Which resources are known?

Programme support is based on donors using the planning instruments of
the government in each partner country as the basis for determining how
their loans or development assistance will be used. The model assumes that
the government and the ministry of finance are aware of all funds avail-
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able for financing expenditure in the sectors or functional areas for which
the government is responsible.

In the countries concerned, that is not the case. Large portions of avail-
able funds are unknown to the government, government ministries and
ministry of finance (or donors). In the payment system, the primary rea-
son for this is that ministry of finance staff working at the centre often have
no knowledge about all the bank accounts accessible to the government
ministries or at the provincial, regional, or district level. As long as these
resources are unknown to the ministry of finance, it is impossible to pre-
sent final accounts for the government showing the actual funds used
under the expenditure areas included in the state budget.

There are several reasons for the ministry of finance/treasury function
not knowing all the bank accounts in the government’s payment system.
One reason is that many donors (including those providing  programme
support today) have put, and continue to put, resources at the disposal of
a particular ministry in a separate, proprietary bank account which is not
reported to the treasury function at the ministry of finance (though there
are often legal requirements to report such information). It might also be
the case that when (project) co-operation previously financed from such
a bank account has ceased, the account remains open with some funds on
deposit, though not reported.

It is also important to remember that many bilateral donors still pro-
vide project support and intend to continue doing so. Money for project
support is almost always disbursed via a separate bank account. Thus,
new proprietary bank accounts will continue to be opened in the future.
Another reason is that historically a large number of bank accounts were
opened in the payment system and it is no longer possible for the cen-
tralised treasury function at the ministry of finance to control or even be
aware of this account structure.

• For the idea of programme support to work, all relevant fi-
nancial resources must be known. As long as the bank ac-
counts that can contain funds for financing government-ap-
proved expenditures have not been mapped out, it is im-
possible to prepare meaningful budgets or final accounts. It
is also vital for donors that the structure of bank accounts
be known – in the centralised payment system and the dis-
bursement system – and that bank accounts be closed
when they no longer correspond to an expenditure area or
a resource designated in a budget. In many of the countries
concerned, extensive technical support must be provided to
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the central treasury function at the ministry of finance to
correct problems in this context. These problems also con-
cern legislative issues, and in many cases the laws that reg-
ulate government payments need reform.
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Accounting systems under development

Government accounting systems in the countries concerned are in many
cases undergoing reforms of one type or another. The reasons for this
vary (and include the ’s involvement in this area), but the reforms share
the same aim: to enhance the value of the information that the system pro-
vides – and from a poverty perspective. Donors promote these issues in
different ways and with varied results. As emphasised earlier, there are
strong contradictions in the behaviour of most donors. On the one hand,
they adhere to the government’s accounting structures, which contain lim-
ited information in many cases. On the other hand, they simultaneously
impose demands on reporting information that are considerably more
complex, particularly in conjunction with the formulation of sector pro-
grammes. These requirements often result in a ministry being compelled
to introduce its own accounting functions within the framework of its sec-
tor programme. These functions are more sophisticated than those the
ministry of finance can offer. Consequently, they are normally not linked
to or based on the government’s own accounting system, for which the
ministry of finance is responsible.

The system for financial accounting used in the countries concerned
is often cash-based, not based on accruals (which precludes depreciation
of assets). In addition, these accounts are based on single-entry book-
keeping (or rather one-dimensional bookkeeping), i.e. a payment is entered
only in one location (such as in a cash book for a household’s expenses),
usually against one source of income. In most cases, we might just as well
talk about “bookkeeping” as “accounting”.

The accounting structure normally reflects the budget’s structure. This
means that the accounts serve, in practice, as budget follow-up. In sever-
al of the countries concerned, budgets are followed up through the regis-
tration of payments made. The purpose is to try to capture certain off-
budget resources (money outside the state budget). This issue is not dis-
cussed further here.

Issues to consider in accounting Accounting
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Work under way to reform accounting systems

Classification systems

At present, development work being carried out on accounting systems
concerns two areas and levels.

The first area concerns the current systems’ classification options; in
other words, what kind of financial information one can obtain from the
accounting system based on a given structure. The classifications that can
be reported are ) economic (usually the base of and starting point for the pre-
sentation of account data in donor countries) which consists of reporting
salaries and other expenditure, often on a detailed level; ) organisational, e.g.
costs within a ministry; ) geographic/territorial; and ) functional.

Functional accounts represent areas of expenditure that can be found
in many sectors and are not confined to one sector or specialised field.
They have recently attracted intense interest as a basis for following up
governments’ poverty reduction strategies (). Partly as a result of World
Bank and  initiatives, many of the countries concerned are in the
process of revising their current (chiefly functional) account classification
systems into a common -based system. The World Bank and  aim
to gain access to comparable statistics on poverty and to find out how
governments use money to fight poverty. At the same time, improvements
in the functional division of accounts often lead to better organisational
reporting on a more detailed level than previously.

If these changes are made with an open mind and sensitivity to the
partner country’s demands and desires, they can make a powerful con-
tribution to better information on how funds in the state budget are used,
for example within a sector and thus for a sector programme. As a result,
one should not need to push strongly demands for proprietary account-
ing structures within sector programmes.

Modern accounting models

The second major reform issue is the introduction of modern accounting
models related to the principles commented on previously: double-entry
bookkeeping with accruals and deferrals, including principles for depre-
ciation. The use of modern accounting models in relevant computer mod-
els allows information to be presented in several dimensions and thus in
many ways, such as for different activities or programmes. Financial ac-
counting can also be linked to operational reporting to obtain a presen-
tation of unit costs, key indicators and costs for other performance indi-
cators or particular expenditure fields. Reform efforts under way in the
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countries concerned often refer to the principles in , Generally Accept-

ed Accounting Principles, for their accounting structures. However, there is no
automatic link between  principles of promptness, completeness, com-
parability and appropriateness, and the multidimensional accounting
structure of modern accounting models (or their computerised versions).

Modern accounting models are based on insight into the needs of var-
ious institutions for information at different levels of detail. One implica-
tion of this is that while the ministry of finance through reform of ac-
counting structures is usually satisfied to gain future access to complete re-
porting in the economic classification structure (instead of in the state bud-
get structure, as now), the sector ministries want much more information
in several different structures, and with considerably more detail. Thus, a
new accounting model should primarily satisfy the need for more spe-
cialised information among people responsible for operations, rather than
the needs of the ministry of finance.

• Demands from donors for reform of government account-
ing systems are balanced on the one hand between their
responsibility when giving programme support to submit to
the government’s systems and the limited information they
can provide, and on the other hand to want access to more
information than these systems can produce. Donors should

be satisfied for now with the improvements being made to the classifi-

cation structures of accounting systems in most of the countries con-

cerned. They should concentrate their efforts on limiting de-
mands for much more specialised feedback data until mod-
ern accounting models are implemented. Such demands
are often made when sector programmes are decided on.
What donors (and especially lenders) often forget is that
each additional demand for a new type of financial infor-
mation requires its entry through all levels of the adminis-
tration – including in the provinces and districts where ca-
pacity is often considerably less than at the centre. A desire
for an additional piece of data to be entered not only re-
quires a new classification in the accounting model; some-
one must also register and report on it. Demands for addi-
tional data can lead to increased errors in reporting as well
as additional delays.

Donors should, however, demand a time limit on the
interval between the end of a fiscal period and the date
when reports for that period are disclosed, which is unrea-
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sonably long in many countries. With an annual transfer
of programme support, say during Year , one should not
have to wait until Year  for the accounts and audit of how
the funds were used.

Another reform in the spotlight, also related to accounting, is the intro-
duction of Integrated Financial Management Systems (). This appen-
dix does not address this issue (but see the comment in the box under
Closing Remarks).

Which resources are included in the government’s accounts?

The  state that information in accounts should be current, complete,
comparable and appropriate.

Because a government’s accounts often correspond to the state bud-
get, the budget funds are those included in the accounts. Most of the coun-
tries concerned therefore enter in their government accounts only a lim-
ited portion of actual expenditures in the areas or sectors included in the
budget (since significant resources usually are off-budget). This means the
accounts breach – often blatantly – the  requirement of complete-
ness. Completeness is usually also required by law.

Complete accounting of all relevant resources is the very basis of pro-
gramme support. But bringing off-budget funds on-budget, and thus into
the accounts, is a long process that requires short-term as well as long-term
action. Thus, donors should have as a basic principle that they try to en-
sure new programme support (and other resources) is always included in
the government accounts. If this is not feasible, for legal or other reasons,
they should work to introduce temporarily accounts that simultaneously can
register the expenditure through the state budget and known off-budget
resources, such as resources from an external sector programme pool. In
order to make it possible to introduce such consolidated accounting of
various sources of expenditure, donors must be prepared to co-operate so
that all off-budget resources in which they are involved in financing are
systematically reported to the ministry of finance.
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Financial reporting from ministry of finance departments

A complete annual report for the central government based on modern
accounting principles requires that all finance ministry departments report
their economic activities to the function at the ministry responsible for the
government’s consolidated accounts. The ministries of finance in the coun-
tries concerned have different structures (and sometimes are split among
multiple ministries!), but the following functions are typical:

The ministry also includes administrative functions and sometimes,
equally important, personnel functions responsible for training and skills
development.

The ministry of finance functions included in this outline are often un-
derdeveloped and/or operate with limited capacity. Technical develop-
ment projects are appropriate in all areas. The following are a few com-
mon weaknesses exhibited by these functions in relation to central gov-
ernment accounts:

• Reporting to the revenue function from the revenue collecting
administration can be weak. It is not unusual for the ac-
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counting function to obtain this data faster from a different
source – directly from the collection offices or the payment
function (which has to know how much revenue has been
received to manage recurring cash crunches).

• Privatisation and divestiture of government-owned enterprises have
been under way in these countries for some time. Report-
ing the proceeds from sales, principles for valuing compa-
nies, and the timing of payments are not always explained
clearly to the accounting function. Government-owned en-
terprises often have no book value in the accounts. This is
also true of the government’s contributions and loans to en-
terprises and the conditions for (repayment of) them.

• The absence of reporting and valuations is usually more
obvious for state-owned fixed assets. The countries concerned
lack a complete and current valuation of state-owned
buildings, properties, factories, inventories and other mate-
rials. Thus, these assets cannot be depreciated in the ac-
counts (depreciation is impossible anyway in cash-based ac-
counts).

• Public debt and the interest on it require active management (a
debt strategy) to find the least expensive borrowing options
for old and new loans. A good computerised system is a
prerequisite for having continuous access to data on bor-
rowed and amortised amounts, interest paid and outstand-
ing debt. Accounting functions have access to this sort of
precise, up-to-date information much less often than one
would expect.

The government’s undertakings go beyond loans. Various types of finan-
cial obligations may apply, e.g. pension commitments. It is vital that the
government has a clear picture of its financial undertakings, on and off-
budget. The accounting function also needs this information so it can as-
sess the current financial position at any time.

• There is a particularly strong need for co-operation between the

accounting function and the payment function (treasury). To recon-
cile bank statements, accounting needs to know how much
money is available and how it has been used. In most of
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the countries concerned, this is still not possible. Ministry
of finance treasury departments have increasingly proved
itself essential, and quite often a hindrance, to continued
system development.

The absence of, or limits to, information from within the ministry of fi-
nance undermines the value of budgeting and accounts. The lack of a
clear picture of actual total expenditures and revenues for a specific peri-
od means no one knows what resources are actually at their disposal even
in the short term. This makes it difficult to pursue a proper budget poli-
cy. Donors are advised to accept this situation for now – provided gov-
ernments are acting to correct the situation and improve information in
the long run. Otherwise donors should spearhead calls for corrective ac-
tion. The programme support principle of adhering to the government’s
own system must (for the time being) take precedence over donors’ spe-
cial demands on reporting.

For now, the top priority of donors should be to make visible all the
resources of the sector ministries for their respective portfolios so the funds
can be included in the state budget. This does not obscure the fact that
the departments within the ministry of finance discussed above need cor-
rective action – within a medium term perspective at latest.

Reporting of programme support as revenue

Another vital issue for programme support is how revenues are reported
in the state budget and subsequently in the accounts. Programme support
is income – a source of financing – for the government’s expenditure. No
conditionality is attached to standard budget support regarded as income
in the state budget. But in practice it is intended to finance poverty alle-
viation programmes. However, sector programme budget support is ex-
pected to fund corresponding expenditure (increases) for the sector con-
cerned. External revenues are reported in state budgets based on dif-
ferent principles. Legislation often determines what may or can be re-
ported as income in the state budget, whether or not the income can be
earmarked and so forth.

• At the same time, as part of discussions about (new) programme sup-

port, it should be made clear that nothing prevents programme support
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from being included in the state budget or being reported in the
government accounting system. It is vital that these funds
are able to be included. They are often much more secure
if included in the state budget. They become part of the
process for reporting resources in the state budget, just like
domestic revenues. It is especially important that these
funds are included for the benefit of budget policy and for
helping to determine what funds the government has for
carrying out policy. If there are legislative or other impedi-
ments to programme support being included in the budget
or accounts, donors should work to help remove them as
soon as possible.

The above does not apply to provision of sector programme budget sup-
port where it is decided that the government’s payment system cannot be
used. As mentioned earlier, options for including the funds in the budget
and accounts should always be explored, even when it is agreed that phys-
ical disbursements (mainly of sector programme budget support) are to
pass through external channels.

Execution and feedback information from many sources

As already stated, the information that can be obtained from government
accounts in the countries concerned remains of limited quality. This situ-
ation must be accepted for the time being, provided the information is cor-
rect. The parties involved have access to other reports and other report-
ing, which also contain figures from operations. Individual donors there-
fore often attempt to patch together information from several sources to
acquire a broader or deeper understanding than that available through
national reports of budget expenditures and revenues. The following are
examples of other information sources:

• Sector programmes have often included agreements for re-
porting various kinds of performance indicators. Often this infor-
mation is not available, but sometimes it is. It can provide
a picture of a trend or progression if monitored periodically
for an extended period. By contrast, information on the
cost of activities or programmes is still difficult to come by,
even in reports from sector programmes.

• Traditionally some sectors – especially education – make
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available operational statistics (number of students, teachers,
schools, etc.) that can be matched to expenditures in the
state budget in the same field (divided among several insti-
tutions and purposes) to derive ratios and indicators for an
extended period.

• For individual projects, the ministries and donors involved
sometimes produce operational information and financial
reports.

• At best, the government can itself produce statistics for differ-
ent fields. The keeping of statistics and the importance of
cultivating this practice has grown as development assis-
tance has shifted its focus to poverty.

• Before launching initiatives, the major international finan-
cial institutions (s), especially the World Bank, often con-
duct comprehensive surveys of what information – operational and fi-

nancial – is available. A donor that is active, or plans to be-
come active, in a particular area should always check what
information is available from the World Bank. The World
Bank will in future conduct many analyses that touch upon
public administration, as reported in Chapter  of the main
report. These analyses are required reading.

• The need to learn from existing studies by other major donors,

such as , increases. One example is the material that
 produced in conjunction with its ten-year credit to
Rwanda.

• In Chapter  of the main report, we describe many diag-
nostic and analytical instruments in the financial management

field. Today, all these instruments are being operated to
some extent (though several are being revised or combined)
by various groups. A donor that desires information about
the status of financial management in a particular country
should always check to see if an analysis has been conduct-
ed and whether a report is available.

• The World Bank and others also use tracking studies or sur-
veys. In the absence of regular and local information disclo-
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sure, these share the aim of ascertaining actual circum-
stances, often locally, often within a limited, selected geo-
graphic area and for a specific purpose, such as health
care. These reports are always worth reading for people in-
volved in the activities and can be useful in discussing the
true effect on poverty of government policy and donors’ in-
volvement.

Reports on actual circumstances are also released periodically by  organisa-
tions (excluding the World Bank and ) and non-governmental organi-
sations (s), a group that has hitherto focused predominantly on soft-
ware issues. s often work locally, giving them access to materials about
what effects the policy aims of the government, s and bilateral donors
have at the point of welfare service provision. This information about ac-
tual circumstances and the mechanisms triggered when large sums of
money reach an impoverished environment is invaluable for understand-
ing how genuine welfare is attained.

• The government accounting bodies in the countries con-
cerned – often formed at the behest of donors but to a
growing extent by their own initiative – produce reports
that monitor how money is used. In addition, external au-
ditors examine operations and finances in those areas that
receive donor support. These reports can provide a good
picture of how programme funds are actually used. Audit
issues are treated in more detail in the next section.
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Different audit bodies

The countries concerned often have three government accounting bod-
ies that audit government funds:

• Sector ministries and independent government agencies
should have an internal audit office to monitor internal con-
trol systems and comment on them.

• The most important accounting body is the supreme audit in-

stitution. In most of the countries concerned, this authority
reports to parliament, to which it is subordinate. The
supreme audit institution is led by an auditor general and is
entitled to perform audits anywhere in the public sector.

• Several of the countries also have an audit function at the min-

istry of finance, under the control of the minister of finance.
This body is entitled to audit or inspect any of the govern-
ment’s institutions or fields of activity.

Typically, these bodies often lack capacity, perform few audits, concentrate
exclusively on financial auditing, co-ordinate their activities with one an-
other to a limited extent (if at all) and have poor knowledge of modern
auditing principles. They are also often poorly received by the principals
to which they report (parliament and the finance minister) in terms of spe-
cific actions to correct qualifications attached to the audits.

Provision of programme support dramatically increases the need for
these bodies to function well and produce reliable audit reports. In sev-
eral of the countries concerned, reform efforts are in progress at these
bodies. The Swedish National Audit Office, which is active in several of
the countries, is involved in this process.

During provision of project support donors co-operated regularly with
external accounting firms, usually the local representatives of a global ac-
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counting firm. This co-operation continues, for example in the auditing
of programme support funds. Happily, it is increasing and being expand-
ed to collaboration between multiple donors. Several circumstances have
arisen that donors would do well to observe:

• An audit of programme support funds usually entails audit-
ing operations in which it is no longer possible to distin-
guish individual donor funds from one another. Moreover,
it is usually impossible to distinguish between the govern-
ment’s contributions (often financed by unconditional pro-
gramme support!) to a sector programme and those of
donors. The country’s laws may not allow external auditors
to conduct an audit that also scrutinised government
money. It is important to explore these aspects and ascer-
tain what one can do to enable a proper audit, such as re-
questing permission in each case or enlisting one of the
government accounting bodies to lead the audit, assisted by
external auditors. In a programme support model, it is just
as important for donors to allow audits of government
money as it is for the government auditing bodies to audit
donors’ contributions. This option must be guaranteed in
an agreement between the parties.

• When donors engage external auditors it is vital to co-ordinate
this with other donors and lenders as well as with represen-
tatives from government auditing bodies. As a rule, govern-
ment representatives should always be asked to take part in
audits prompted or financed by donors. This creates an in-
valuable opportunity for institution-building.

• Competency requirements may even make it necessary to rely on
government audit bodies. Employees at the local offices of
large, international audit firms often fail to provide value
that corresponds to the size of their audit fees. They sel-
dom have better superior training or skills than staff at gov-
ernment audit bodies. One could almost say this situation
is exploited by the international audit giants, and there is
good reason for donors to make their views felt in this re-
gard. In another context we have proposed shortlist and certi-
fication procedures for hiring external audit firms, i.e. that they
can show their personnel have sufficient qualifications and
skills. The shortlist should be prepared jointly by donors.
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• A not-insignificant resource which so far has not been har-
nessed in this area are regional, international accounting bodies
such as  and . These are often highly re-
spected by the governments of the countries concerned.
There are currently proposals to use  as a certifi-
cation body for national accounting bodies.

• Audits of central government payment systems (see previ-
ous section), have proven inaccessible to donors. This
makes it vital to agree early on with the partner country’s
representatives that all kinds of audit or follow-up reports or the
background data for these – especially in the field of payments

– should also be available to donors and other organisa-
tions involved.

• Projects for institution-building in co-operation between an
external party and a government accounting body often
have value-for-money audits as an area of focus. Value-for-

money audits are not only interesting but must eventually be
introduced in the countries concerned. Nevertheless, efforts
to develop this type of audit should not make it impossible
to introduce a comprehensive system for financial audits. It
is important to prioritise development of basic manage-
ment and control systems before investing large sums in
producing more sophisticated information as part of a sys-
tem for routine information disclosure.
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Wide-ranging access to materials

Planning and budget are the areas of public finance management that,
without a doubt, attract most attention from donors. This is due to macro-
economics and budget policy: the budget is perceived (correctly) as the
leading tool for carrying out the government’s economic policy and con-
verting it into actual welfare services. Other subsectors of public finance
management described in this appendix have accordingly been deemed
less important. This bias is now recognised as an obstacle to the develop-
ment of budget policy instruments in many of the countries concerned.

The massive attention to planning and budget has also resulted in
much more literature and reporting for this field than for other subsec-
tors of public finance management. As mentioned previously, Stefan Falk’s
Overview of Budget Issues is highly recommended as is the World Bank’s Pub-

lic Expenditure Management Handbook and ’s new Understanding and reforming

public expenditure management. This appendix focuses on the core issue – in
this case planning and budget – in relation to the modality of programme
support.

Is there really a connection between planning and budgets?

Many of the countries have a wide range of planning instruments. Most
went through a phase of central economic planning in the s and s.
In some cases, planning instruments introduced in that era remain in situ.
Here we refer primarily to multiyear investment plans. There are also po-
litical planning processes, which span several years. Other instruments in-
clude social and economic plans, which can span one or more years.

Problems concerning poverty reduction strategies and multiyear budgets

In the latter half of the s, poverty reduction strategies (s) were introduced.
These were to be implemented via a special kind of document: the 

(poverty reduction strategy paper). Poverty reduction strategies have dif-
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ferent names in different countries (,  etc.), but all aim to indi-
cate how the government best and most efficiently intends to fight pover-
ty in its country, e.g. through efforts included in the state budget. As stat-
ed in our main report, we are to some extent critical of the poverty re-
duction strategies we have read, though some weaknesses are under-
standable considering the newness of the process.

Working with s and bilateral donors, most of the countries concerned
began to introduce multiyear budget documents even before they intro-
duced poverty reduction strategies. Like poverty reduction strategies, mul-
tiyear budget documents now have several names, such as Medium Term

Expenditure Framework (), Medium Term Fiscal Framework (), Medium

Term Development Framework () and Budget Framework Paper (). This ap-
pendix will refer to all as .

Another multiyear document that governments have developed joint-
ly with the World Bank is the Poverty Reduction Support Credit (). It has
been introduced in Uganda, where it in effect a multiyear document for
administrative reform of the public sector that is subordinate to the aims
and structure of Uganda’s poverty reduction strategy.

Multiyear planning and budgeting thus existed before poverty reduc-
tion strategies were launched. However, the process worked poorly for
several reasons. One main factor was the fact that ministry of finance
functions are often divided between a planning ministry and the ministry
of finance, the latter being  responsible for different parts of the state bud-
get and with different roles in the planning and implementation stages of
the budget process. In addition, the planning ministry often has sole con-
trol of donor funds, owing to anachronistic rules harking back to previ-
ous models in which aid was provided solely for investment and capital
expenditure programmes. The goal of programme support to finance
poverty reduction strategies is rather to finance capital and recurrent ex-
penditure together (though this responsibility can be split between the
government and donors). Dividing budget responsibilities between two
sector ministries also contributes to the unfortunate situation in which the
governments concerned often cannot present a political action plan for the
entire budget that can be translated into clear expenditure targets.

The idea behind the new model for poverty reduction strategies is to
achieve close links between these and the multiyear budget documents
(s) mentioned above. The aim is that the  should share the same
structure as the poverty reduction strategy and reflect its intentions and
priorities. Funding limits in the poverty reduction strategy should be based
on a macroeconomic evaluation. The strategy and funding limits should
be reflected in the  and the “resource envelope”, which can be de-
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rived from the analysis. The next stage is for the allocations in the one-
year budget to reflect all previous analyses and platforms.

In most cases things work differently in reality. It is difficult in many
of the countries concerned to see how the different planning instruments
are connected (often they are not) and how they are expected to produce
the analysis that should precede a poverty strategy. It can also be difficult
to see how, or if, priorities have been set that reflect an analysis of which
measures would most effectively reduce poverty. As yet, poverty reduction
strategies have no field of their own and are not based on a broad analy-
sis that includes the effects of diverse budget priorities on the macro econ-
omy. Multiyear budget instruments (s) have thus proven pretty use-
less as managements tools and serve mainly to reiterate the poverty strat-
egy in a budget context. This weakness is exacerbated by the fact that
poverty reduction strategy papers only cover part of a government’s ac-
tivities. The government’s responsibilities go beyond the poverty reduc-
tion strategy’s expenditure headings, yet there is a risk that the latter are
used as parallel multiyear budgets covering the government’s entire ex-
penditure area. This is deeply regrettable, not least because of the status
of poverty reduction strategies in donor circles and among partner coun-
tries’ governments. The situation is further complicated by the programme
that determines the World Bank’s . This programme possesses the
unfortunate potential to become a third parallel multiyear control docu-
ment, equivalent to the state budget.

Problems in the transition from multiyear frameworks to one-year budgets

The biggest weakness is in the translation of multiyear budget frameworks
to a one-year budget (usually the first year of the multiyear budget and
the period for which parliament decides on “hard” budget allocations). It
is often difficult to see any sign that a multiyear budget analysis influences
the way resources are allocated in the annual budget. Most countries strug-
gle to rectify this weakness. Even so, it fundamentally affects the intend-
ed use of programme support (and other funding). The lack of correlation
between planning and budget instruments is not helped by the split be-
tween a planning ministry responsible for the multiyear budget and a min-
istry of finance responsible for the one-year budget. Changing this situa-
tion may require institutional changes.

• The countries concerned have in most cases already intro-
duced the planning instruments they need to create the requi-
site link between poverty reduction strategies and actual one-year bud-

get allocations. However, in many cases the process still does
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not work (for the reasons given above). Further efforts are
required. Some responses are political and demand that
sector ministries become involved in a process that will
force the planning and finance ministries to account for
how allocations in the one-year budget correspond to the
funding framework and direction of the multiyear budget
and poverty strategy. Donors that at present provide pro-
gramme support are entirely justified to demand that exist-
ing planning and budget processes be revised to solve this
problem. Programme support is nowadays almost always
justified by the goal of supporting the poverty strategy. Un-
less the current situation changes in most of the countries
concerned, it is uncertain whether the support will ever
meet this goal.

Departing from long-established incremental budgeting principles is no
easy task. The incremental method increases everyone’s appropriation for
the year more or less equally. No ministry likes to give up basic funding
to which it has had access for decades, even if it no longer agrees with the
priorities of poverty reduction strategies. Donors must nevertheless insist
on this change if the state budget is to become the instrument for imple-
menting poverty reduction strategies that it is intended to be under the
programme support strategy model. Reconciling actual and budgeted ex-
penditures will also require corrections of accounting and payment prac-
tices, as discussed earlier in this appendix.

Problems of different decision-making processes and unannounced funding

• Another problem is that many donor countries approve the
framework for sector programme budget support separately from debt

relief funding and general budget support. This means that sector
programme budget support is often not subjected to the
macroeconomic scrutiny that determines the size of gov-
ernment expenditure as a proportion of  that is consis-
tent with stable macroeconomic development. Moreover,
donors often use sector programmes as an opening for de-
velopment assistance funds which they have been unable to
disburse by year-end but for which there is domestic politi-
cal pressure to do so. As a result, a sector programme
might receive extra funding that is out of step with the
funding framework derived from the ministry of finance’s
planning and budget process. In a worst case scenario,
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these funds could also be channelled off-budget and not be
reported within the framework for the government’s fund-
ing limits. This is very much a question of discipline for donors,
where limits agreed for sector programme budget support and other

programme support must not be stretched without prior consultation

with partner governments or the ministry of finance’s
macroeconomic representatives and budget chiefs.

Earlier in this appendix, we emphasised the importance of including all
relevant resources in the state budget. Besides government funds of which
the ministry of finance is unaware, other funding that is often off-budget
for various reasons includes support to s. In some countries, this is a
major part of the total funds available de facto for the expenditure areas
accorded high government priority. Support to s consists primarily of
donor funds.

• For the programme support model to work, the state bud-
get must include everything, or the government must at
least be aware of the resources at its disposal. This is pre-
dominantly a duty of donors. Donors must structure new
funding so it can be accounted for in the government’s
budget. Donors must notify the ministry of finance’s opera-
tive units – at least the budget and accounting functions –
of new contributions. Donors must help ensure that bank
accounts containing money earmarked for completed pro-
jects are closed and that the money is transferred to a min-
istry of finance-approved bank account. Donors that con-
tinue to open individual bank accounts in their own name
or a ministry’s name must be instructed to notify without
fail the ministry of finance’s operative departments. Donors
must catalogue and report all support to s active in the
country concerned and must request periodic reports from
the s on the support’s value and how it is being applied
so they can inform the government/ministry of finance di-
rectly or indirectly. Also, the government’s payment system
needs to be computerised and catalogued (as discussed in
the Payments section). Sida can play an active role, in the
bilateral group in particular, by initiating co-ordinated ef-
forts among donors that focus on the activities listed here.
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The planning and budget process in the countries concerned is often de-
termined by legislation. Correcting the problems pointed out in this sec-
tion may require changes in laws.
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While donors and lenders have focused on developing public finance man-
agement systems, government revenues have not received high priority in
analyses. One exception has been the financing of several public admin-
istration projects by Sida, working with the Swedish National Tax Board,
to bolster tax authorities in several countries. Nowadays, taxes are also a key
institutional area for the , which works with governments in many
countries on tax policy in particular. The  also helps (through short-
term activities) to realise proposed tax policies. This often entails the in-
troduction of value-added tax (VAT). In various studies, tax policies pro-
posed by the  have proven regressive, i.e. they increase the relative tax
burden on the poor. The tax policies have also attracted criticism for being
unrealistic and for making it extremely difficult to collect taxes in local con-
ditions. The ’s commitment to improving tax collection has not been par-
ticularly strong until now. Rather, this hands-on fieldwork has been car-
ried out – in frequently difficult circumstances – by donors and organisa-
tions such as Sida and the Swedish National Tax Board.

Donors are generally aware these days that tax collection and the
tax: ratio must increase in the long run in the countries concerned and
that development assistance must be treated as a source of funding that
is available for a limited time only. All the same, many find it difficult to
adhere to these principles. There are several reasons for this. One is the
donor’s “disbursement targets” that may be provided to reach a specific
level of development assistance in a particular year. These targets are un-
fortunate and seem to be invoked regardless of logic, effectiveness or ac-
tual need. They stem from political pressures brought to bear on devel-
opment assistance organisations (and also now on s). They make it dif-
ficult to conduct a serious discussion with partner country governments
about the fundamental need for them to assume long-term responsibility
for financing a larger proportion of state budget expenditure.

The situation is not helped by the unfortunate division of work between
the World Bank and the  in poverty strategy work: the World Bank is
the partner for discussing issues concerning budget expenditure, while the
 handles government revenue issues. The  in Uganda is a striking
example of how this split, despite initial intentions to the contrary, creat-
ed a buffer between the ultimate size of the World Bank credit and any

Issues to consider 
concerning revenues

Revenues



ambition that it would prompt greater effort by the government to in-
crease its own funding of the state budget.

• Donors must make a serious attempt to realise the concept
that partner countries must be able to fend for themselves in the long

run without development assistance. In principle, this means that
no additional, new or expanded programme support can,
will or should be discussed without linkage to efforts and
improvements in the area of taxes and other government
revenues. This means in practice that Sida, together with
other bilateral programme support donors, must formulate
new instructions for programme support decision-making.
These must clearly state that efforts to replace development
assistance with domestic funding must now be undertaken
earnestly and that domestic mobilisation of resources from
now on must be linked to all discussions about new exter-
nal financial support.

This requirement should apply to all new programme support across the
board, but is probably easiest to incorporate in sector programme budget
support. There are already examples of sector programmes in which
donors and governments have agreed gradually to increase the domestic
share of programme financing during the programme period. However,
the effects are restricted by the frequent practice of governments to use
others forms of development assistance – specifically, standard budget sup-
port – to fund their (growing) share of financing. It is therefore important
to advocate an increased domestic share of financing for the total budget.
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Priorities

The partner countries discussed here are under intense pressure from
donors to reform their public finance management systems so that pro-
gramme support can continue as a form of co-operation. Demands for im-
provements in the most fundamental parts of these systems are mixed with
a quick introduction of technically advanced budget and planning struc-
tures that only recently have been implemented in the donor countries
themselves. Insistence on the application of these advanced systems can
in fact be counterproductive vis à vis more basic accounting and payment
functions. The impact on control is often minimal, in spite of – or per-
haps because of – the systems’ sophistication.

The following box, Getting the Basics Right, is taken from the Public

Expenditure Management Handbook (p. ), an extremely informative World
Bank publication referred to earlier.

• Foster an environment that supports and demands performance before introduc-

ing performance or outcome-based budgeting.

• Control inputs before seeking to control outputs.

• Account for cash before accounting for accruals.

• Establish external controls before introducing internal control.

• Establish internal control before introducing managerial accountability.

• Operate a reliable accounting system before installing an integrated financial man-

agement system.

• Budget for work to be done before budgeting for results to be achieved.

• Have effective financial auditing before moving to performance auditing.

• Adopt and implement predictable budgets before insisting that managers efficiently

use the resources entrusted to them.

Closing remarks and summary



The opinions shown in the box are based on the premise that one
must first gain basic control over government financial flows before start-
ing to demand that the systems produce information on the efficiency or
appropriateness of resource utilisation.

We share this view and believe one need only look at developments in
donor countries to understand how difficult, not to say impossible, it is for
the partner countries quickly to satisfy donors’ complex demands. Just in-
troducing the basic control mechanisms listed in the box is an extraordi-
nary challenge. We believe the prospects are bright for governments and
donors to define which fundamental control issues should be included in
the first generation of reform programmes in this area. From that start-
ing point, it should be possible to follow up and compare development in
a number of countries. However, we recommend the adoption of meth-
ods slightly different from the  points in the World Bank’s and ’s
HIPC tracking study (a) and that boast a greater degree of sophistica-
tion.

This does not mean that issues connected with outcome-based bud-
geting, value-for-money audits or the effects of  state budget resource al-
location, for example, are in any way unimportant or uninteresting. All
aspects connected with these types of quality and content concepts must
be introduced sooner or later, particularly with respect to poverty reduc-
tion. Rather, the priorities set below define what an organisation must
achieve before moving to the next level. Any attempt to do everything at
once can produce a fearful backlash. This is already apparent in some
cases.

Fundamental requirements

Based on the issues discussed in this appendix and the needs of the modal-
ity of programme support, the fulfilment of the following requirements can
be considered a fundamental prerequisite for success:

• The budget must be made to include all relevant resources,
or at least the resources must be made known to the plan-
ning process when budgets are being prepared.

• The planning and budget process must be linked in reality.
The one-year budget must be made to reflect in practice
the priorities contained in the poverty reduction strategies.
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• Accounts must be reliable, include all resources and be re-
ported within a reasonable time after the end of the fiscal
period. Accounts should include all donor funds and other
revenues as well as all economic activities, including those
of the ministry of finance.

• The payment system must be mapped out and comput-
erised. The system should be reconciled, preferably daily
and reformed (this includes closing old bank accounts). It
should also be revised periodically.

• Agreement must be reached with the governments con-
cerned on efforts to increase steadily the proportion of the
budget financed by funds raised domestically.

• The preconditions for auditing donor and government
funds within the framework of a programme support pro-
ject must be elucidated.

All these requirements should be combined with offers of technical assis-
tance across the board – preferably in co-ordinated programmes – to en-
hance the systems in individual countries that are not yet capable of pro-
ducing the information needed.

Capacity-building and human resources

Merely improving public finance management systems is not enough to
achieve the objective of programme support aiding the poorest people.
The government’s other administrative functions, discussed in detail in
our main report, must also be made to work smoothly. There is now a gen-
eral consensus on this issue, especially within the World Bank (see Chap-
ters  and  in the main report).

The ministry of finance’s position in this respect closely resembles that
of any other ministry. The ministry of finance depends just as much on
efficient government personnel, payroll and pension systems as other min-
istries do when recruiting the staff they need. Below we draw attention to
a few more specialised issues of capacity-building and cultivating human
resources.
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• What is the state of skills development at the ministry of finance?

What are the institutional prerequisites for recruitment and
training of personnel at the ministry? Does the ministry
conduct an active personnel policy and is there any kind of
training department that can guarantee employee develop-
ment? 

In some of the countries concerned, these questions
might appear unrealistic at present, but they are truly fun-
damental. Donors should not become involved in system
development at a ministry of finance in any of these coun-
tries without considering the ministry of finance’s  long-
term human resources policy.

These human resources issues are just as important at other sector min-
istries. All sector programmes should include a programme for develop-
ing human resources at the relevant ministry (and the ministry’s agencies
in the provinces, regions and territories or districts), combined with the
system initiatives deemed necessary.

Urban areas in the partner countries are currently home to many
newly established enterprises. As a result, individuals with the training
and knowledge needed by the ministry of finance and others are in short
supply. This situation heightens the importance of donors becoming in-
volved in competency development by supporting relevant educational
institutions.

• Thus, competency outside the ministry of finance is an equally im-
portant issue. Are there any educational institutions at any
level that can satisfy the (increased) demand for personnel
in this field, e.g. auditors with knowledge of public sector
accounting? If the answer is no, donors must be prepared
to commit themselves to developing this type of institution.
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Bilateral debt is a debt between two countries (governments), usually a de-
velopment assistance loan or guaranteed export credits. 

Budget process and budget system. The budget process can cover multiyear
and single-year resource allocation and be based on previous planning
processes – in this context principally poverty reduction strategies and
multiyear budgets (see under Multiyear budgets and /). The
budget process covers all steps from eventual appropriation statements by
parties who are to receive funds and implement government policies, to
the consideration of and decisions on allocation of budget resources by
government and parliament, and disbursements of budgetary funds to in-
tended targets. Also included are decisions about, and evaluations of, gov-
ernment revenues. Among the methods used to implement this process are
political definitions for various areas, planning instruments, single-year
and multiyear budgetary instruments, accounting systems of different kinds
and audit systems and follow-up methods.

BWI (Bretton Woods Institutions) is a common name for the  and World
Bank, which were founded in  in Bretton Woods, , and which in
 came under the auspices of the United Nations. The two institutions
were created to support economic stability and development after World
War . The World Bank’s original mission was to rebuild Europe after the
war and to promote progress in developing countries. The  was re-
sponsible for stability under the then-prevailing monetary system, the Bret-
ton Woods System – a fixed exchange rate system. The idea was that a
stable currency and payments system would promote international trade
and economic growth among the  or so member countries. 

As Europe recovered, the World Bank concentrated on its other main
task, i.e. development work in developing countries. When Bretton Woods
collapsed in  the ’s role and future became uncertain. However the
 reincarnated itself at the end of the s as an agency for helping de-
veloping countries with external (payment) problems. The  played an
important role during the debt crisis in the s that hit developing coun-
tries hard. It has since continued working on economic problems in de-
veloping countries. 

Glossary of abbreviations and concepts



CAS (Country Assistance Strategy) is the World Bank’s central tool for over-
seeing and piloting its country programmes for  and  borrowers.
The aim of  is to identify key areas where World Bank efforts are like-
ly to have the greatest impact on reducing poverty. A  document
should:

• Describe the World Bank’s strategy based on assessments of
priorities in the country. 

• Indicate the level and composition of efforts based on the
strategy and the country’s performance.

CDF (Comprehensive Development Framework) is based on certain principles
of development assistance: land ownership; partnership with all donors
and stakeholders; a long-term and comprehensive attack plan for devel-
opment (where social, structural and institutional questions are treated on
a par with macroeconomic issues); and a focus on development-based re-
sults, primarily poverty reduction. s are based on these principles.

DAC (Development Assistance Committee) is a department of the  (Or-
ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) that handles
co-operation issues related to developing countries. ’s role is one of co-
ordination, integration, promoting effectiveness and providing sufficient
funding in support of sustainable economic and social development. It is
also a forum within which the principal bilateral donors collaborate to im-
prove the effectiveness of their efforts to support lasting development. 

has formed a Task Force on Donor Practices to improve harmonisation
of donor efforts in partner countries with regard to capacity building in
the public sector (including financial management systems). 

A series of diagnostic instruments has been developed by the  and, in
particular, the World Bank to assess governmental financial management
systems in recipient countries. Chapter  contains a short description of
 (Reports on Observance of Standards and Codes),  (Country Fi-
nancial Accountability Assessment),  (Procurement Assessment Re-
view),  (Institutional Governance Review),  (Public Expenditure
Analysis and Support),  (Public Expenditure Review),  (Country
Policy Institutional Assessment) and a number of other instruments.

Fungibility is a term that arises frequently in development assistance con-
texts. That money is fungible means it is “exchangeable”. This makes it
impossible to follow up disbursed development assistance funds with com-
plete accuracy. This, in turn, is because a partner country that receives fi-
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nancial assistance allocated for a specific purpose can alter its expenditure
programme and use funds released by the financial assistance for other
purposes. 

HIPC (Heavily Indebted Poor Country) is a debt relief initiative that for the first
time includes the multilateral debts of the poorest and most indebted coun-
tries. The aim is that funds released by providing debt relief result in in-
creased social spending on the poor, in absolute terms as well as a pro-
portion of the overall budget. 

Under the original  Initiative, debt relief was approved at the “de-
cision point”, whereupon the country was given three years to implement
the measures and reach the “completion point”. This system has devel-
oped into an “expanded ”, which shortens the three-year period by
applying a “floating completion point”. As part of the expanded , the
definition of a “sustainable debt” was lowered. By November , 
countries had reached decision point under the expanded . The esti-
mated cost of the new rules is in excess of  million (present value in
), split roughly equally between bilateral donors and multilateral cred-
itors. (See Chapter .)

IDA (International Development Association) is part of the World Bank Group,
which also includes the  (International Bank of Reconstruction and
Development),  (Multilateral Debt Investment Guarantee Agency),
 (International Finance Corporation) and  (International Centre
for Settlement of Investment Disputes). The  is the World Bank Group’s
concessional lending arm, providing favourable, long-term loans (called
credits) to the poorest countries. The ’s role is to build up human cap-
ital, policies, institutions and infrastructure to create equality and sus-
tainable growth. The organisation lends only to countries with a certain
level of income per capita (  in ). Eighty one countries were el-
igible for  support during the fiscal year .

IDG (International Development Goals) date back to agreements and resolu-
tions taken at world conferences organised by the United Nations in the
first half of the s.The conferences led to agreement among develop-
ment organisations on the steps needed to achieve the goal of reducing
poverty and attaining sustainable development. The  consist of seven
goals, each concerning an aspect of poverty that includes indicators for
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the relevant area. The  have been accepted by, among others, the ,
/,  and the World Bank.

IFI (International Financial Institution) is often used as a moniker for the  and
World Bank. In reality, though,  is a wider term that includes all inter-
national financial institutions, including the World Bank and .

JDR (Joint Donor Review) is produced by a group of like-minded bilateral
donors who provide programme support to the same country. It handles
and analyses issues concerning disbursed programme support and perti-
nent financial management questions. 

JSA (Joint Staff Assessment) is conducted by officials from the  and the
World Bank and is an evaluation of a partner country’s . The 

and  report are then presented to the respective boards of the World
Bank and , which decide whether the poverty strategy is of a sufficient
standard to entitle the country to favourable loans from the institutions. 

Macroeconomic stability. One cannot put an exact value on the macroeco-
nomic variables that denote whether the macroeconomic situation in a
country is stable or unstable. Rather, a comprehensive assessment of dif-
ferent key macroeconomic variables is what denotes a country’s macro-
economic status. Key variables are growth, inflation, financial (budget)
deficit, balance of payments deficit and size of international reserves.
Through macroeconomic policies it is possible to influence, and create
conditions for, sustainable economic growth. Within a , the stabilisa-
tion process includes various macroeconomic areas, each of which has
consequences for individuals (not least the poor) and for growth. 

Multilateral debts are a country’s debts to multilateral organisations, i.e. or-
ganisations owned by many states (governments). The , World Bank
and regional development banks are examples of multilateral organisa-
tions.

Multiyear budgets, which usually cover a three-year period, have been
adopted in many partner countries. These documents are based on macro-
economic assessments and on funds received from donors for appropri-
ate allocation according to government policy. Multiyear budgets are im-
portant for the planning of partner countries’ financing of poverty-focused
programmes within the context of stated macroeconomic targets. The
documents have different names: BFP (Budget Framework Paper), MTDF
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(Medium Term Development Framework), MTEF (Medium Term Expen-
diture Framework), MTFF (Medium Term Fiscal Framework).

NGO (Non-governmental Organisation) can be defined as an independent (from
the state or government), not-for-profit organisation. s are wholly or
partly dependent on charitable donations and private funds. The term
 includes a wide range of organisations, such as large established char-
ities, research institutes, churches and lobbyist groups. The World Bank
classifies s as belonging to one of three groups: 

() Community-based/Grassroots s: work for the 
inhabitants of a small geographic area. 

() National s: operate in individual developing 
countries.

() International s: often have their headquarters in 
an industrialised country and operate in more than one 
developing country. 

The grassroots organisation category differs from the other two. While
() and () are s founded to help others, () is usually a membership
organisation for people who together promote their own interests (e.g.
women’s groups, credit circles, youth clubs and farming organisations).

PAF (Poverty Action Fund) was set up in Uganda to improve transparency and
control of budget resources released as a result of  debt relief and
other donor resources earmarked for financing poverty-oriented pro-
grammes. 

PRGF (Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility) has replaced the ’s former
ESAF (Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility) as an instrument for support-
ing partner countries in their implementation of s. The  should
accord with the comprehensive framework that covers macroeconomic,
structural and social policies aimed at promoting growth and reducing
poverty. Payment periods and conditionality in connection with  loans
are the same as those previously applied to  loans. Applicant coun-
tries are granted  credits on the same grounds as through . Loans
are based on three-year undertakings and subject to scrutiny of perfor-
mance. They are paid on a half-yearly basis and carry an interest rate of
. percent, in those cases when the loan’s maturity exceeds ten years. 

Programme support or programme aid can be defined as policy-based devel-
opment assistance not earmarked for financing a specific project. In other
words, it is a modality aimed at supporting implementation of a general
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policy or expenditure programme developed by a partner country.
Financial programme support can be divided between balance of pay-

ments support and budget support (including sector budget support). The
difference is that the donor provides balance of payments support in for-
eign currency, while budget support is provided in local currency. Budget
support is also provided in foreign currency but is converted in the part-
ner country to local currency. 

Balance of payments support and budget support are largely the same
from a macroeconomic perspective because both consist of a foreign cur-
rency component and a domestic currency component. Depending on
the form of support chosen, donors tend to focus on different components
with different effects in the respective area. Balance of payments support
with a foreign currency focus is tied to debt management efforts, while
budget support with a local currency focus is tied to effects on the budget
process, budget allocations, transparency and financial management ef-
forts. The  initiative has resulted in an increasing tendency to give bal-
ance of payments support by way of debt relief in local currencies. In
practice, therefore, this support works like budget support. All forms of
programme support are tied to policy reforms in the partner country.
Poverty issues are today deemed of key importance in this context.

PRSC (Poverty Reduction Support Credit) is a new World Bank instrument that
covers the most important structural and social areas in an  country
and aims to support implementation of its overall poverty reduction strat-
egy. The  and  must in the medium term jointly devise a frame-
work for structural and social reform programmes supported by the .
This framework consists of annual credits determined according to need. 

Other traditional lending instruments used by the World Bank in build-
ing up public institutions in  countries are:  (Structural Adjustment
Credit),  (Sector Adjustment Loan),  (Adaptable Programme
Credit)  (Sector Investment Programme) and technical assistance.

PRSP (Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper) has replaced the former PFP (Policy

Framework Paper) and summarises a partner country’s poverty reduction
strategy. A  is thus a precondition for a country receiving debt relief
under the  initiative and being granted access to soft loans from the
World Bank and . A  is preceded by an - (Interim ), which
summarises what is known about a country’s poverty situation and gov-
ernment policy in the area. An - also describes the process leading
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up to a full . A  is drawn up during a democratic process by the
country’s government, supported by the , the World Bank and other
partners such as bilateral donors and s. A  must cover a number
of different areas: poverty diagnosis; links between political actions and
poverty-reducing results; and a system for monitoring progress in pover-
ty alleviation. 

s are formulated differently between countries and have different
names. Uganda’s poverty strategy is called  (Poverty Eradication Ac-
tion Plan) and Mozambique’s is known as  (Plano de Accao para a
Reducao da Pobreza Absoluta). (The  process is discussed in more de-
tail in Chapter .)

SPA was founded in  with the title Special Programme of Assistance
to African Countries. Its main goal was to increase the flow of aid to high-
ly indebted countries in Africa that have undergone structural adjust-
ments. The name was changed in December  to Strategic Partnership

with Africa. This reflects a major change from the previous focus on re-
source mobilisation to the wide-ranging activities of today. Seven task
groups have been created to make development assistance more effective.
The areas covered are: 

• Growth and Equity.
•  Process.
• Poverty Monitoring.
• Aid and Fiscal Policy.
• Financial Management and Accountability.
• Sector Programmes. 
• New Contractual Relationships and Selectivity. 
The  partnership includes bilateral donors and multilateral institu-

tions. The group includes: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Ireland, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Swe-
den, Switzerland, the , , the World Bank, , , , , African
Development Bank (AfDB),  Africa Bureau and the Economic Com-
mission for Africa ().  is an important forum for donors to co-ordi-
nate joint efforts, particularly in the institutional arena.

SWAp (Sector-wide Approach) can be defined as a process in which donors
provide financial support for a sector within a common direction and
planning framework for the purpose of implementing a sector strategy
agreed with the government. Donors can contribute via sector programme
budget support or specific programme funding. The government also con-
tributes with funds earmarked for financing sector programmes. p’s
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purpose is to reduce the risk of fragmentation in assistance efforts (project
support) and to bolster institutional capacity in the relevant sector. This
wide-ranging approach facilitates more rational and long-term resource
planning and use. But it also makes demands on public expenditure man-
agement. The advantage is that the programme is entirely subordinate to
parliament and its decisions. 

Traditional World Bank lending instruments: 

– SAL/C (Structural Adjustment Loan/Credit) is the World Bank’s
quick disbursing assistance, which is chiefly used to increase ef-
fectiveness and productivity in the public sector and to stimu-
late good governance. Its primary use is for political initiatives,
e.g. reducing trade barriers. The / is inadequate when it
comes to the development of sustainable institutional reforms
because its conditionality is often too restrictive and based on
very short timeframes. Countries in need of longer-term support
for structural and social reforms, including institution-building,
may instead benefit from PSAL/C (Programmatic Structural Adjust-

ment Loan/Credit), a new programming form of /. /
supports medium-term reforms including a multiyear matrix of
policy and institutional reforms, with indicators and follow-up
for each loan. Every / includes new conditionality and in-
stitutional reforms based on the previous ones.

– SECAL (Sector Adjustment Loan) aims to support specific sectors
that carry out policy and institutional reforms.  focuses on
private sector development, institutional capacity-building and
sector expenditure programmes. Like /s, s have a
short-term focus. 

– The World Bank’s traditional investment lending and SIP (Sector

Investment Programme) are other instruments used to bolster in-
stitutions.  is an umbrella for institutional programmes with-
in specific sectors and which, like s, is intended to pilot in-
stitutional reforms at partner countries’ behest. A more result-
oriented focus is achieved by measuring performance – also in
line with  principles. 
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– SIMs (Sector Investment and Maintenance Loan/Credit) usually con-
tain an agreement on the composition of a  and focus on pub-
lic expenditure programmes in specific sectors. Besides capital
investment and institutional capacity-building, s also cover
operating costs as part of an expenditure or investment pro-
gramme. s normally comprise co-ordinated multilateral and
bilateral support to the specific sector.

– The World Bank’s TA-loans (Technical Assistance Loan) allow e.g.
staff in partner country institutions to be trained even after the
completion of a  or . The aim is for the institutions to
be able to continue with their activities after credits have been
used up. Timeframes are flexible so that institutional objectives
can be met. The problem with  support is that it is uncoor-
dinated (unless connected to existing programmes and/or with
the government and other donors). The World Bank’s  loans
are regarded as far too expensive in partner countries where
other bilateral donors are active and can provide technical as-
sistance in the form of donor funds. 

– APL/Cs (Adaptable Programme Loan/Credit) are relatively new in-
struments for underpinning institutional reforms, mainly in spe-
cific sectors or the civil service. The loans are tied to a pro-
gramme-based reform package with a ten-year loan period that
is divided into phases.

UNDP (United Nation Development Programme) is part of the ’s Economic
and Social Council, which also includes  (United Nations Children
Fund),  (United Nations Population Fund),  (Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) and  (United Na-
tions Environment Programme). Autonomous organisations, including the
World Bank and , are also members of the council. 

As the ’s development programme, the  is charged with pro-
viding developing countries with knowledge-based policy advice in
areas that include poverty alleviation and capacity building for institu-
tions.  is present in virtually all developing countries via a network
of more than  field offices.  agencies that follow and assess differ-
ent activities do so using a tool called  (Common Country Assess-
ment). With regard to development work, which includes a range of ac-
tivities and follow-up of indicators, the relevant blueprint is 

(United Nation Development Framework). Following the emergence of
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ps, all  agencies involved in these programmes now seek to use
, which acts as a co-ordinating mechanism. 
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